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Crack growth analyses in multi-layered architectures used in the automotive industry for plain bearings, displaying elastic and plastic mismatches, were developed through automated meshing processes based on the Finite Element Method in the commercial code ANSYS. Two-dimensional FE analyses studied the effect of shielding and anti-shielding on crack growth in flat strip specimens subjected to three-point bending tests experiencing severe yielding and path deflections. This study was based on Crack Tip Opening Displacement estimates, the maximum tangential strain criterion and automatic step by step extensions to account for crack growth. The analysis of forecasted paths for deflected and bifurcated cracks showed the tendency of the crack to grow parallel to the layers orientation within the compliant interlayer, as observed experimentally, and following a path which maximised the crack driving force. The interaction of two-dimensional width-through cracks in co-linear, parallel-dominant and oblique arrangements was studied to compare their behaviour to independent growing cracks. The development of three-dimensional models was aimed to study the crack front evolution when more compliant or stiffer layers were placed ahead of the crack in flat strip specimens subjected to three-point bending tests experiencing severe yielding. The crack front growth was estimated according to the local values of the Crack Tip Opening Displacement and a fitted crack growth law, which accounted for the short fatigue crack behaviour observed experimentally. The comparison of Crack Tip Opening Displacements obtained with two-dimensional and three-dimensional models showed that the estimates obtained with the latter were affected to a lesser extent by shielding and anti-shielding. The estimation of cycles to propagate a crack to the interlayer, in addition to the initiation life obtained in previous experimental work at the University of Southampton, estimated that less than 40% of the total life was required for such a process and demonstrating the damage tolerance of the layered architecture. A detailed stress and strain analysis of the service conditions, based on the Elasto-Hydrodynamic Lubrication pressure, and manufacturing processes, mainly related to the forming of a concave shell, was developed for plain bearings as the initial step of a damage tolerance analysis.
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1. Chapter One: Introduction

1.1. Background

Fatigue failure has been studied extensively to prevent components of engineering systems from going prematurely out of service or causing damage to the whole system. More demanding service conditions have been met with the introduction of tougher materials and complex architectures but they have also resulted in more severe plastic deformation around existing or fatigue-initiated flaws in the component. Multi-layered architectures can be found among those complex architectures. The combination of different material properties presents a new range of possibilities; especially when mechanical, thermal and electrical conductance properties are integrated to create new products. Most of the applications described in this work are related to the search for a compromise between material strength and damage tolerance on the one hand and additional vital features, such as thermal conductance, friction reduction, structural compatibility for joining and resistance to wear or corrosion, on the other.

The search for this compromise has been evident in various industrial applications. A compromise between heat conductance and strength can be found in the cooling system of compressor or blade buckets [1]. The circulation of coolant around bi-layered architectures consisting of an outer skin, intended to withstand wear and corrosion, and a copper inner part, intended to promote heat exchange. Other applications related to corrosion and wear can be observed in a range of industrial environments. Within the context of wear, applications related to the design of coins [2] and manufacture of hot drawing tools [3] have been developed. The latter is an interesting application, since not is only wear reduced but also the elimination of surface preparation is achieved, minimising operation times and costs. In the context of corrosion, the oil and gas industries have
also applied layered architectures in the transportation of fluids through piping systems [4]. Evidently, such fluids promote corrosion in structurally sound materials such as steel. Therefore, inner layers of nickel and copper alloys were added in order to minimise this effect. A more fundamental problem was addressed through the application of rolled steel-aluminium sheets with the aim of bonding incompatible materials [5]. The creation of layered inserts allowed welding between large structures of different materials such as in on-deck housings in ships. The popularity of this application in the last 30 years is a case in point of the importance of layered architectures. Commercial brands like DuPont still fabricate such inserts for state of the art yachts.

The examples presented above describe typical applications of layered architectures made of ductile materials. More recent applications in the microelectronics industry have introduced electrical conductivity as an additional feature to be considered in such architectures. Working towards current conduction efficiency but at reduced scales, ceramic and composite materials are used in these applications.

This work is mainly concerned with crack propagation occurring in layered architectures made up of ductile materials. The analysis developed in this thesis was applied to a layered architecture used for plain bearings in the automotive industry. These components are vital within the powertrain system. Their strategic position within the engine makes impossible to monitor visually damage evolution; this increases the importance of initial design methodologies that account for damage tolerance. The bearing design process is complex since manufacturing, assembly and service conditions affect the component performance. The study of service conditions is especially interesting and challenging since it is currently based on elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) analyses whereby the oil film pressure is coupled with the elastic deformation of the housing and the journal.
Previous studies at the University of Southampton have characterised the material microstructure and crack propagation occurring in various bearing architectures [6-9]. The behaviour of growing cracks within these layered architectures was investigated in concave layered shells, as used in automotive bearings, and more extensively in flat strips, before the final forming process. These specimens were subjected to bending, as shown in Figure 1, in order to study a simpler and better known state of stress in contrast to complex bearing service conditions within an engine.

\[ \text{Figure 1. Bending tests for concave shells and flat strips.} \]

The methodology followed here can also be applied to other mechanical components such as the examples described at the beginning of this Section. The methods followed here are also applicable to the study of ceramic layered architectures; although, suitable modifications should be made in applying these approaches to such very different mechanical systems.

### 1.2. Aim and Objectives

The aim of this research project is to model crack growth in multilayered material systems subjected to extensive elasto-plastic deformation. A damage tolerance approach and the finite element method are used to study crack propagation accounting for aspects such as deflection, bifurcation, coalescence, shielding caused by mechanical mismatch between layers, extensive elasto-plastic deformation and short-fatigue crack growth. The study of crack growth in multi-
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layered architectures involves computational and modelling challenges related to the material’s non linear deformation and the development of complex FE meshes that evolve as the crack extends, respectively.

This thesis is focused on the development of numerical models that could complement the extensive experimental work developed previously at the University of Southampton. Experimental work developed in the Materials Research Group has studied the crack growth mechanisms and behaviour in similar layered architectures promoting the selection of adequate modelling techniques. At the same time, this experimental work has provided the foundations for developing fatigue life estimations of layered architectures subjected to three-point bending and, in the near future, more complex loading conditions. Towards the latter, stress-strain fields are investigated in concave bearing shells subjected to service conditions.

Particular objectives of this work are:

- Generation of efficient two and three dimensional finite element analyses for the simulation of three-point bending fatigue tests, including automatic mesh regeneration as the crack grows.
- Study of the consequences of shielding and anti-shielding in flat multilayered strips under three-point bending tests subjected to large scale yielding (LSY).
- Study of crack path instabilities such as deflection, bifurcation and coalescence focusing on their causes and their effects on the crack driving force (CDF).
- Comparison between the damage tolerance and total life approach through previous experimental work [10] in the University of Southampton with flat strip specimens under three-point bending tests.

In relation to bearing shells, the objectives are:
• Explore possibility of a damage tolerance approach through a detailed stress analysis of the big end bearing subjected to forming and fitting operations as well as hydrodynamic loading.
• Use stress and strain output to determine the most likely crack initiation position.
• Propose a methodology to assess the fatigue performance of alloys used in the lining through numerical models and output from accelerated cyclic damage tests.

The methodology followed in this work focuses on appropriate use of parameters, laws and criteria for crack path and front prediction in 2D and 3D, respectively. Certain issues relevant to fracture and fatigue mechanisms such as residual strains and stresses and crack closure were not accounted for. Crack closure has been shown to have a smaller effect on fatigue crack growth under high levels of crack driving force and load ratio [11], justifying such a simplification. Capturing the change in the residual stress field as cracks grow is a complex analysis that exceeds the computational resources available to capture the component load history.

Micro-structural effects were not included within the developed finite element (FE) models since homogeneous material properties were assumed. It is recognised that the micro-structure plays a role in the crack growth process and understanding of the micro-mechanisms involved in such processes according to each particular alloy is important. Particular attention to those effects on crack initiation and propagation was made in previous experimental work at the University of Southampton. However, this work is centred on the macro or meso-mechanical behaviour of the component based on the mechanical mismatch found among the different layers. The material microstructure effect is only indirectly included in these numerical analyses through the development of a crack growth law based on experimental data. Data on typical microstructural features has thus been introduced into the analysis through a particular form of crack growth law.

More in depth studies of the microstructure effect on crack growth would require micro-mechanical approaches. The implementation of a coupled local-global approach would increase
significantly the complexity of the numerical analyses developed and require either the analysis of a particular microstructure or the introduction of stochastic variables related to the material. Such a study is beyond the scope of this project and the resources available.

1.3. Thesis structure

The thesis comprises eight chapters that include relevant background, methodology, results, discussion and conclusions. The first chapter describes fundamental literature information on the application of the damage tolerance approach based on FE analyses. A further literature review on particular issues relevant to the analysis developed is provided in each subsequent results chapter. Two-dimensional FE analyses of multi-layered flat strips under three-point bending are developed in chapter two. Straight through-width crack models were validated against analytical solutions for monolithic specimens under three-point bending and evaluated shielding and anti-shielding effects in multi-layered ones. Deflected and bifurcated through-width crack arrangements in architectures of two and three layers are assessed in chapter three based on a validated crack deflection criterion. Single layered specimens under tension containing various arrangements of coalescing through-thickness cracks are analysed in chapter four to evaluate shielding and anti-shielding effects caused by crack interaction and their dependence on loading, crack size and configuration. Chapter five is focused on the development of a three dimensional crack growth modelling methodology and the generation of a crack growth law. The methodology is applied to bi-layer and tri-layer architectures under three-point bending loading to compare shielding and anti-shielding effects under moderate yielding. Chapter six simulates greater levels of plasticity and compares the numerical estimations of fatigue life against experimental data including possible effects of coalescence on total life. Chapter seven is dedicated to the stress and strain analysis of a bearing under service conditions accounting for previous deformation history from forming and fitting
operations. Chapter eight describes the conclusions obtained from this thesis and further areas of opportunity for future work.

1.4. **Literature Review**

The framework for this thesis requires knowledge from several areas to provide an insight into fatigue crack propagation in multi-layered systems. This research involves machine elements, materials, solid mechanics and numerical modelling. The foundations of the approaches and their scope used in this work are described next. Further literature reviews at the beginning of each chapter are included describing previous work that is particularly relevant to the issues discussed.

1.4.1. **Fracture mechanics**

The failure of a range of manufactured goods has led to much study of the causes and mechanistic processes involved in fracture. The costs emerging from fracture are difficult to quantify, however an economic study [12] in the United States estimated losses of approximately $119 billion (4 % of the gross national product) related to this issue in 1978. This study also revealed that the application of the knowledge and technology available in 1983 could have saved more than $35 billion in 1978. Initial efforts to understand field observations studied material conditions in cracked components using analytical solutions of plates that contained notches or holes (material flaws). These elastic solutions provided the basis to assess cracks as very sharp discontinuities in the material and initiated the study of linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM). Later, this approach was extended to problems where LSY was present leading to Elastic Plastic Fracture Mechanics (EPFM).

1.4.1.1. **Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM)**

The applicability of LEFM has provided a suitable framework to deal with the structural analysis of cracks and their resulting singular stress field behaviour. The foundations of this approach were established early in the twentieth century with significant developments in the 60s and 70s that
enhanced its applicability. Modern theories of fracture are based on the pioneering work of Griffith [13, 14] in 1921 who established a criterion for unstable extension of cracks in brittle solids. Based on the stress analysis in infinite solids by Inglis [15], Griffith postulated that the critical far field stress \( \sigma_f \) that would cause crack extension is given by

\[
\sigma_f = \sqrt{\frac{2E'\gamma_s}{\pi a}}
\]  

(1)

where \( E' \) stands for the effective Young modulus, \( a \) for half of the crack length and \( \gamma_s \) for the surface crack energy per unit of surface area. The effective Young Modulus for plane strain conditions is equal to \( E/(1 - \nu^2) \) while for plane stress is equal to \( E \).

Griffith’s novel approach considered a brittle material exhibiting no plastic deformation containing a sharp crack. Irwin [16] modified Griffith’s relationship into another form based on the energy release rate per crack extension \( dA \). Irwin postulated that a crack extension under a constant stress would occur only if a decrement of the system potential energy was equal, at critical conditions, to the increment of surface energy caused by new surfaces created with a length \( dA \) and a unit width.

\[
G = \frac{\sigma^2\pi a}{E'} = 2\gamma_s = -\frac{d\Pi}{dA}
\]  

(2)

where \( G \) stands for energy release rate, \( \Pi \) for the potential energy and \( A \) crack front area.

The study of cracks was also developed in terms of linear elastic stress analysis with very sharp flaws or notches. Irwin [17], based on the stress analysis by Westergard [18], quantified the near-tip field in terms of the stress intensity factor \( K \). The parameter \( K \) represented the crack tip local conditions while the energy release rate reflected the global energy balance. These parameters are used as a measure of crack driving force (CDF) which characterises the conditions around the crack.
tip with a single value. Other crack driving force parameters have also been used in the context of EPFM and are described in subsequent sections.

The stress intensity factor has been related to different material separation modes. These separation modes are based on loading conditions: tensile opening mode or Mode I, in plane shearing mode or Mode II and out of plane shearing mode or Mode III; these modes are shown in Figure 2. Representative relations between stress and $K_I$, related to pure opening mode:

$$\sigma_{xx} = \frac{K_I}{\sqrt{2\pi r}} f_{xx}(\theta) + T + \text{terms that are negligible near the crack tip} \tag{3}$$

$$\sigma_{yy} = \frac{K_I}{\sqrt{2\pi r}} f_{yy}(\theta) + \text{terms that are negligible near the crack tip} \tag{4}$$

where $\sigma_{xx}$ and $\sigma_{yy}$ are the axial stress in the $x$ and $y$ direction (the latter being the loading direction), $f_{xx}$ and $f_{yy}$ are dimensionless functions, $r$ and $\theta$ are the polar coordinates with origin at the crack tip and $T$ is the T stress. Similar relationships are available to describe stresses in other directions according to the material separation mode. CDF parameters are a representative measure of the conditions surrounding the crack tip and, therefore, an appropriate means to study fracture and fatigue problems.

$K$ has been used to investigate and compare the behaviour of cracks of different sizes and separation modes. However, it is important to recognise that $K$ will only dominate the near-tip solution as shown by equations (3) and (4). As we move away from the crack tip second order terms gain more importance. On the other hand, the local failure processes that occur, usually designated as the process zone, depend on the scale of local failure and are not usually captured by $K$ alone, bounding the dominance of the $K$ solution to an annulus with maximum and minimum values of $r$. $K$ solutions have also been shown to be applicable to problems exhibiting small plastic
deformation; however such plasticity should be well confined within the area of $K$ dominance, usually referred to as problems with Small Scale Yielding (SSY).

![Figure 2. Material separation modes.](image)

The definition of $K$ and $G$ led to the use of a new material property, the fracture toughness. This property is the critical value of stress intensity factor at which crack advance occurs. Codes of practice such as the British Standards Institution (BSI) [19] and the American Society of Testing Materials (ASTM) [20] provide some guidelines for the estimation of such a property considering the (limited) extent of plasticity that can be accommodated. According to ASTM, this plastic zone should be 25 times smaller than typical dimensions of the specimen (thickness, crack size and remaining ligament). Plastic zone size estimations by Irwin [17], Dugdale [21] and Barenblat [22] allowed this comparison, which in many ductile materials indicated a requirement for huge testing specimens. The introduction of a framework based on elasto-plastic fracture mechanics reduced these size requirements substantially and allowed the study of engineering problems where greater extents of plasticity develop.

Initial studies on fracture toughness, also known as critical CDF or $K$, showed that the specimen thickness played an important role in this process. Initial testing programs in the 1970s [23]
referred to plane stress or plane strain conditions to explain smaller estimates at thicker specimens. The constraint observed in thick specimens (assumed to lead to principally plane strain behaviour) reduces the material flow and leads to higher normal stresses when the yield stress is reached. In reality, the exact conditions of plane stress or plane strain do not hold across the whole thickness of the specimen and plane stress conditions are only observed at the free surface. The material constraint can be better related to stress tri-axiality which increases as the material analysed is located deeper in the specimen. Stress estimations by Narasimhan and Rosakis [24] showed this effect across the thickness of the plate and the distance from the crack tip.

1.4.1.2. Elastic Plastic Fracture Mechanics (EPFM)

Elastic Plastic Fracture Mechanics is applicable to tougher materials that are currently used in many engineering components. Plastic deformation allows materials to absorb energy after the yield stress is reached, allowing local material redistribution that may reduce stress concentrations and dissipate energy. As discussed previously, the validity of $K$ to describe stress and strain fields around the crack tip is limited by the relation between the specimen and crack size to the plastic zone. Other CDF parameters have been used for the study of crack propagation under LSY conditions.

1.4.1.2.1. $J$ integral

The $J$-integral was proposed by Rice [25], from energy concepts derived by Eshelby [26]. This parameter involves integration along a line around the crack tip involving the material’s strain energy and the work done. Rice showed that $J$ is the rate of change of potential energy with respect to crack propagation direction for a nonlinear elastic solid. The $J$-integral is given by

$$J = \int_{r} w \, dy + T \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} \, ds$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)
where \( \mathbf{u} \) is the displacement vector, \( x \) and \( y \) are the co-ordinates in directions parallel and normal to the plane crack, \( s \) is the arc length around the integration contour \( \Gamma \), \( \mathbf{T} \) is the traction vector and \( w \) is the strain energy density. The integral representation is shown in Figure 3. The integral value is independent of the chosen contour. Its numerical computation may show path dependency but this would be due to inappropriate implementation or non proportional loading; conditions which are very rarely found when monotonic uniaxial loads are applied to stationary cracks [11, 23].

The near tip stress fields can be determined through the Hutchinson Rice Rosengreen (HRR) singular equations [27, 28]. The analysis of elasto-plastic deformation requires the definition of rules related to yield, strain hardening and material flow. The Ramberg Osgood constitutive model [29] has been commonly used with HRR equations to fulfil the rules stated above.

\[
\frac{\varepsilon}{\varepsilon_Y} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{\sigma}{\sigma_Y}, & \varepsilon < \varepsilon_Y \\
1 + \alpha \left( \frac{\sigma}{\sigma_Y} \right)^n, & \varepsilon > \varepsilon_Y
\end{cases}
\]

(6)

where \( \varepsilon \) represents the ongoing strain, \( \varepsilon_Y \) the material yield strain, \( \sigma \) the ongoing stress, \( \sigma_Y \) the yield stress, \( \alpha \) is a material constant and \( n \) is the strain hardening exponent. The HRR singular fields for stress also showed a singularity when \( r \to 0 \) as did \( K \) stress based solutions.


\[
\sigma_{ij} = \sigma_Y \left( \frac{J}{\alpha \sigma_Y \varepsilon_Y l_n r} \right)^{\frac{1}{n+1}} f_{ij}(n, \theta)
\]

(7)

where \( \sigma_{ij} \) represents stresses, \( r \) and \( \theta \) the distance and angle from the crack tip, \( l_n \) is a factor that is affected by the strain hardening exponent \( n \) and \( f_{ij} \) is a dimensionless function of stress.

The dominance of the HRR solution was also shown to be bounded by an annulus bounded by the process zone and an exterior radius dependent on the tested specimen and loading. The HRR fields under SSY conditions have been shown to hold over \( \sim 20\% \) of the plastic zone size in front of the crack tip. In contrast, the validity of these fields under LSY conditions appeared to be highly dependent on the tested specimen, ranging between 1\% and 7\% of the remaining ligament [23].

1.4.1.2.2. Crack Tip Opening Displacement

The concept of crack tip opening displacement as a representative CDF is traced to Wells [30] who attempted to measure critical stress intensity values in steels. Wells observed that crack faces had moved apart prior to fracture as a result of plastic deformation, causing blunting at the crack tip. The intensity of this phenomenon was proportional to the toughness of the material. These attempts found that such a material could not be characterized by LEFM due to the excessive specimen size requirements. The aforementioned observations led Wells to propose the Crack Opening Displacement (COD) or Crack Tip Opening Displacement (CTOD) as a crack tip measure of fracture toughness. In his original work [30] Wells developed an approximate analysis that related the CTOD (\( \delta \)) to the stress intensity factor at the limit of small scale yielding using Irwin [31] theory as shown in

\[
\delta = \frac{4 K_I^2}{\pi \sigma_Y E}
\]

(8)

where \( K_I \) is the stress intensity factor in its opening mode and \( \sigma_Y \) the yield stress. Burdekin and Stone [32] proposed an alternative analysis using the strip yield model. According to this analysis,
the size of the strip yield zone is related to the stress fields at the crack tip and the CTOD can be
defined as the crack opening displacement at the end of the strip yield zone. The analysis of
Burdekin and Stone provided the appropriate theoretical basis needed to use the CTOD as CDF.
They derived the relation
\[
\delta = \frac{8\sigma_Y a}{\pi E} \ln \sec \left( \frac{\pi \sigma_{\infty}}{2 \sigma_Y} \right) \quad (9)
\]
where \( \sigma_{\infty} \) corresponds to the far field stress. According to Anderson [23] the limit of the previous
equation when \( \sigma_{\infty}/\sigma_Y \rightarrow 0 \) reveals a ratio of \( \pi/4 \) between the strip yield model and the original
postulate of Wells. A more general form of equation (8) can be obtained when a dimensionless
factor \( p \) (which depends on \( I_n \) and \( n \)) and effective Young’s Modulus \( E’ \) is used according to plane
strain or plane stress conditions within the scope of LEFM, as follows
\[
\delta = \frac{K_1^2}{p\sigma_Y E'} = \frac{J}{p \sigma_Y} \quad (10)
\]
One of the most severe drawbacks of the CTOD is its ambiguous geometrical definition. According
to the literature three different definitions can be applied: Crack tip position before loading [23],
intersection at 45 degrees with deformed crack lines, proposed by Rice [25], and opening at
arbitrary distance from crack tip [33]. These definitions are shown in Figure 4.

1.4.2. Damage tolerance approach

The estimation of a component life has been mainly developed through two different approaches.
The first one, total fatigue life approaches, introduced by Wöhler [34], consist of the
characterisation of the whole failure process as a single entity. Crack nucleation, stable and
unstable crack growth are merged into a single event. This empirical characterization is based on
experimental results and is aimed to estimate the number of cycles that a component can stand at a

determined stress or strain amplitude. The representative variables involved in this approach are the stress or strain ranges, the mean stress or strain and the environment.

Figure 4. Geometrical definitions of CTOD. Crack tip position before loading, 45 degrees intersection and arbitrary distance from crack tip.

Total Life Approach works under the assumption of a defect free component. This assumes that crack initiation and failure would start at the location where the component receives a greater amount of damage. That is to say that the component would fail where the sum of damage caused by every single load at any point around the material is greatest.

The second approach, the damage tolerance approach is used to assess the rate of crack advance from an initial defect. Crack growth rate estimation, usually given in terms of crack growth per loading cycle, provides the means to assess the impact of a crack of a given size and determine a suitable inspection or replacement program to avoid failure. In contrast to total life approaches, the evolution of crack growth can be assessed identifying critical stages along the process. The estimation of the crack driving force gives a measure of possible crack growth and, as a result, a better understanding of the immediate consequences.
1.4.2.1. Growth of long cracks

Initial observations in crack growth identified three main regimes: initiation (or early stages of crack growth), stable growth and unstable growth. These regimes are shown in Figure 5 in a logarithmic plot of crack growth rate versus stress intensity factor amplitude. The near-threshold regime or regime A is related to the activation process of the crack growth; that is to say, that the crack growth state changes from being dormant or undetected to significant. Regime B exhibits a linear slope in the logarithmic plot. Identification of this regime is related to the work of Paris and Erdogan [35], also known as regime B and was the first to be studied. Finally, the unstable growth stage or regime C shows the transformation of the steady and moderate crack growth to an unstable rapidly accelerating growth that leads to total fracture, when the CDF parameter magnitudes are near to the fracture toughness.

Figure 5. Regimes A, B and C of crack growth.

The first two regimes have been widely covered in the literature [16, 30, 35-38] due to their occurrence in different engineering materials and the generally insignificant influence of regime C on the overall fatigue life. The study of these regimes relates parameters such as crack driving force, crack size, loading ratio, frequency and others with a corresponding crack growth rate, given in
terms of the crack extension during a single cycle following a similitude principle. The similitude concept implies that any pair of cracks subjected to the same cyclic variation of CDF and sharing common material-environment conditions will exhibit similar crack growth rates, irrespective of the specimen geometry and loading conditions,

Regime B is characterised by a constant slope in logarithmic plots of crack growth rate against effective amplitudes of the crack driving force. Thus, Paris and Erdogan [35] described crack growth in this regime by

\[
\frac{da}{dN} = C \Delta K^m
\]

where \( da/dN \) is the change in the crack length per load cycle and \( N \) is the number of cycles, \( \Delta K \) the stress intensity range and \( m \) and \( C \) are material constants.

1.4.2.2. Growth of short cracks

Initial studies on fatigue cracks with a size below 1 or 2 mm showed uncharacteristic growth behaviour in particular materials and loading conditions. Pearson [39] was one of the first researchers to study short crack growth behaviour, observing growth rates up to a hundred times greater than the estimation provided by LEFM at a given level of effective stress intensity \( K_{eff} \) (difference between maximum \( K \) and \( K \) at which crack closure commences). These observations showed that the crack activation process observed in Regime A could be greatly influenced by other factors such as the material microstructure, loading level and environment conditions.

Lankford [40] and Tanaka et al [41] observed significant crack growth at crack driving forces well below the threshold levels where limited growth was expected under Regime A assumptions. The behaviour of short cracks has been shown to be dependent on typical microstructural features, such as grain size, the distance between second phase particles or similar microstructural features. This behaviour is shown schematically in Figure 6, where the distance between microstructural barriers
could dictate whether cracks at identical levels of $K_{\text{eff}}$ arrest or keep growing. As cracks extend long crack behaviour is attained.

For the sake of simplicity, Suresh [11] categorised small cracks according to their typical features and behaviour as follows:

- **Micro-structurally short cracks**: Micro structure features have considerable effect due to their size similitude with the crack.

- **Mechanically short cracks**: Crack growth mechanisms differ from macro mechanical behaviour due to the different triaxial constraints. Deformations at the crack tip of short flaws within a grain are ruled by crystal plasticity instead of continuum mechanics, while the crystallographic orientation promotes local mixed mode loading conditions.

- **Physically short cracks**: Short crack growth is still not comparable to long cracks due to the retarding effect of crack wake on the latter due to closure, as the length increases this effect becomes more important.

- **Chemically short cracks**: Corrosion fatigue mechanisms may enhance short crack growth rates if crack length is not sufficiently long to produce steady-state crack tip corrosion conditions.
1.4.3. FE modelling of fatigue crack growth

The continuous development of computational power has led to a widespread use of numerical techniques such as Finite Element (FE) [42, 43] and Boundary element (BE) methods. FE analyses are extensively used in the assessment of cracked components. The development of a FE model for crack propagation analysis is a complex task that must consider relevant fatigue and fracture issues, such as appropriate crack tip meshing and crack extension tracking. Stress concentrations around crack tips generate excessive deformation that increase the complexity of the analysis and post processing calculations of stress, strain and crack driving force. To deal with these problems, mesh refinement and special crack tip mesh configurations [44, 45] have been used within LEFM and EPFM approaches. Simulation of crack extension is also necessary since the crack path and crack driving force values vary as the crack is extended; especially when mixed mode loading conditions, extended plasticity and other mechanisms take place. The development of crack growth analyses in FE or BE codes has been shown to be appropriate even for complex loading and sophisticated geometries [46-53].

The development of efficient FE models is indispensable in solving complex fatigue and fracture problems; at the same time, accurate computations of crack driving forces are essential. Many researchers have addressed this problem especially within a LEFM context. The numerical prediction of crack driving forces under EPFM received less attention in the past; however, work in this area has intensified in recent years. The computation of crack driving force parameters can be achieved through commercial packages, like ABAQUS [54] and ANSYS [55], which currently provide routines to obtain them. ABAQUS stands out in this matter since it provides estimations for three dimensional $J$ integrals for non-linear analyses and $T$ stress estimations for elastic isotropic analyses. However, ABAQUS modelling capabilities do not provide the overall flexibility available in ANSYS. Estimations of CTOD, as a CDF parameter, are obtained from basic results in FE analyses by measuring relative displacements between crack faces. For the sake of simplicity, CTOD has been
measured in previously published work [56, 57] at opposing nodes located at a specific distance from the crack tip.

**1.4.4. Plain journal bearings**

Plain type bearings have been used in the assembly of journals and pistons in automotive engines in preference to roller element bearings despite the higher energy losses involved [58]. This is due to plain bearings being smaller, cheaper, and easier to assemble, making them more suitable to connect crankshafts, pistons and rods in modern automobiles. A rigorous design process is carried out for bearings to satisfy the structural, energetic, noise, vibration and harshness requirements under cyclic loads over long service intervals. Plain bearings’ success is based on the ability of the elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) layer to transmit the force between bearing and journal avoiding direct contact. By doing so, the EHL reduces energy loses and extends the life of mechanical components significantly. Sketches of a roller element and a plain bearing are shown in Figure 7.

![Figure 7. Roller element and plain bearing.](image)

**1.4.4.1. Architecture and manufacture of plain bearings**

Manufacturing processes for bearings have a strong influence on their performance. Each operation in the process affects the mechanical properties of the material and their variability. Thermal spray
coating, hot extrusion and roll bonding are manufacturing processes used to produce bi-layer and tri-layer bearing in strips which are then formed into concave shells. Layered architectures, shown in Figure 8, use a high strength material (such as steel) to provide rigidity and support while a thin interior lining with enhanced tribological properties is used to reduce the energy losses. Intermediate layers can also be used to strengthen the layers’ bonding, reduce the constraint applied in the lining and prevent diffusion of other alloying elements into the backing.

An outline of the roll bonding process [59] carried out by MAHLE Engine Systems for the bearing manufacture is described next and shown in Figure 9. A continuous-casting process conveys lining billets to be reduced mechanically by successive rolling and heat treatment steps. The next operation consists of billet cladding and sealing of the lining by aluminium foil on both sides in order to reduce environment attack in one side and to form the interlayer with the backing on the other. Subsequently, another mechanical size reduction by rolling is carried out followed by a bonding process between steel backing and protected lining layers after being prepared in a cleaning solution. The final stage of the process forms the bearing shell into its final shape and broaches the internal face to the final specification of radius and required roughness removing the external layer of aluminium to reveal the lining.

![Figure 8. Tri-layer architecture displaying backing, interlayer and lining layers.](image)
1.4.4.2. Bearing Materials

The materials used in plain bearings have gone through continuous development for almost three centuries. These developments can be traced to the introduction of Babbitt metal in the nineteenth century to the enhanced alloys used nowadays. Copper and Aluminium alloys are widely used in automotive and industrial sectors for the fabrication of these components. Several alloying materials are used in these alloys such as Antimony, Zinc, Manganese, Nickel, Vanadium, Zirconium and Strontium while Lead, Silicon and Tin are particularly used in the automotive sector [60]. Aluminium alloys based on Al-Si and Al-Sn systems are of particular importance to this study due to their general applicability in the automotive industry and the availability of test data to support numerical modelling [61]. The materials mentioned above are mainly used in the lining due to their tribological and shock absorbing capabilities. The backing of the bearings analysed is usually made of a stronger alloy having suitable bonding properties to lining and/or interlayer. A frequently used material for these backing layers is a low to medium carbon steel of low cost.
1.4.4.3. **Damage in plain bearings**

A typical damage observed in bearings during extended service is the lining detachment into the hydrodynamic film. This lost lining causes further damage to the bearing and the journal affecting the original EHL profile. The lining detachment occurs through a three-dimensional crack growth process that is influenced by the layered architecture and EHL pressures. The principal trend observed in this process is the alignment of the crack path to run parallel to the layers orientation, shown in Section 1.4.5. At the same time, characteristic interaction mechanisms between cracks and mixed mode loading may cause coalescence in the plane parallel to the bearing surface. An example of lining detachment can be observed in Figure 10 [62].

![EHL pressure](image)

**Figure 10.** Lining detachment caused by fatigue mechanisms.

1.4.5. **Previous work at the University of Southampton**

The study of multi-layered architectures based on automotive plain bearings has been pursued at the University of Southampton for approximately the last 10 years [6-9, 63]. Some numerical and extensive experimental research has been carried out to gain a better understanding of the crack propagation mechanisms observed. The architectures investigated had linings based on aluminium alloys and were mainly processed by roll bonding. Later studies also assessed a multilayer architecture manufactured through high velocity oxyfuel (HVOF); however, the current thesis uses
the data and results from the architecture MAS-20S; for this reason, more detailed information is provided in this chapter on this system in comparison to other tested architectures.

The materials and geometrical features of the investigated architectures are shown in Table 1 and Table 2. In general terms, the bearing architectures studied consisted of a medium carbon steel backing layer that is rigid enough to support the journal and an alloy layer or lining to resist wear and fatigue. A thin intermediate layer, which improves the bonding between the lining and backing, and an overlay layer, which reduces wear even further, have been often used in these automotive bearings.

The studies on these architectures have principally been dedicated to the investigation of fatigue crack initiation and crack propagation through the different layers [7]. The MAS-1241 flat strip architecture subjected to three-point bending showed crack propagation patterns that initiate on the lining surface and propagate towards the backing; then, the crack deflects and grows parallel to the layers orientation once it penetrates the more compliant interlayer, as shown in Figure 11. Numerical analyses in this architecture also studied the influence of the bifurcation angle and proximity to a dissimilar layer on the CDF [7].

**Table 1. Previously investigated bearing architectures. Part I [10].**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Composition (Weight %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lining</td>
<td>0.15—0.35</td>
<td>Al-12Sn-4Si-1Cu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interlayer</td>
<td>0.04—0.05</td>
<td>Al-20Sn-1Cu-0.25Mn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backing</td>
<td>1.5—1.6</td>
<td>Medium Carbon steel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Composition (Weight %)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAS-1241</th>
<th>MAS-16</th>
<th>HVOF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.15—0.35</td>
<td>0.15—0.35</td>
<td>0.20—0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-12Sn-4Si-1Cu</td>
<td>Al-20Sn-1Cu-0.25Mn</td>
<td>Al-20Sn-1Cu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.04—0.05</td>
<td>0.04—0.05</td>
<td>N.A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>Al</td>
<td>N.A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5—1.6</td>
<td>1.5—1.6</td>
<td>1.82—1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Carbon steel</td>
<td>Medium Carbon steel</td>
<td>Low Carbon steel (annealed)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Previously investigated bearing architectures. Part II [10].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MAS-20S</th>
<th>MAS-20</th>
<th>RB-168</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overlay layer</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness (mm)</td>
<td>N.A</td>
<td>N.A</td>
<td>0.005—0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composition (Weight %)</td>
<td>N.A</td>
<td>N.A</td>
<td>Sn Ni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lining layer</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness (mm)</td>
<td>0.15—0.38</td>
<td>0.15—0.38</td>
<td>0.2—0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composition (Weight %)</td>
<td>Al-6-8Sn-2.5Si-1Cu-1Ni-0.25Mn-0.06V</td>
<td>Al-6-8Sn-2.5Si-1Cu-1Ni-0.25Mn-0.06V</td>
<td>Cu-8Sn-1Ni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interlayer</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness (mm)</td>
<td>0.04—0.05</td>
<td>0.04—0.05</td>
<td>N.A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composition (Weight %)</td>
<td>Al</td>
<td>Brazed sheet Al-1.2Mn-0.6Cu-0.7Fe Al-6Si-0.8Fe-0.25Cu</td>
<td>N.A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Backing layer</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness (mm)</td>
<td>1.8—1.82</td>
<td>1.8—1.82</td>
<td>1.5—1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composition (Weight %)</td>
<td>Medium Carbon steel</td>
<td>Medium Carbon steel</td>
<td>Carbon steel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11. Crack propagation in MAS-1241 [7].
Further fatigue crack initiation assessments conducted on MAS-1241 and MAS-16 [6, 9] showed that Si particles with preferential orientations along the tensile axis would maximise the hydrostatic stress leading to decohesion between particles and the matrix. On the other hand, total life tests with three-point bending configurations showed that ambient conditions were more favourable for crack propagation than oil and vacuum, the latter proving to be the most beneficial environment for extended lives.

Additional studies on crack initiation were carried out on architectures, MAS-20, HVOF, RB168 and MAS-20S [63] the latter being the one with a greater initiation resistance. Further studies on these architectures [8], but especially on MAS-20S due to its superior performance, were carried out in order to estimate the growth rate of cracks on the lining surface in three-point bending fatigue tests. The crack propagation pattern observed in architecture MAS-1241 was also identified in MAS-20S, as shown in Figure 12. In the context of bearings, propagation through the thin interlayer appeared to be responsible for the release of small fragments into the EHL film and subsequent damage to the bearing and journal. This release is expected to occur when two cracks reach the interlayer and coalesce.

![Image](image.jpg)

**Figure 12.** Example of characteristic bifurcation and deflected crack in tri-layer architecture MAS-20S [7].
Total life tests were also carried out with the MAS-20S and other architectures such as MAS-16, HVOF, MAS-20 and MAS-1241 [8]. These tests involved flat strips subjected to three-point bending tests and were compared on the basis of the plastic strain measured at the surface of the lining, within a loading range between 660 N and 920 N, using a load ratio of 0.1 and a frequency of 10 Hz. Life experiments continued until a maximum absolute vertical displacement of the loading cross-head 0.5 mm greater than the maximum absolute vertical displacement in the first loading cycle (approximately 0.18 mm) observed at the undamaged specimen. This amount of deflection was defined as the failure criterion in such experiments indicating that the crack had propagated substantially into the backing layer reducing the specimen stiffness and promoted the detachment of lining fragments. Total life data is presented in Figure 13.

![Figure 13](image.png)

**Figure 13.** Total life tests for different bearing architectures [8].

Crack growth measurements were also carried out in MAS-20S, MAS20 and HVOF architectures through interrupted fatigue tests under three-point bending [8] at $\Delta \varepsilon = 0.0063 \pm 0.0002$, which corresponds to a maximum load of 920 N for MAS-20S. Acetate strips of 20x40mm were used to replicate the surface after dipping them in acetone for about 15-20 seconds. These acetate strips became soft enough to be manually pressed against the polished surface of the flat bar in order to
record the current length of growing cracks. Loading was stopped every 1000 cycles to apply and remove the replicas. Further details on these tests can be found in [10]. The crack growth plot, shown in Figure 14, was developed through the obtained replicas under the optical microscope relating the observed crack size to the elapsed number of cycles through the secant method.

![Crack growth plot](image)

**Figure 14. Crack growth rate measurements in [8].**

Crack growth rate measurements of the tested architectures showed significant scatter. This scatter was most notable in the architectures MAS-20 and MAS-20S, which share the same lining alloy. The crack growth observed in the latter architecture suggested that short crack fatigue growth could be occurring; a condition that was consistent with the size of the assessed cracks.

Numerical simulations based on the MAS-20S architecture are developed in this thesis. Therefore, previous work concerned with the material characterisation of this architecture was essential. This characterisation involved the assessment of mechanical properties and microstructural features. True-stress true-strain curves, shown in Figure 15 were obtained for every layer through monotonic tensile tests with specially prepared single-layer specimens [10]. The relative stiffness and strength of the layer materials is shown in Table 3.
Figure 15. True stress-true strain curves for the three-point bending model.

The investigations on the MAS-20S microstructure, which is shown in Figure 16, were mainly focused on the lining of this architecture due to the location of crack initiation processes. Electron backscattering diffraction on the lining material revealed a typical grain size of 9±1.5μm and that mainly three types of secondary particles were found within the alloy: Si, Sn and hard intermetallic particles (CuAl$_2$ and NiAl or NiAl$_3$). These second phase particles had a sparse distribution and wide particle size range. The medium-carbon steel, used for the backing, was formed by elongated ferrite grains and pearlite regions in the direction of rolling.

Table 3. Elastic mechanical properties of MAS-20S [7].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material description</th>
<th>Yield stress</th>
<th>Young Modulus</th>
<th>Poisson Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lining</td>
<td>Aluminium alloy</td>
<td>53 MPa</td>
<td>70 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interlayer</td>
<td>Pure aluminium</td>
<td>37 MPa</td>
<td>67 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backing</td>
<td>Medium-carbon steel alloy</td>
<td>459 MPa</td>
<td>198 GPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Finite body tessellation analyses on a 2 mm area provided statistical information on the object area and mean near neighbouring distance (as defined in [61]) for the second phase particles. Hard intermetallics appeared to be the most abundant second phase particle closely followed by Sn. The number of particles found, object area and mean near neighbouring distance are presented in Table 4; more detailed information can be found in [10].

Additional work related to the second phase particles [10] involved nano-hardness tests using a calibrated diamond probe (Berkovich indenter) to obtain relevant mechanical properties. This study showed a great variability on the taken measurements and such variability was attributed to uncertainty of boundary conditions under which the second phase particle is deformed. These estimations showed very similar values for stiffness between intermetallics and Si particles while Sn showed lower values. According to the number of particles and their hardness, it appears that the intermetallics are the most influential second phase particle in the lining of the MAS-20S.
architecture. Studies on crack initiation showed that such particles appear as preferential sites for such a phenomenon in the MAS-20S architecture. On the other hand, the existence of such particles may lead to drops in local crack growth due to their higher stiffness and work as effective microstructural barriers.

**Table 4. Finite body tessellation analysis of the MAS-20S lining [7].**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle</th>
<th>Number of particles</th>
<th>Object area (μm²)</th>
<th>Mean near neighbouring distance</th>
<th>Estimated Young modulus from Nano-hardness (GPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sn</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>27.55±21.85</td>
<td>30.29±15.32</td>
<td>78±26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>14.71±14.21</td>
<td>43.88±16.47</td>
<td>109±41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermetallics</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>26.05±16.64</td>
<td>28.88±12.63</td>
<td>117±25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1.5. ANSYS FEM software**

ANSYS Multiphysics software is a comprehensive coupled physics tool combining structural, thermal, computational fluid dynamics, acoustic and electromagnetic simulation capabilities in a single engineering software solution. This research project has only worked with ANSYS structural simulation capabilities to study the crack’s surrounding material and its mechanical response.

ANSYS simulations consist of three main steps: pre-processing, solution and post-processing. Pre-processing operations are focused on specifying component information (such as geometry, materials), discretising component volume or volumes into smaller elements and applying loading conditions (displacement constraints and forces). The solution step creates a stiffness matrix, inverts this matrix and multiplies it by the force vector to obtain the displacement vector [64]. Post-processing operations yield values for relevant parameters such as deformation, stress and strain.
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ANSYS can be operated using a graphical user interface (GUI) or in a command-based manner. Command-based modelling offers small file storage, parametric modelling to facilitate the development of design of experiments (DoE) and faster solution times when used in batch mode (only results files are stored and preprocessing files including the mesh are deleted). On the other hand, command-based modelling requires a deeper understanding of the software processes and the creation of initial models is time consuming.

ANSYS Programming Design Language (APDL) is a tool that enhances its modelling capabilities. Arithmetical operations and data storage using this tool facilitate geometry creation, load application and crack tip positioning. The main disadvantage of APDL is its computation speed and command limitation. More powerful programming packages such as MATLAB provide more commands and speed up some post-processing operations. Linking MATLAB and ANSYS is a sound option when post-processing operations become complex or computationally expensive.

1.6. Summary

Layered architectures aimed to withstand cyclic deformation allow the combination of different material properties and present a new range of possibilities; especially nowadays where mechanical, thermal and conductance properties are integrated to create new products. Plain journal bearings, compressor buckets, drawing tools, pipes and even coins have benefited from these architectures.

The use of a damage tolerance approach assessing fatigue life provides a better understanding of failure processes through the evolution of CDF parameters. In contrast to total life approaches, the evolution of crack growth can be assessed identifying critical stages along the process. The estimation of the crack driving force gives a measure of the possible crack growth and, as a result, a better understanding and insight of the immediate consequences. Crack driving force parameters such as the CTOD and \( J \) integral have been applied successfully to problems subjected to LSY.
Because of its suitability to study fatigue problems and simple numerical implementation, the CTOD appears to be a sound option for relating the near-tip material conditions to crack growth rate.

The development of FE analyses in the context of the damage tolerant approach has assessed complex problems through sophisticated models. Relevant implementation issues of FE analyses must be considered; such as specialised crack tip meshes and crack extension tracking.

The current project aims to contribute to a better understanding of how cracks propagate in multi-layered systems formed of ductile materials. Phenomena such as shielding, multi-crack interaction and large scale deformations will be analysed to understand their impact on the crack driving force and effects on the crack path estimation, which in essence control the crack growth rate. These phenomena have been widely studied under small scale yielding conditions; however their influence on the path estimation and crack driving force under LSY and cyclic loading are issues where further contributions can be made. The following chapters deal with these topics through 2D and 3D analyses. A more detailed literature review on these specific topics is provided in the relevant chapters.
2. Chapter Two: Shielding effects on straight cracks

2.1. Introduction

The objective of the work developed in this chapter is the assessment of CTOD for straight through-width cracks of variable length as the crack tip approaches a stiffer or more compliant layer in bi-layer and tri-layer architectures under three-point bending loading. The applied load was varied to cause different extents of plasticity in the analysed material system. Conditions around the crack tip that may cause path deflection or bifurcation were also investigated here. The 2D analyses developed in this Section do not represent accurately the stress conditions that arise in the growth of a quasi semi-elliptical surface crack under three-point bending. However, such simplified models may resemble to the stress conditions and shielding effects experienced at the deepest point of a long transverse crack when a longitudinal cross section is analysed. This simplification allows the study of the aforementioned factors and their impact on the crack driving force at lower computational costs and higher levels of loading promoting greater extents of plasticity, with crack tips at short distances from the layers' interface.

2.2. Background

The rise and drop of growth rates due to the mechanical properties mismatch in front of the crack path has been the subject of many studies. This mismatch may take place due to the presence of second phase particles or layers, as in the present case. These perturbations of crack growth behaviour are often labelled as crack shielding or anti-shielding. Pioneering studies by Suresh and co-workers [65-67] investigated shielding and anti-shielding effects on the crack growth rate in plastically mismatched layers when the crack tip approaches a stiffer or more compliant layer, respectively, using the $J$ integral as CDF. Experimental and numerical studies by Joyce et al [7] in
three-layer architectures also used the $J$ integral in a parametric study evaluating the influence of layer thickness and yield strength on the CDF and its consequent shielding trends. Joyce et al thus found that a thick and stiff interlayer would result in enhanced shielding effect that may lead to longer fatigue life, as observed in Al-Sn and bronze bearing systems. Shielding effects caused by the mismatch of mechanical properties were also shown to affect the crack path despite the application of far-field pure mode I loading conditions. Crack path instabilities such as crack deflection and bifurcation have been observed in brittle [68] and ductile materials [7, 69] when shielding occurs; nevertheless stable paths have also been observed [70] in architectures consisting of ductile materials.

Pippan and Riemelmoser [71] developed a theoretical model for bi-layer architectures with plastic mismatch only to study the CTOD evolution as the crack tip approaches the interface through analyses based on the Dugdale model. Pippan and Riemelmoser also extended their analyses to cyclic loading and concluded that as the ratio between cyclic amplitude CTOD ($CTOD_{\text{max}} - CTOD_{\text{min}}$) and maximum CTOD is increased, crack closure could increase as well leading to greater shielding.

However theoretical work has provided essential foundations of modern methodologies that have extended the reach of fracture mechanics to more complex situations, the application of damage tolerance approaches to engineering applications cannot always be based on direct implementation of analyses that provide closed-form solutions for infinite bodies, based on homogeneous and elastic materials. Tailor-made materials with functional gradients or layered architectures provide excellent performance for specialised applications at the cost of using sophisticated analyses to assure the component reliability. Numerical tools have become indispensable in such assessments and propelled the implementation of damage tolerance approaches.

The Finite Element Method is based on approximations by polynomial functions that cannot represent the singular stress field behaviour predicted by the Fracture Mechanics with
conventional element formulations. Henshell & Shaw [72] and Barsoum [73], independently, developed quarter-point elements that could be used in spider-web arrangements to characterise the stress field singularity $r^{-1/2}$ within LEFM, shown in Figure 17. However, such elements have shown very limited application to LSY problems [23] since as plasticity occurs stress and strain values are overestimated. Barsoum [73] also worked with collapsed second order elements which show a strain singularity $r^{-1}$ observed in fully-plastic analysis (quadrilateral element collapse into a triangular shape leaving its mid-side nodes in their original positions). Collapsed 8-noded elements, and their 3D counterpart 20-noded bricks, are well suited to analyse fully-plastic and elasto-plastic analyses, especially when small deformations are analysed (i.e. strains below 0.1).

Figure 17. Spider web and blunted crack tip configuration.

The analysis of finite strains usually requires a more refined crack mesh that assumes that the crack is already blunted as observed experimentally [30, 74, 75] and allows a more precise stress
and strain estimation. Crack tip blunting is consistently observed in LSY problems and FE meshes including an initial small radius at the crack tip are a sound option for simulating such problems. Unfortunately, no commercial or in-house software known to the author exists to develop such crack tip meshes in FE models. This is in contrast to spider-web configurations which are available in specialised packages such as WARP3D, FEACrack and FRANC2D. McMeeking [45] used blunted meshes in his work and recommended that the final size of the blunted crack radius to be five times greater than that of the initial profile to prevent size dependency of the results. Anderson [23] suggests using 1 element every 15° for spider-web tips and at least every 9° for blunted tips.

2.3. Model and methods

The tri-layer architecture MAS-20S described in Section 1.4.5 was analysed here. The test arrangement is schematically drawn in Figure 18. The specimen consisted of a backing steel layer of thickness \( t_b = 1.80 \) mm, a lining aluminium alloy layer of thickness \( t_{l1} = 0.38 \) mm and an aluminium foil interlayer of thickness \( t_i = 0.04 \) mm. The bi-layer model was a hypothetical one, consisting of the same backing layer as that of the tri-layer model and an aluminium alloy lining layer of thickness \( t_{l2} = t_{l1} + t_i = 0.42 \) mm. The strip had a width \( w = 19.5 \) mm and length between supports \( L = 40 \) mm. Two-dimensional models assuming plane-strain conditions were developed and solved in ANSYS 11.0 (using the Sparse Direct Solver) using second order elements and a multi-linear isotropic hardening material model (the implemented routines are shown in Appendix C). Current CDF estimations were obtained through monotonic loading simulations assuming that such estimations were representative of the trends and results obtained for cyclic loading, as assumed in previous work [7]. Kinematic hardening models, which include the Bauschinger effect, are more appropriate in simulating cyclic loading. However, such material models in ANSYS have proven to be unsuitable for large deformations [55]. Isotropic hardening models implemented in ANSYS have shown to be better suited for the extent of anticipated
plasticity in this problem and, theoretically, the impact of using any material model is greatest when unloading cycles are simulated. The compliance matrix is re-calculated at each iteration in non-linear solution processes accounting for the effect of large deformations developed in the simulations.

Based on experimental observations as well as preliminary numerical tests, LSY conditions were dominant at the higher range of the applied loads; therefore, the mechanical properties of each layer material are entered in the form of the true stress-strain curves, shown in Figure 15. The material characterisation of each layer material was carried out through monotonic tensile tests with specially prepared single-layer specimens corresponding to the materials of the architecture MAS-20S, as described in Section 1.4.5. The relative stiffness and strength of the layer materials is shown in Table 5 with respect to the lining alloy properties.

Spider-web and blunted crack tip models using elastic material models were initially developed here to assess the validity of each methodology. Blunted crack tip configurations have not been used widely in elastic analysis, which seems logical due to its greater computational expense when compared to quarter-point elements in spider-web configurations that model efficiently the stress singularity observed at the crack tip. Nevertheless, blunted crack tip configurations provide a more

---

Figure 18. Three-point bending and test specimen configuration.
detailed description of stresses and strains around the crack tip and appear as a sensible choice when large deformations and blunted crack tips are observed experimentally.

Table 5. Ratios between elastic & plastic mechanical properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Material description</th>
<th>Yield stress ratio</th>
<th>Young Modulus ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lining</td>
<td>Aluminium alloy</td>
<td>1 (57/57)</td>
<td>1 (70/70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interlayer</td>
<td>Pure aluminium</td>
<td>0.66 (37/57)</td>
<td>0.96 (67/70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backing</td>
<td>Medium-carbon steel alloy</td>
<td>8.05 (459/57)</td>
<td>2.82 (198/70)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Empirical solutions for $K_1$ from common specimen geometries and loading are available in British [76] and American [77] standards. The approximate solution to estimate the $K_1$ for an edge crack in a beam under three-point bending is given by

$$K_1 = \frac{M}{BW^{3/2}} \frac{6}{\cos\left(\frac{\pi a}{2W}\right)} \left[ 0.923 + 0.199 \left( 1 - \sin\left(\frac{\pi a}{2W}\right) \right)^4 \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

where $M$ is the applied moment, $B$ the specimen width, $W$ the thickness and $a$ the crack length.

Spider-web and blunted tip configurations were created in a flat strip specimen subjected to three-point bending, as shown in Figure 18, assuming a single material across the thickness for the analysis to be consistent with the approximate solution. The results from the two models were compared at different crack lengths, in a range from 0.1 $t_{L1}$ to 0.97 $t_{L1}$ in 0.03 $t_{L1}$ intervals, comparing the computed values of $K$ against the solution given by Eq. (12) found in fracture testing standards. The stress intensity factor is plotted against the crack length in Figure 19. The difference between analytical and spider-web $K$ estimations was difficult to distinguish, while models with blunted crack tip configurations overestimated the $K$ values by between 1.5 % and 3.5 %.
The use of elasto-plastic material models to test the suitability of both crack tip configurations showed that spider-web crack tip profiles produce poor-shaped elements in a mesh size that would allow the study of cracks located at 0.01 \( t_{12} \) from the interface. Excessive element deformation occurred as crack opening increases and crack tip elements are reduced in size to fit the crack tip as close as possible to the layers interface, especially in the interlayer where preliminary analyses showed crack openings of 0.25\( t_i \) and bifurcation was expected to occur. Blunted crack tips, shown in Figure 20, were computationally more expensive, but can be modelled to fit narrow spaces closer to interfaces and study in greater detail stresses and strains around blunted crack tips. The typical radius size was set to 120 nm with an element size of 10 nm. Relevant stress and displacement values were read relative to a local polar frame of reference with origin at the centre of the semicircle.

The developed numerical analyses are based on the assumption of homogeneous materials for all the architecture layers. It should be noted that element and blunted crack tip sizes, which show a
similar size to typical microstructural features found in the lining of the architecture MAS-20S. The generation of such refined meshes is not aimed at accounting for heterogeneous mechanical properties of each individual layer, but at the modelling of extensive plasticity and the positioning of crack tips at small distances from the layers’ interface.

![Finite element model of blunted crack before (a) and after deformation.](image)

**Figure 20.** Finite element model of blunted crack before (a) and after deformation.

### 2.4. Results

The predicted plastic zones that developed in multi-layer architectures showed characteristic patterns associated with shielding and anti-shielding. The von Mises plastic strains, when the crack propagates towards a more compliant layer, were strongly discontinuous across the interface and reached greater values in the interlayer despite being at greater distance from the crack tip as shown in Figure 21. Figure 22 shows the opposite trend, where the stiff steel backing limited the size of the plastic zone surrounding the crack tip leading to greater constraint on the interlayer material.
Figure 21. Von Mises plastic strain contour in tri-layer architecture at 800 N with the crack tip positioned in the lining (Anti-shielding case).

Figure 22. Von Mises plastic strain contour in tri-layer architecture at 800 N with the crack tip positioned in the interlayer (Shielding case).
The variation of CTOD with crack length in both the bi-layer and tri-layer system under 5 levels of loading is shown in Figure 23 and Figure 24, respectively. In this as well as all subsequent graphs, the CTOD results were plotted against the ratio of the crack length $a$ to the lining thickness $t_{L2}$ of the bi-layer system. The shielding and anti-shielding trends observed in Figure 23 and Figure 24 were consistent with those reported in similar previous investigations based on $J$-integral and stress intensity factor estimates of systems with principally plastic [65, 69] but also elastic [7] mismatch.

In the bi-layer architecture, the shielding effect was indicated by the decrease in CTOD as the crack approached the stiffer steel layer. In the tri-layer architecture, the anti-shielding effect is noted when the crack approached the more compliant interlayer, and the shielding effect when the crack approached the stiffer backing from the interlayer. The materials mismatch effect and crack tip proximity to the interface is shown by the CDF reduction: in the tri-layer, CDF drops by 37 % at $P=800$ N, and in the bi-layer architecture, by 19 % at $P=800$ N. The spread of plasticity into the backing layer of the bi-layer strip at the highest two load values reduced the mismatch between the layers and, as a consequence, shifted the maximum CTOD closer to the aluminium/steel interface.

Initial assessments of tendencies for crack deflection were performed in this chapter for the evaluation of straight path stability under pure mode I loading conditions. The maximum tangential strain (MTSN) criterion, proposed by Chang [78] was used for this purpose. Other crack deflection criteria and the validity of the MTSN are discussed in greater extent in Section 3.3. The implementation of this criterion was based on FE strain estimates around the blunted crack tip at intervals of 5°. More detailed information about the implementation of this criterion is also discussed in Section 3.3.
The evaluated crack tip tangential strains (CTTS) showed different patterns depending on the applied load, crack length, layer in which the crack tip is located and architecture analysed. At crack
lengths below 0.45\(t_{L2}\) and 0.54 \(t_{L2}\) in the bi-layer and tri-layer strips, respectively, the CTTS had a clear maximum (MTSN) when plotted against the angular position around the blunted tip; this clearly indicated the normal to the interface as the preferred direction of propagation as observed experimentally. Greater crack lengths showed a steady reduction of curvature that caused a more difficult identification of the maximum value. This curvature reduction was observed to have greater intensity in the bi-layer architecture when the crack grew in the lining, as shown in Figure 25 with \(p=600\). A less significant curvature reduction can be observed when the crack grows in the lining of a tri-layer architecture. This curvature reduction is visible, but the maximum value is clearly identified as shown in Figure 26.

![Figure 25. Tangential strain variation around the crack tip at 600 N in the bi-layer system lining.](image)

Crack growth within the interlayer shows this phenomenon at its highest intensity due to the proximity to the stiff backing. As soon as the crack penetrates the interlayer the CTTS curves show a very significant curvature reduction that spread the maximum tangential strain into a range of values around the crack tip. Further crack growth produced a symmetrical profile where two maximum values can be observed away from the original direction, as shown in Figure 27 for a
$P=600$ N. As the load is increased, these symmetrically located peaks grow and their difference from the tangential strain obtained at $0^\circ$ is increased.

Figure 26. Tangential strain variation around the crack tip at 600 N in the tri-layer system lining.

Figure 27. Tangential strain variation around the crack tip at 200 N in the tri-layer system interlayer.

2.5. **Discussion**

Mechanical property mismatches across layers led to the prediction of interesting trends in crack tip deformation, crack driving force evolution and potential for crack growth. Shielding and anti-
shielding effects in multi-layered architectures are shown to be influenced by the elasto-plastic properties of the materials involved. Elastic analyses may be representative of main shielding and anti-shielding trends at low loads. However, this behaviour is not scalable to service conditions near the proportional limit and above as demonstrated by the shift of the CDF maximum value in the analysed bi-layer architecture.

The CTOD as CDF parameter obtained from blunted tip meshes was shown to be well suited for investigating crack shielding and anti-shielding in multi-layered systems under LSY conditions. The results obtained with CTOD are consistent with those previously published [65-67, 79], based on a different CDF parameter. The CTTS results hint at possible crack deflection or bifurcation as the crack tip approaches a layer interface.

The maximum tangential strain, proposed by Chang [78] as the basis of a crack deflection criterion, is clearly identified for low crack lengths but as the crack approaches the stiffer and stronger backing layer, the existence and location of a maximum CTTS becomes less obvious. This was the first indication that the shielded crack may follow a deflected or bifurcated path. Bifurcation and deflection issues will be addressed in later chapters.

One of the limitations of this work in the fatigue context is the use of the CTOD at maximum load as CDF representation. However, nominal CDF values to explain shielding and anti-shielding effects have also been used previously in the literature [7]. A more suitable measure of the crack tip conditions could be the ΔCTOD, obtained from the maximum and minimum load case. Modelling attempts to incorporate the unloading process into the simulation were carried out; however, such attempts faced the fact that the extent of plasticity and recovery phase generate highly distorted elements that exceed the computational resources available. As an alternative, the CDF value at the minimum load could be estimated by applying a monotonic load. Efforts to include the minimum loading effect and obtain a ΔCTOD estimate were carried out in further life estimation studies.
2.6. **Summary**

Two-dimensional FE models that incorporate elasto-plastic hardening material models and blunted crack tip representations were implemented to evaluate the CDF as cracks grew approaching stiffer and stronger or more compliant layers and thus studied shielding and anti-shielding effects. These effects were shown through the CDF evolution as cracks approach stiffer and more compliant layers. At the same time von Mises plastic strain contours showed characteristic patterns where a stiffer layer limited the size of this region while more compliant ones extended it, especially in the direction perpendicular to crack growth. CTTS values may show a direction change potential as cracks approach a stiffer layer despite the application of far-field pure mode I loading. A clear CTTS maximum indicating a straight growth is estimated at small crack lengths in both architectures. However, as the crack approached a stiffer layer, the maximum CTTS value spread over a range of possible crack growth directions, hinting at the possibility of deflection or bifurcation.
3. Chapter Three: Deflected and bifurcated cracks

3.1. Introduction

The objective of the work described in this chapter is to gain a better understanding of deflection and bifurcation events observed in previous experimental work on the MAS-20S architecture, shown in Figure 12. To achieve this, two tasks were performed: the evaluation and selection of an appropriate deflection criterion for the analysed numerical models and the tracking of CDF evolution as the shielding and anti-shielding identified in the previous chapter developed. Events of both deflection and bifurcation were investigated here since it was difficult to confirm unequivocally that the observed paths were formed through one or another.

3.2. Background

The analysis of propagating cracks with deflected patterns has been of interest since the 1970s [80, 81] as observed in most engineering applications. Cotterell and Rice [82] studied the orientation effects of deflected kinks on $K$ through an elastic analysis.

The implementation of FE analyses to growing cracks requires models that follow the CDF and path evolution. In order to do so, it is possible to create an adaptive model that evolves modifying the tip as the crack extends or generate a number of models, which do not share a common material discretisation, that analyse different stages of the crack propagation. In both cases, the models rely on post-processing standard FE results to determine the CDF and the direction of growth as cracks propagate.
### 3.2.1. Crack deflection criteria

One of the first approaches to predicting the crack path direction was proposed by Erdogan and Sih [83], who postulated the Maximum Tangential Stress or Opening Stress Criterion (MTS). According to this criterion, the crack would propagate in the direction associated with the greatest tangential stress $\sigma_\theta$ relative to a polar co-ordinate system with origin at the tip of the crack, as shown in Figure 28.

![Cylindrical coordinate system placed at crack tip.](image)

The most common application of this criterion uses the tangential stress closed-form solution in terms of the stress intensity factors:

$$\sigma_\theta = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \cos \frac{\theta}{2} \left( K_I \cos^2 \frac{\theta}{2} - \frac{3}{2} K_{II} \sin \theta \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

To determine the tangential stress and the direction of the angle $\theta$ that maximises this stress. An alternative criterion is the Maximum Crack Driving Force (MCDF), which can be considered as a general principle, since it can be applied with different crack driving force parameters. This principle states that the crack will propagate in the direction that maximises the crack driving force. It can be said that this criterion was formally introduced as the Maximum Energy Release Rate (MERR) by Hussain [84] and Palaniswamy and Knauss [85], independently, by assessing the influence of a small virtual extension on an existing crack over a range of possible deflection angles.
Its numerical application is not straightforward but rather time consuming since it requires model modifications and tests at each single sub step. Each model modification estimates the crack driving force for a crack extension in a particular direction and through direct comparison obtains the most suitable direction (This criterion was applied by Joyce et al [7] using the J integral).

The CTOD has also been used with this principle by Sutton [56] under elastic conditions correlating reasonably well with experimental results under static loading and small scale yielding. Sutton also stated that the material separation mechanism dictates whether the CTOD or crack tip sliding displacement (CTSD) should be used, extending its applicability to Mode II dominant conditions. Fracture toughness values for the CTOD and CTSD control which mechanism occurs in the material.

Ramulu and Kobayashi [86] evaluated the differences in the context of LEFM among the MTS, Minimum Strain Energy Density Criterion (MSED) and MCDF (MERR) and the various deflection angles predicted are plotted versus the ratio $K_{II}/K_I$ in Figure 29. Three different Poisson's ratios were used with the MSED, showing agreement among the criteria when dominant opening separation modes are analysed.

![Figure 29. Estimations of path deflection according to $K_{II}/K_I$ ratio [86].](image-url)
The Maximum Tangential Strain (MTSN) criterion was introduced by Chang [78] based on similar principles to those adopted for the MTS. Due to its strain-based nature, the MTSN seems to be a more suitable option to estimate the crack deflection angle under LSY conditions. Strain measurements reflect more emphatically the state of the material under LSY conditions, since for a given load increment a greater sensitivity is observed in plastic strain than stress estimates. The MTS and MTSN were compared by Chambers [87] for stainless steel under cyclic loading, showing a minor difference at the beginning of the propagation under mixed mode conditions. Chambers also observed that crack deflection was aimed to reach an orientation where pure opening loading was experienced. Mageed and Pandy [88] also implemented the MTSN in aluminium plates with inclined cracks subjected to fatigue loading obtaining identical results to the estimations provided by the MTS.

3.2.2. Bifurcated cracks in multi-layered architectures

The occurrence of bifurcation has been often explained [89] in terms of material resistance and energy release rate. It is evident that no crack growth would occur when the material resistance is much greater than the energy release rate. In the opposite case, the material is incapable of dissipating that amount of energy through a single tip leading to bifurcation. The mismatches between energy release rate and material resistance can be traced to increments of energy release rate, through a sudden overload and associated CDF increment, or drops in the material resistance, similar to the crack growth from strong to weaker layers.

Bifurcation, along with other crack propagation mechanisms, has been observed to influence the evolution of the CDF and crack growth rate. Bifurcation has been widely investigated in brittle materials [68, 90-92], where these mechanisms appear more consistently. Various authors [93-95] have reported how the CDF in bifurcated cracks is reduced significantly and its dependence on the
bifurcation angle in elastic solids. Bifurcated cracks in multi-layered architectures composed of ductile materials have also been studied to a lesser extent [96].

Experimental and numerical studies by Joyce et al [7] in layered systems consisting of steel and aluminium alloy layers under three-point bending corroborated previous shielding and anti-shielding observations [66, 67] and reported that the bifurcation angle that yields the greatest CDF value increases as the crack tip approaches a stiffer layer. Jiang et al [70] studied experimentally plastically mismatched steels under four-point bending tests showing no signs of bifurcation or deflection as the crack tip approached a stiffer layer, suggesting that the existence of negative values of $T$ stress was responsible for this effect. Hbaieb et al [68] studied bifurcation in ceramic multi-layered systems under four-point bending loading investigating the $T$ stress, the energy maximisation principle and the interaction with other cracks to detect possible causes for bifurcation and path deflection. From their FE analyses they suggested that a spontaneous crack within the compliant layer was formed as the specimen was loaded, attracting the crack to a path parallel to the layers orientation. Criteria for brittle materials that determine the occurrence of crack bifurcation have been proposed by Ho et al [97] and extended by Lugovy et al [90] in multi-layered architectures based on loading, elastic material properties and layers thickness. Criteria involving ductile materials and the identification of the position of bifurcation have not been found in the literature.

The bifurcation or branching caused by overloads has also been studied due to its retarding effect on crack growth. Suresh [79] studied the effect of overloads on the crack path and observed that bifurcations may occur with the application of an overload; however, this bifurcated arrangement only remains for a few cycles since one of the branches shields the other’s growth leading again to a single tip crack growth. Similarly, the occurrence of deflections due to the application of an
overload were observed by Katz et al [98] followed by the return to its original growth direction and speed as it separated from the application point of the overload.

3.2.3. Crack growth analysis using FE

Previous numerical work studying crack propagation has used adaptive FE models through node release [99] or element erosion [100]. Node release and element erosion algorithms have been used extensively in fracture problems. These techniques, usually based on physical variables (strain, stress, energy, etc.) at a single point or node, have difficulties representing the whole material separation process. Its application to fatigue problems is limited to a reduced number of cycles if the physical variables are to be used to guide the propagation process. An extended number of cycles can be simulated by eroding or releasing at different crack lengths to estimate the CDF as the crack extends artificially since the application of this technique at each loading cycle leads to prohibitive computational costs. The main disadvantage of this process is the mesh dependency of such crack growth and path prediction. Prior knowledge of the crack path certainly helps to construct an adequate mesh that forces the crack to propagate along such a path, and obtain CDF estimations consistent with experimental observations. Numerical works based on previously known crack paths can be found in two [101] and three dimensions [102, 103].

The introduction of cohesive elements to different commercial packages provides a tool to extend cracks based on parameters that describe the material separation process more accurately, altering the local material compliance as appropriate according to a traction separation law [104]. Previous knowledge of the crack path also helps substantially this analysis implementation, since the global existence of such cohesive elements may modify the overall stiffness of the component when the operating conditions of the material are near to the proportional limit. Cohesive elements have been applied to a greater extent in fracture than to fatigue applications since only a few cycles can be fully simulated; however, the progression of damage around the crack tip can be assessed [105].
An alternative option is remeshing as the crack grows, based on the ability to create or successively modify efficient and reliable models. Across this literature review two different techniques have been noted: block shifting and non-structured remeshing. The block shifting technique [106] uses parametric element blocks that already contain the crack tip. This technique used by Zencrack (mesh generator created by Zentech [107]) has as evident advantages the reduced computational costs of its elements and transitions, its major drawbacks are the poor element shape before a block is shifted and poor adaptability to sudden crack path changes or irregular surface cracks. This method has proved to be extremely cost efficient for the $J$ integral and stress intensity factor computation in elastic analyses.

Non-structured remeshing, as shown by Bittencourt [46], regenerates the elements around the crack tip to incorporate each crack extension, thus creating a new crack tip and allowing the meshing algorithm to generate an appropriate transition between the permanent elements. Development of meshing algorithms and software has facilitated this task considerably. Its major disadvantage is the compromise required between the number of elements to be remeshed and mesh quality. Very small remeshing areas usually create low quality elements to couple the new crack tip with the previously stored elements. As the remeshing area is increased, element-generation algorithms create elements with higher quality at a higher computational cost. In the long term, high quality elements are more desirable since the solution process, compared to the remeshing operations, requires more computational power according to preliminary numerical tests in this chapter.

The complexity involved in the analysis of extended cracks has led to the development of other areas such as X-FEM [108, 109] which allows the introduction and extension of discontinuities within the material without remeshing. This method adds degrees of freedom to introduce a discontinuity and as this discontinuity grows more degrees of freedom must be added. This method
has been applied successfully to complex out of plane crack simulations [110] and current research is being developed to link this method to commercial codes such as ABAQUS [111]. The application of this method so far appears focused on elastic and mildly plastic problems where stress fields are well known. The study of problems with singularities that have been studied to a lesser extent is also under development. At the same time, the existence of two discontinuities of differing kinds i.e., the crack and different material layers, has not been developed yet but is an interesting area where progress should be made.

3.3. Assessment of crack deflection criteria

Mageed and Pandey [88] tested 2024-T3 aluminium plates, shown in Figure 30, under tension with centre cracks at various angles to the loading axis to study the initial direction of the deflected crack under the generated mixed-mode loading conditions. Plates with initially straight 9-mm cracks at inclination angles of 30°, 45°, 60 and 75°, measured from the axis normal to the loading direction, were tested under a cyclic tension ranging between 18 and 92.5 MPa. The specimen thickness, length and width are 1.27 mm, 250 mm and 180 mm, respectively. The Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, yield stress, ultimate stress and elongation to fracture of the material were reported to equal 73.1 GPa, 0.33, 370 MPa, 440 MPa and 11%, respectively. A true stress-strain curve that fitted these data was constructed and entered into the FE model.

Two-dimensional models of the reported specimens were built assuming plane stress conditions using blunted tip mesh configurations. Relevant stress and displacement values were read relative to a local polar frame of reference with origin at the centre of the blunted tip semi-circle

The crack deflection criteria tested were the maximum tangential stress (MTS) [81], maximum tangential strain (MTSN) [87], maximum principal stress (MPS) [112], maximum principal strain (MPSN) and crack tip displacement vector (CTDV) [113]. It should be noted that none of these criteria has shown a better performance for every loading scenario, including LSY and cyclic
loading. Rather than relying on $K$ calculations, the implementation of MTS and MTSN in this study was based on nodal FE results obtained around the blunted crack tip. The MPS, MPSN and CTDV criteria were implemented in a similar manner. The required parameters for each criterion were estimated at 5° intervals around the blunted tip. The maximum stress or strain value and its angular position were obtained using a quadratic interpolation based on the greatest value of stress or strain found on the blunted tip nodes and the values corresponding to the adjacent nodes in each tangential direction around the blunted tip.

![Figure 30](image)

**Figure 30.** Test specimen used by Mageed and Pandey [88].

### 3.3.1. Results

The FE results are presented together with the experimental measurements in Figure 31 for the four inclination angles of the remote tensile stress of 92.5 MPa relative to the crack opening
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direction. Estimations of the deflected direction of propagation by the CTDV, MTSN and MPSN criteria of an inclined crack at 30°, which corresponded to the most dominant mode-I loading conditions considered, were almost identical and consistent with the reported experimental result [88]. The agreement of MTSN and MPSN predictions with experimental results was slightly reduced with increasing inclination angles while those based on CTDV follow an opposite trend.

The MTS and MPS criteria appeared to underestimate initially the deflection angle but their predictions became more consistent with MTSN and MPSN as the inclination angle increases. The FE analyses also simulated the minimum applied tensile stress of 18 MPa and, in the case of MTSN, MPSN and CTDV, the respective deflection angle predictions were slightly greater (around 4%) than those obtained under maximum load. The MTS and MPS criteria showed an identical behaviour to their strain counterpart when the model is subjected to the minimum load. It is also noteworthy that the deflection estimates obtained from principal stress criteria (MPS) was identical to that of tangential stress criteria (MTS); condition which also appeared on strain based criteria (MTSN and MPSN).

**Figure 31.** Crack deflection predictions with corresponding fatigue test result [88] at 92.5 MPa.
3.3.2. Discussion

Identical estimates of MPS and MTS led to further analysis of these criteria and it was found that the application of blunted tips at this particular level of loading led tangential stresses and strains to coincide with their respective principal values. A strain-based approach provided estimates of crack deflection angles more consistent with experimental evidence than those obtained using a stress-based criterion for this particular implementation. For this reason, the MTSN criterion would be used in subsequent stages of this study in order to estimate the crack path.

It was expected that crack propagation would occur along a direction bounded by the deflection angle estimates obtained at the maximum and minimum load. Since the difference between these two values is found to be small, the analyses per crack increment developed next were performed only under maximum load thus saving computational effort. The application of MTSN criterion was monitored in subsequent analysis so that it is limited to mode-I dominant, mixed-mode loading for which the crack deflection estimates are found to be most reliable by any of the assessed criteria as suggested by Ramulu and Kobayashi [86].

3.4. Deflected cracks in multi-layer architectures

The test specimen geometry, materials and FE analysis features were identical to the ones described in the previous chapter. The generation of previous FE models is carried out through a parametric design that adjusted the model mesh according to the predicted crack size and direction. In order to fulfil the objectives described in this chapter, a remeshing scheme was chosen to extend the crack according to the applied loading conditions and layered structure. The implementation of this scheme required the generation of a number of models, a time consuming task for any analyst. Therefore, the creation of algorithms to auto-regenerate this models and minimise the analyst effort as described by Wawrzynek [114] is desirable.
The created routine followed the structure described in Figure 32, creating short crack extensions along the predicted direction according to the near-tip stress state at the previous step; as described by Colombo and Giglio [115] for a remeshing scheme. The concatenation of short crack extensions forms the path along which the values of the crack driving force were obtained. The model generation for this analysis was carried out using the tools provided by ANSYS APDL (Ansys Parametric Design Language). The implemented routines are shown in Appendix C.

Most of the stages presented in Figure 32 are executed in a standard way for an FE analysis. The key parts of the modelling process are to establish an appropriate element size transition between the crack tip and the permanent elements, and the definition of a new crack tip that is able to merge with the crack path formed before. This task can be performed easily in an interactive way; however, for the user tasks to be eliminated from this process it is necessary to use the APDL and meshing tools to modify the mesh features as the crack grows.

3.4.1. Results

Deflected crack propagation was studied in both bi-layer and tri-layer architectures starting from straight flaws of a length equal to 0.6 $t_{L2}$ and 0.92 $t_{L2}$, respectively. These cracks were again placed at the centre of the specimen surface as observed experimentally under three-point bending loading (see Figure 18). Two different load magnitudes, $P = 200$ N and $P = 800$ N, were applied corresponding to conditions of moderate and large-scale yielding.

Results from the tri-layer architecture indicated distinct trends of crack propagation in different layers. At both load levels, the crack growth direction within the lining remained unaffected as the crack tip approached the more compliant interlayer. CTOD increased with crack extension as previously observed with stationary straight cracks (see Figure 23). The curvature of the CTTS curves became slightly smaller as the tip approached the compliant interlayer, especially at high
loads. However, the maximum CTTS value (according to MTSN criterion) could still be identified as the one forecasting a straight crack path normal to the interface.

![Diagram of model generation methodology]

**Figure 32. Model generation methodology**

As soon as the tip penetrated into the interlayer, it was not possible to identify a single maximum along the obtained CTTS curves; the extent of this curve flattening depended on the applied load. This meant that almost identical CTTS values emerged symmetrically located with respect to the original direction of propagation corresponding to polar angle $\alpha$. Despite the small variation of CTTS within a wide range of polar angles, an MTSN value was numerically identified at $\alpha = 16.4^\circ$. It
was assumed that a small deviation from loading or geometric symmetry would cause the crack to deflect at this angle, which was thus used to define the orientation of the introduced short kink deflection with a value $\alpha$ was adopted in the initial extension; smaller subsequent deflections are forecasted automatically, according to the crack deflection criterion, so that the crack path approached asymptotically the interlayer-backing interface as shown in Figure 33 according to the MTSN estimations. The CTTS variation along the blunted crack tip at various deflected crack extensions is plotted in Figure 35. It is interesting to notice that the MTSN becomes progressively more distinguishable and uniquely identifiable immediately after the first deflection.

The CTOD estimates obtained from the straight and deflected cracks as well as the accumulated deflection angle in the interlayer are presented in Figure 36 for $P = 200$ N. This figure clearly shows that the predicted CDF was greatest along the deflected path; this was consistent with the principle of crack propagation in the direction of least resistance, corresponding to maximum CDF [84]. Similar path deflections in the interlayer were predicted by the analysis performed under $P = 800$ N. Apart from the expected increase in CDF estimates, the main difference was a slightly more pronounced initial deflection, as shown in Figure 34.

![Predicted path and Von Mises stress contour of a single tip within the tri-layer system at 200 N.](image-url)
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Figure 34. Von Mises strain contour of a single tip within the tri-layer system at 200 N (a) and 800 N (b).

Figure 35. CTTS evolution against extension steps.
Crack deflection in the bi-layer system within the interlayer was found to be influenced to a greater extent by the intensity of the applied load. For $P = 200$ N, initial 1 degree-deflections appeared very close to the steel layer (at $a=0.95t_{L2}$); in contrast, an equivalent deflection appeared at $a=0.61t_{L2}$ for $P=800$ N. The CDF estimates in the bi-layer system were also slightly greater along the deflected direction than the straight path at both load levels, in qualitative agreement with the findings from the tri-layer architecture shown in Figure 36.

**3.4.2. Discussion**

Previous work [66, 67] on shielding and anti-shielding in layered architectures has usually explained these phenomena in terms of differences between the materials' yield stress. However, the yield stress only reflects part of the material state since it is not fully responsible for the post-yield deformation and the state of stress. An additional factor would be the difference between the materials' strain hardening rate represented by the gradient of the $\sigma\varepsilon$ curves since this is also directly related to the material resistance to deformation. This relation is simple when elastic or fully plastic analyses are carried out. Nevertheless, elasto-plastic analyses result in a widely ranging gradient depending on the stress concentration patterns developing around the crack tip.
The assessment of layered architectures with different elasto-plastic properties was developed by Joyce [61] in the analysis of preferential bifurcation orientations. However, a mechanistic approach to test the impact and correlation of factors such as the yield stress and the strain hardening exponent was not fully developed. Such an approach could clarify the impact of shielding in a broader sense.

CTOD estimations within the interlayer showed single-tip deflected cracks despite the absence of far-field mixed-mode loading, which is in contrast to previous work in monolithic components which applied the MTSN [87, 116] and other criteria [81, 83, 113, 117]. Such a condition in the bi-layer lining appears to be confined to higher loads. It is worth noting that the CTTS curvature is reduced as the crack approaches the interface and the applied load is increased. This curvature reduction may enhance the effects of local material heterogeneities to disturb the perfect symmetry of the problem and thus initiate deflection. This sensitivity is reduced as the deflected crack propagates away from the plane of symmetry gradually reaching a more stable state. Chambers et al [87] also observed that cracks deflected towards an orientation where pure opening loading was experienced. For this particular case, the crack deflected to extend parallel to the layers orientation where a combined state of shear and opening existed.

The assessment of crack path sensitivity to a perturbation was limited to confirming whether the whole process would ultimately predict a crack orientation approximately at +90° or —90° to the original straight path, that is, parallel to the layers’ orientation. Path perturbations of sizes comparable to the scale of typical material micro-structural features, such as the hard intermetallics with a mean near neighbouring distance of 28 μm shown in Section 1.4.5, are expected to be re-oriented so that crack growth complies with the far field loading conditions and the multi-layered architecture. This hypothesis was tested by introducing an arbitrary initial deflection at 30° to the straight crack path in the lining and the interlayer. In both cases, the
perturbed crack path gradually returned to the path predicted without perturbation based on the adopted deflection criterion. The quick re-alignment of the path showed the predominance of far-field loading and specimen properties over the effect of a local perturbation in this particular example.

Crack deflection in zig-zag patterns has been linked to service life extension through the lengthening of the crack path and the CDF reduction when compared to straight cracks. In this particular study, the estimated deflections did not cause any CDF reduction, but slight increments in comparison to a straight path. These CDF increments showed that the principle of CDF maximisation introduced by Hussain [84] and Palaniswamy and Knauss [85] was fulfilled. The CDF increments caused by this deflection were not as significant as the possible path extension obtained if the crack propagates parallel to the layers orientation.

Material homogeneity has been assumed in this work focusing on the mesoscopic property mismatches among layers in the architecture. It is evident that the material microstructure will have a significant impact on the CTOD estimates; however, the estimations based on only the mesoscopic properties provide a clearer view of the layered architecture effects. The localised heterogeneity may lead to a more tortuous crack path in comparison to perfect homogeneous materials. Nevertheless, it is expected that layered architectures would have a similar overall effect over homogeneous and heterogeneous layers. At the same time, the crack growth behaviour of the analysed heterogeneous lining, shown in Section 1.4.5, can be included into the analysis through the development of a crack growth law based on experimental data.

### 3.5. Early bifurcation state

Crack bifurcation occurred in the tri-layer architecture interlayer under three-point bending tests when the crack tip approached the backing layer. Based on this observation and on previous CTTS results, the possibility of bifurcation was investigated in the lining of the bi-layer system and the
interlayer of the tri-layer system. Initially, bifurcated cracks with very small branches were studied focusing on the CDF at the onset of bifurcation to determine the initial kink angle at which bifurcation occurs. Other parameters considered in this study are the straight crack length before bifurcation $a$ kink length. Taking advantage of the problem symmetry, only half of the strip specimen was modelled and analysed as shown in Figure 37. A parametric study was performed involving bifurcated crack kinks of length between 1% and 5% of the thickness of the layer containing the crack tip.

Figure 37. Bifurcated model and analysed factors.

3.5.1. Results

The results from both layered systems showed that for any given straight crack length before bifurcation there exists a kink angle that maximises the CDF, which can be interpreted as the most
likely deflection direction. The CTOD ratio between bifurcated and straight cracks of equal length ranged between 32% and 50% in the bilayer architecture and 44% and 51% in the trilayer one. The variation of kink length within the limits mentioned above did not have any significant effect on the predicted deflection angle. The CDF estimates obtained in the case of the tri-layer architecture are shown in Figure 38. A gradual shift of the maximum to greater kink angles can be observed as the bifurcation point approaches the interface. The last case analysed, corresponding to a straight crack length of $0.993\frac{a}{L_2}$, resulted in a steep increment in the angle that corresponds to a maximum CDF value. As shown in Figure 39, no such steep increments were found in the case of the bi-layer model up to a crack length before bifurcation of $0.95\frac{a}{L_2}$.

As noted with the straight cracks presented in the previous section, the CDF estimates were also affected by the proximity to a stiff layer (largely dependent on the crack length before bifurcation). Due to the thinness of the interlayer, shielding in the tri-layer architecture was observed as soon as the bifurcation point crossed into the interlayer while shielding in the bi-layer architecture became apparent only after the straight crack length grew above $0.7\frac{a}{L_2}$.

![Image](image-url)

**Figure 38.** Variation of CDF with kink angle in the tri-layer architecture at 200 N (CTOD values are normalised with respect to their maximum along each curve).
3.5.2. Discussion

The study of the CDF estimates of different bifurcated cracks showed the importance of the kink angle in the early bifurcation stage. The kink angle corresponding to a CDF maximum value rises as the bifurcation point approaches a stiff layer. The predicted direction of the bifurcated path depends on the extent of property mismatch and the proximity of the crack tip to the layer interface, as reported previously by Joyce et al [61]. In this earlier work, the kink angle corresponding to the maximum CDF, represented by the $J$-integral, reached the value of 90°. The maximum CTOD values obtained in this work do not correspond to such high deflections despite the assessment of cracks closer to the interface. This difference may arise due to the preferred CDF parameter or different material models used for the backing layer. Joyce et al assumed an elastic material for this layer, while an elasto-plastic model is used in this work. Such a model reduced the local constraint at the interlayer-backing interface arising from the yielding caused by loading and stress concentration.

Figure 39. Variation of CDF with kink angle in the bi-layer architecture at 400 N (CTOD values are normalised with respect to their maximum along each curve).
3.6. **Bifurcated Branch Path**

Experimental work in tri-layer architectures has shown that bifurcation occurs as soon as the crack penetrates the interlayer; an event that was expected due to the sudden drop of material crack growth resistance. The initial kink angle used for the bifurcated branch was selected according to the kink angle that yielded a maximum CDF in the early bifurcation state analysis, obtained through quadratic interpolations. The bifurcated path analysis is initiated with a kink angle of 37.15° in the interlayer. Subsequent crack growth was simulated according to the MTSN criterion.

Experimental observations of crack propagation in the architecture MAS-20S did not show signs of arrest after a bifurcation event. This is in contrast to the findings by Suresh [79] and Katz et al [98] which describe how longer kinks shield smaller kinks leading to an eventual arrest. The propagation after bifurcation in the analysed tri-layered architecture remained bifurcated and kept deflecting towards an orientation parallel to the layers.

**3.6.1. Results for bifurcated branch path**

The comparison between results for deflected and bifurcated crack analyses showed two clear differences in the tri-layer architecture. Firstly, the predicted crack path deflections were greater for bifurcated than single-tip deflected cracks at lower values of crack depth $c$, shown in Figure 40. As crack tips approach the backing-interlayer interface, deflections of both crack configurations appeared closer, as shown Figure 41; which also shows the difference between the CDF values in both crack configurations. Secondly, the CDF estimates along single tip deflected cracks are greater than those along their bifurcated counterparts. A typical generated and plastic strain estimates for the latter are shown in Figure 42.

The application of an elasto-plastic analysis involves computational difficulties arising from the more demanding material characterisation and requires extensive computational resources. For this reason, simpler analyses, within the scope of LEFM, are usually applied. The difference between
results from elastic and elasto-plastic analyses was studied by considering a bifurcated crack growing in the interlayer. The Young modulus used for the lining, interlayer and steel are 70 GPa, 67 GPa and 197 GPa, respectively, as shown in Table 3. Figure 43 shows the CDF evolution and cumulative deflection for both material models for a bifurcated crack growing in the interlayer at a load \( P = 200 \) N, which causes extensive yielding in this particular layer.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 40.** Estimated paths for single tip deflected crack and bifurcated arrangements with only pure elastic and elasto-plastic materials.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 41.** Accumulated deflection and CDF evolution in tri-layer architecture for single-tip deflected and bifurcated crack (bifurcated EP).
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Figure 42. Equivalent plastic strain (Von Mises) in tri-layer architecture.

Figure 43. Accumulated deflection and CDF evolution in tri-layer architecture using pure elastic (bifurcated E) and elasto-plastic (bifurcated EP) materials.
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Figure 40 also shows the comparison between the estimated paths using elastic and elasto-plastic material models. The path forecasted using elastic properties showed a very limited deflection; in contrast to its elasto-plastic counterpart that estimates greater estimations which, visually, appear to be more consistent with experimental crack paths. Despite estimating greater values for deflection, predicted paths obtained through elasto-plastic analyses still showed a significant difference to experimental observations.

3.6.2. Discussion

The simulation of bifurcated growing cracks showed a characteristic trend of progressive deflection that aligns the crack growth direction with the layers interface, as shown experimentally in Figure 12. This is in agreement with Joyce et al [61] findings that forecasted a bifurcation angle of 90° as the bifurcation point approaches the stiff backing.

Studies on crack bifurcation have shown its impact on the values of CDF and, as a consequence, on crack growth rate, presumably leading to longer service life. Deflection and smaller crack growth rates led to this assumption; however, it is also noteworthy that bifurcation close to the lining free top surface may lead to a faster detachment of lining fragments in multi-layered bearing systems as the lateral crack growth, parallel to the layers orientation, is more likely to coalesce with other cracks.

The estimated CTOD values after bifurcation dropped between 49% and 68% for the analysed architectures and loading conditions, this may appear to be in contrast to the work of Meggiolaro et al. [95], with $K$ reductions up to 37%, and Kitagawa [93], with reductions ranging between 30% and 40%, in very short kinks at similar kink angles. The range of reductions found by Kitigawa would represent CTOD drops between 51% and 64% which is consistent with the drops found with more complex elasto-plastic models. The most relevant difference between elastic and elastoplastic analyses can be found as crack branches extend. Models with elastic material models showed that
the initial bifurcation angles remained almost unchanged despite approaching the backing layer in contrast to elasto plastic orientation. In conclusion, the initial CDF drop can be well characterised by elastic analysis; however, as the branches extend elastic material models cannot model the change of orientation of the branches. The application of a methodology within the scope of EPFM is indispensable when LSY conditions are analysed since the estimation of the CDF parameter from FE analyses show a significant variation, clearly illustrated in Figure 43.

The difference observed between the numerically estimated paths and experimental observations was attributed to the significant shear experienced by blunted crack tips. The mixed mode loading experienced at the crack tip could have reached levels under which the MTSN criterion does not provide accurate results, as discussed previously in Section 3.3.2, along with excessive deformation which could have affected its implementation. However, the MTSN criterion provided a reasonable estimation of the path and allowed a comparison with other modelling techniques available.

### 3.7. Summary

Various criteria are available to estimate the crack tip direction according to fatigue or constant loading and mixed-mode loading conditions. No single criterion has proven a superior performance for every single scenario especially when fatigue and mixed-mode loading conditions are present. The crack tip displacement vector (CTDV), maximum principal stress and strain (MPS and MPSN) and the maximum tangential stress and strain (MTS and MTSN) were implemented for the conditions experimentally assessed by Mageed and Pandey [88]. The maximum tangential strain provided a more consistent estimation of the deflection angle, in this particular implementation, with the experimental results obtained under fatigue loading, especially at dominant mode I mixed-mode loading conditions.

Automated growth analyses for deflecting cracks in bi-layer and tri-layer systems were created using a remeshing scheme that generates short crack extensions along the predicted direction
according to the near-tip state of stress at the previous step. The concatenation of these short cracks forms the path along which the values of the crack driving force are obtained.

The cracks under such a severe shielding process show tangential strain curves with a flat profile, or no curvature, around the maximum value. This profile suggested the crack extension could occur in any direction over this range. Subsequent deflections using the maximum numerical value of this range showed that the flat profile disappeared gradually until a single clear maximum could be identified again. The predicted crack profile obtained from this extension tends to self-align with the layers orientation. The cracks under anti-shielding conditions were not forecasted to suffer any deflection. The CDF estimates along the forecasted paths showed greater values than straight cracks with equivalent crack lengths, showing that the estimated path maximises the CDF.

The crack growth conditions that appeared after bifurcation were studied together with the subsequent growth at each branch. At the same time, parametric studies revealed that for every given straight crack length, a single kink angle value that maximises the CDF estimates existed. These values were used as initial deflected growth values to observe the evolution of the CDF as it approaches the materials' interface at different bifurcation angles. CDF reductions up to 68% are observed and were also dependent on the proximity of the layers interface as observed in straight cracks.

The occurrence of deflected or bifurcated cracks promoted by shielding conditions appears to be possible according to the assumptions that the CTTS profile reflects the deflection and bifurcation likelihood. The symmetrical CTTS profile with two maxima and paths, which are visually more consistent with experimental observations, suggest that bifurcation would be a more natural occurrence in a homogeneous material while heterogeneous material features may lead to single-tip deflected cracks.
4. Chapter Four: Crack interaction and coalescence

4.1. Introduction

The objective of the finite element analyses described in this chapter is to identify possible effects of the presence of various cracks in the same body on crack growth. Previous work has shown the importance of multiple cracks and their possible shielding and anti-shielding effects according to size and orientation. At the same time, this analysis is intended to provide information on the minimum distance between cracks to be considered independent for further 3D analyses and the magnitude of the observed effects according to the studied material properties and in relation to the applied loads.

The analysis of interacting and coalescing cracks in three dimensions demands extensive computational power. Therefore, 2D models under tensile stresses were here modelled as a simplified representation of the material conditions at the lining surface under three-point bending conditions. Such 2D models require substantially less computational power allowing the crack growth simulation of different crack arrangements and levels of loading.

4.2. Background

One of the main advantages of damage tolerance over total life approaches is its ability to account for the perturbation of stress and strain fields caused when a flaw is already present in the material. This idea suggests the importance of multiple cracks contained in the material since each crack evolves according to its near stress fields and these fields depend on other flaws nearby. Identifying the possible interactions between cracks and their consequences is vital to avoid failure or overdesign.
Crack interaction and coalescence have been observed in the crack propagation study of multi-layered architectures under three-point bending [10, 61, 63] and bearing working conditions [7, 61]. According to these observations, a dominant crack located at the lining surface is formed by the coalescence of various short cracks after the specimen is cyclically loaded. These cracks are initiated in the proximity of a line across the lining surface where the maximum stress develops under three-point bending conditions. The initiation of these cracks occurs preferentially along this line; however, microstructural features such as grain boundaries, secondary phase particles and the distribution of defects influence slightly the location of such initiation sites [9]. Multiple cracks initiate simultaneously and grow on the plane perpendicular to the layers orientation. As these cracks approach each other, the crack growth rate accelerates until coalescence occurs. Coalescence and shielding effects caused by a stiffer layer contribute to the formation of shallow cracks that grow perpendicular to the layers interface as shown in Figure 44 for initial crack growth stages and Figure 45 for late crack growth stages.

Interacting and coalescing cracks have been of interest due to their mutual shielding and anti-shielding effects, which are detected through the CDF estimates evolution, and depend on particular crack arrangements [11, 23]. Co-linear crack configurations have shown anti-shielding effects in previous work [118] with $K_i$ increasing by up to 60% in analytical solutions of through-thickness cracks in plates of infinite length. Murakami [118] also developed a similar analytical solution that showed the opposite effect on the crack growth of parallel cracks, where $K_i$ reductions of up to 40% were found. Meyer et al. [119] investigated through thickness cracks at different orientations with FE models that assumed elastic and elastic-perfectly plastic material behaviour. The latter showed greater anti-shielding effects.
Studies on coplanar cracks [120] examined Forsyth’s findings [121] related to the existence of a critical distance $h$ between cracks that would cause coalescence from a particular set of loading conditions; this is given by the relation
where \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) the lengths of interacting cracks. In contrast, Wang et al [120] found that coalescence does not depend on the material strength according to their studies of two steels leading to a simpler relationship:

\[
h \propto \left( \frac{\sigma_{\infty}}{\sigma_Y} \right)^2 (2a_1 + 2a_2) \quad (14)
\]

The influence of different crack arrangements assuming an elastic material behaviour has been studied extensively in the literature; the impact of elasto-plastic behaviour has been assessed to a lesser extent. However, the extension of such cracks and CDF evolution in numerical analyses with elasto-plastic material models in two dimensions can be further developed, especially for oblique and parallel cracks since the study of coalescence of co-linear cracks has been extensive, even in the 3D case [122-125].

### 4.3. Model and methods

Four different configurations are analysed using two-dimensional finite element models. These configurations, shown in Figure 46, are labelled as: (a) oblique, (b) parallel-dominant, (c) co-linear and (d) single, the latter for comparison purposes only. The response to the loading magnitude and distance between cracks was also assessed in a model geometry linked to the specimen used in three-point bending tests carried out in previously [10] in the University of Southampton. The modelled specimen consisted of a single layer made of the architecture MAS-20S lining material, whose properties are shown in Figure 15 and Table 3, assuming plane stress conditions. The initial crack length \( a_0 \) analysed for oblique, dominant (from parallel dominant arrangement) and single cracks was equal to \( W/10 \). Shielded and coalescing co-linear cracks had an initial length \( a_0=W/20 \). The initial distance between coalescing tips in co-linear arrangements in the direction of \( W \) was
equal to $8a_0$ or $2W/5$, while the distance between overlapped and oblique tips in oblique arrangements was equal to $2a_0/3$ or $W/15$.

Figure 46. Interacting crack arrangements.

The study of coalescence and crack interaction through these 2D numerical models used the crack extension methodology described previously in Figure 32 in order to analyse the impact of the stress field modifications introduced by a second crack. By analysing step by step extensions based on the MTSN deflection criterion, it is possible to track the changes in the crack path and assess the combined effect of deflection and crack interaction on the CDF estimates.

The analysed specimen is subjected to uniform tensile stresses in the longitudinal direction (normal to the cracks). The existing flaws propagated by estimating the relative growth according to the assumption that crack growth rate varies linearly with the CTOD [126], that is, $da/dN = b\ CTOD$ where $b$ is a fitting parameter. Later stages of this project involved a crack growth law linked to experimental data [10]. The interacting cracks were extended and deflected using remeshing algorithms based on the MTSN path criterion. The far-field load levels applied in these analyses correspond to 40%, 70% and 100% of the stress that would cause yielding in undamaged specimens. The crack separation levels are set at $h/a_0 = 1.7, 3.5$ and 5.3. The analysed cracks were extended until the elements that form the blunted crack tip configuration touched the border of the
specimen or each other as done previously in [127] for fatigue modelling assuming that coalescence occurred. Other criteria to define coalescence are available mainly in the context of fracture as shown in [128, 129].

The CTOD estimations are plotted against two parameters: dominant crack length ($a$) and distance between plastic zones ($d_r$), as shown in Figure 47. Both parameters are normalised with respect to either the plate length ($L$) or width ($W$), depending on the growth direction of the interacting crack. The crack length was measured from the centre of each blunted crack arc while the plastic zone size was estimated through the area with non-zero von Mises plastic strain values.

### 4.4. Results

The general trends described in the literature for parallel and co-linear cracks were confirmed by the CDF estimates in this work. The application of loading levels that generated LSY conditions required large amounts of computational resources; however, the analysis of such conditions indicates the importance of non-linear numerical analyses.

![Figure 47. Distance between plastic zones for oblique (a), parallel (b) and co-linear arrangements.](image)
4.4.1. Co-linear cracks

The evolution of von Mises strain as the co-linear cracks grow showed the impact of multiple cracks that interact with each other. Figure 48a shows the plastic strain contours when $a = 0.1W$ and the characteristic plastic zone butterfly pattern at coalescing and co-linear tips without any indication of interaction between them. As cracks started to grow, it is evident from Figure 48b that the plastic zones of coalescing tips merged distorting the original characteristic pattern. As cracks continued approaching each other as shown in Figure 48c, plastic strains between both crack tips became more intense.

![Image of crack growth progression](image)

**Figure 48.** Crack growth progression (a, b and c) in co-linear arrangement under 100% of yield stress showing Von Mises plastic strain contours.

The anti-shielding effects in co-linear arrangements are shown in Figure 49, where coalescing co-linear $\text{CTOD}_{\text{COAL}}$ and single crack $\text{CTOD}_{\text{SINGLE}}$ ratios are plotted against the crack size. The $\text{CTOD}_{\text{COAL}}/\text{CTOD}_{\text{SINGLE}}$ values were computed based on cracks of equal lengths. $\text{CTOD}_{\text{COAL}}/\text{CTOD}_{\text{SINGLE}}$
from cracks with sizes close to $a_0$ showed values close to one, confirming that the initial separation was sufficient to cause little or no interaction. The estimated $\frac{CTOD_{\text{coal}}}{CTOD_{\text{singlet}}}$ shows a rising trend with crack size and load level as expected. Very little interaction can be observed between cracks at the smallest crack length analysed where the distance between tips is close to $8 \, a_0$.

Figure 49. Co-linear arrangement results for $\frac{CTOD_{\text{coal}}}{CTOD_{\text{singlet}}}$ at equal crack lengths.

4.4.2. Parallel-dominant arrangements

The crack extension analyses of parallel cracks produced the characteristic plastic zone butterfly pattern observed in the first simulation of the analysis, shown in Figure 50a. At this initial stage, a significant difference between the sizes of both plastic zones is visible in the plot. The lines of force were redirected away from the crack tip of the shielded crack reducing its plastic zone size and propagation speed. The shielding process over the smaller crack became more evident as the dominant crack extended. Figure 50a shows that the plastic zone was initially visible while the crack size ratio between cracks is comparable. As the dominant crack extended, the plastic zone disappeared in the shielded crack tips, shown in Figure 50b and Figure 50c, and the effect of the crack size difference became more obvious. No deflection tendencies were forecasted in parallel arrangements.
Figure 50. Crack growth progression (a, b and c) in parallel arrangement under 100% of yield stress showing Von Mises plastic strain contours.

Shielding effects in parallel arrangements are shown in Figure 51. Figure 51a shows the estimation of CTOD_{SHI}/CTOD_{SINGLE} against their crack size; these ratios showed the influence of loading and separation between cracks. Initial CDF ratios between 0.5 and 0.9 were observed at crack sizes close to \(a_0\) and shrank to values as low as 0.1 at later stages of crack growth as the difference between their crack size increased. Figure 51b shows the evolution of the normalised CDF in the shielded crack (with respect to the CTOD estimate at a crack size \(a_0\)) against the respective crack size. CDF estimates in this plot grew initially and then dropped quickly since the dominant crack grew faster and increased the shielding effect. The distance between cracks \(h\) and higher loading levels influenced the shielding process in the small-parallel crack. Greater separation and low loads resulted in a lower shielding rate. Figure 51c shows the estimations of CTOD_{SHI}/CTOD_{DOM} against their respective crack size ratio. CDF ratios dropped as the size ratio increases with values as low as 0.1 around a crack size ratio of 3 irrespective of load level or separation distance. Figure 51d shows the values of CTOD_{SHI}/CTOD_{DOM} against the distance between plastic zones; these values showed...
that shielding at low load levels, $\sigma_\infty = 0.4 \sigma_Y$, occurred despite a fairly constant distance between the plastic zones. At higher load levels, $\sigma_\infty = 1.0 \sigma_Y$, the shielding process occurred while the plastic zones approach one another and even merge.

Figure 51. Parallel cracks results for the CDF of shielded tips versus the shielded crack size ($a$, $b$, $c$) and the distance between plastic zones ($d$).
4.4.3. Oblique arrangements

The crack growth in oblique arrangements showed a clear coalescing trend of the overlapping crack tips. This coalescing process developed slowly as the crack tips overlap and a progressive deflection occurred leading each tip towards the crack face of the other crack. Figure 52a shows coalescence developing at the smallest level of crack separation $h/a$. Milder signs of coalescence were observed at the medium level of crack separation (Figure 52b) while small deflections occur at the highest level (Figure 52c). Greater loading levels spread the extent of plasticity significantly and reduced the distance that cracks overlap. Figure 52 also shows that a high strain area (~0.019) formed between the overlapping crack tips irrespective of the distance or separation level analysed. A second high strain area (~0.028) of smaller size could be also identified between the overlapped tips and the opposite crack face.

![Figure 52. Final stages of crack growth at crack separation equal 1.7a, 3.5a and 5.3a showing von Mises plastic strain contours in oblique arrangements under $\sigma_0 = \sigma_y$.]
The shielding and deflection effects in oblique arrangements are shown in Figure 53, where the shielded tip deflection \((a, b)\), the ratios of overlapped and single crack tip CDF ratios \(\text{CTOD}_{\text{OVE}}/\text{CTOD}_{\text{SINGLE}}\) \((c)\) and overlapped and oblique tip CDF ratios \(\text{CTOD}_{\text{OVE}}/\text{CTOD}_{\text{OB}}\) \((d)\) are plotted against the crack size \((a, c)\) and the distance between plastic zones \((b, d)\). It can be observed that crack deflection (Figure 53a and b) behaved in different ways with respect to the reduction of distance between plastic zones and crack size. Deflection increased with crack size at values of \(h\) equal to 1.7\(a_0\) and 3.5\(a_0\). At the maximum separation value considered, \(h\) equal to 5.3\(a_0\), a maximum deflection (below 12°) was reached and then dropped irrespective of distance between plastic zones or crack size. The \(\text{CTOD}_{\text{OVE}}/\text{CTOD}_{\text{SINGLE}}\) (Figure 53c) dropped at initial stages of crack growth, later on these ratios increase above 1. The \(\text{CTOD}_{\text{OVE}}/\text{CTOD}_{\text{OB}}\) (Figure 53d) showed shielding trends that reduced their slope as the distance between the plastic zones is shortened.

4.5. Discussion

As shown by the results of the numerical analyses in this chapter, various factors such as material properties, loading, crack position and orientation combine to develop conditions for shielding and anti-shielding effects. The initial value assigned to factors of interest, such as crack tip position, orientation and plastic zone separation, change through the propagation process leading to the idea that the consideration of a parametric study involving only straight cracks [119] was not sufficient to evaluate possible drops and accelerations of crack growth rate.

With respect to co-linear cracks, the obtained \(\text{CTOD}_{\text{COAL}}/\text{CTOD}_{\text{SINGLE}}\) values showed a rising trend as both tips approached each other as reported by Murakami [118] based on LEFM analyses. \(\text{CTOD}_{\text{COAL}}/\text{CTOD}_{\text{SINGLE}}\) equal to 1.3 and 1.6 times at \(\sigma_\infty=0.7\sigma_Y\) and \(\sigma_\infty=1.0\sigma_Y\), respectively, even at a considerable distance between cracks (~4\(a_0\) between coalescing crack tips) were observed. Evidently, this ratio only increases as cracks approach each other.
Oblique crack growth

Figure 53. Oblique arrangement results for shielded tip deflection (a, b), CDF ratios of overlapped and single crack tips (c) and CDF ratios of overlapped and oblique tips (d) on the basis of the crack size (a, c) and the distance between plastic zones (b, d).
The analyses performed showed the importance of shielding processes occurring in parallel crack arrangements, even to the point of causing full arrest since CDF reductions of 90% (for $a_{DOM}/a_{SHI}=3$, as shown in Figure 51c) were forecasted at high loads and short distances between cracks (~1.7 $a_0$). The variation of $CTOD_{SHI}/CTOD_{DOM}$ was evaluated with the distance between plastic zones showed that considerable shielding occurred independent of the interaction between plastic zones (Figure 51d), in contrast to the effect of the size ratio (Figure 51d). It was also observed that as the load was increased, greater shielding effects were predicted by the analyses developed. This process can be understood as disruption of the lines of force that existed in elastic materials and, within the plastic range, a material softening around the dominant crack that causes the lines of force to be directed even further away from the shielded tip.

The evaluation of shielding and anti-shielding when compared to the distance between plastic zones $d_r$ in oblique arrangements revealed a different scenario (see Figure 53b). Linear slopes could be observed when $CTOD_{SHI}/CTOD_{DOM}$ was plotted against $d_r$ (at least for a distance equal to 3 times the original crack length). At later stages of propagation the relation between $CTOD_{SHI}/CTOD_{DOM}$ and $d_r$ became non-linear. At the same time, the values of $CTOD_{SHI}/CTOD_{DOM}$ in Figure 53c showed a combined effect of shielding, while both tips overlap, and then anti-shielding, when coalescence with the middle part of the opposite crack became imminent in the secondary strain zone (as shown Figure 52). The extent of plasticity and proximity between crack tips governed the deflection rate and CDF. The crack paths observed in oblique arrangements suggested that similar trends can be involved in the fragment detachment process that occurs in the lining during bearing service conditions. Coalescence deflections, along with bifurcations, caused by the mechanical mismatch between layers, govern the lining detachment process.

The determination of coalescence based on the distance between cracks $h$ is the most important factor. Higher levels of loading also promoted the coalescing process to a lesser extent since the
deflection of the coalescing tip increased and also CDF values grew faster as the overlapping tips approached the opposite crack face. The Forsyth criterion [121], shown in Eq. (14), revealed that the most likely conditions to promote coalescence are related to higher levels of loading. In this research project, deflections based on the MTSN criterion grew higher with increased loading levels; however, it was evident that coalescence would occur. On the other hand, at the highest separation between cracks, initial trends towards coalescence disappeared eventually, irrespective of the level of loading (Figure 53).

The relationship proposed by Wang et al. [120], shown in Eq. (15), indicated that coalescence would not occur in any tested scenario with values of $h$ greater than 0.28 $a_0$, while in this work even values of 3.5 $a_0$ resulted in clear signs of coalescence. This was expected since Wang et al. [120] worked with a different material and loading conditions; however, the suggestion that loading played a less significant role than the separation between cracks in this process was corroborated here. The analyses performed for oblique arrangements indicated that a separation distance $h$ larger than 3.5 times the original crack size would be sufficient to avoid coalescence under any level of loading.

The effect of crack tip closeness to the specimen border is a topic for future work; with regard to the validity of the obtained results at late stages of crack extension where the proximity to the specimen edge could have influenced the CDF estimates.

### 4.6. Summary

Oblique, parallel and co-linear arrangements were studied in propagating analyses based on the MTSN criterion which extended the crack through automated procedures. Through these analyses, the evolution of CDF and the crack path were studied. Shielding and anti-shielding effects were observed in parallel and co-linear arrangements, respectively. A combination of both shielding and anti-shielding was observed in oblique arrangements.
Co-linear cracks confirmed typical CDF rises as coalescing tips approached as discussed in previous work. \( \text{CTOD}_{\text{COAL}}/\text{CTOD}_{\text{SINGLE}} \) equal to 1.3 and 1.6 times at \( \sigma_{\infty} = 0.7 \sigma_Y \) and \( \sigma_{\infty} = 1.0 \sigma_Y \), respectively, even at a considerable distance between cracks (~4\( a_0 \) between coalescing crack tips) were observed. Parallel arrangements showed that a dominant crack would reduce the crack growth of smaller cracks if they were placed at a relatively small distance. Even at distances equivalent to 5.3\( a_0 \), an initial CDF reduction of 10% was observed and as the difference between crack sizes increased, this initial value rose 50%. The separation distance \( h \) between oblique cracks played a more important role in promoting coalescence than the applied loading in the analyses developed. At the same time, oblique arrangements showed a trend towards coalescence through the deflection of the overlapped tips at distances between cracks below 3.5\( a_0 \).
5. Chapter Five: 3D crack growth modelling and characterisation

5.1. Introduction

The objective of the work described in this chapter is to study the evolution of a 3D crack front in the architecture MAS-20S under three-point bending. In order to fulfil the stated objective, two secondary essential tasks must be carried out: validation of 3D models created through automated meshing processes that incorporate subsequent crack growth and the introduction of a crack growth law based on the numerical estimations of CTOD and previous experimental work that characterised the lining fatigue crack growth behaviour of the architecture MAS-20S.

The analysed cracks originate from the lining surface and grow perpendicularly to the layers orientation under pure mode-I loading conditions. Crack growth analyses are performed in both bi-layer and tri-layer architectures. The simulation of crack growth is limited to the lining due to the excessive computational cost required to place such a 3D crack in the interlayer and the lack of data regarding the crack growth behaviour in this layer.

5.2. Background

Most surface cracks observed in engineering problems show crack growth rate variations along their crack front according to the specimen geometry, loading and environment conditions. These variations can be found in the literature for the most common loading conditions and have been assessed through analytical or FE solutions.

The FEM analysis of crack propagation in three-dimensions is based on respective two-dimensional methodologies. A case in point is the generation of specialised mesh configurations around the
crack tip that facilitates the estimation of the CDF. In contrast to 2D analyses, the crack tip becomes a front in 3D that expands according to the local CDF values, which may not be uniform along the front. The FEM model along this front usually consists of a structured mesh looking like an extrusion of the original 2D crack tip mesh configuration, as shown by Riddell [47]. The high mesh density around the crack tip in 2D problems increases the computational cost of such analyses; furthermore, the extension of this high density area along the front often persuades analysts to limit their scope to 2D and/or elastic materials modelling.

The effect of elliptical cracks on the surrounding material was initially investigated through analytical solutions for infinite solids [130-132] consisting of elastic and isotropic materials. Later works based on FE analyses [133, 134] obtained expressions for the CDF (represented by $K$) for finite solids and specific loading configurations. A major issue arising in these works is the constraint applied to the front shape, which is assumed to be perfectly elliptical. Crack surfaces were thus defined by only the ellipse major and minor axis and the CDF values at the ends of these axes dictate the crack surface extension. The work by Lin and Smith [135] based on FE elastic analysis compared predictions of semi-elliptical and quasi semi-elliptical crack fronts (formed by a number of points where the CDF is evaluated) concluding that the crack aspect ratio could differ up to 20%, especially for bending cases.

The greatest challenge in the development of crack propagation analyses in 3D may be the extension or evolution of the surface crack and the numerical model representing it. The extension of the surface crack depends on the crack growth conditions that the crack front experiences locally. Therefore, the more sampling points distributed along the crack front, the more accurate the estimation of the front shape will be. Evidently, each sampling point results in additional degrees of freedom (DoF) and computational cost leading to a trade-off between accuracy and mesh density. The adoption of a suitable crack growth law to correlate the growth along the front
requires reliable and systematic experimentation. Combined with an appropriate crack growth law, different techniques such as node release [136], element erosion [137], cohesive zone modelling [105], remeshing [50, 138] and lately X-FEM [110] has been used to address 3D crack growth modelling, as mentioned in Section 3.2.3.

The results obtained through node release, element erosion and cohesive elements were shown to be significantly improved by the implementation of a “cell mesh”, shown in Figure 54, which predefines the direction of propagation and precise form of subsequent crack fronts. The success of the “cell mesh” relies on previous knowledge of the crack surface extension. For instance, every time a group of nodes is released, the next crack front form will have a pre-defined shape that is consistent with experimental results. Developing a mesh that does not include the front evolution leads to crack fronts with spiky shaped and with out of plane deflections defined by the irregular position of the nodes generated by the meshing process. Spiky crack fronts usually lead to local increments on the crack driving force to generate a smooth crack front shape, especially when homogeneous materials are assessed. This effect is greatly reduced when high mesh densities are used, leading to greater computational costs.

X-FEM and remeshing techniques do not depend on any previous knowledge of the crack growth and estimate the surface cracks growth according to the values of CDF among other factors (depending on the chosen crack growth law [47]). In both techniques, CDF will mainly dictate the extension of the crack in and out of plane according to the mode mixity [139]. The estimation of the crack growth direction in 3D problems is currently based on the approaches developed for simpler 2D analyses, discussed in Section 3.2.1. The overall shape of the crack surface is gradually formed by individual extension steps, in or out of plane, leading to complex crack fronts and surfaces.
Another issue of interest in the development of crack propagation analyses are the effects of tri-axiality and the free surface. It has been observed that initially straight crack fronts in compact tension specimens curve as propagation occurs. This curved front shows slower crack propagation at the free surfaces. These effects have been numerically studied under the LEFM scope where it has been argued that a weaker constraint of the material exists, in comparison to the middle of the specimen, that delays crack growth [140] and a weaker stress singularity is present at the free surface [141]. Furthermore, the study of this problem faces the tri-axiality transition from deep into the material to the free surface. The computation of $K$ and $J$ depend on assumptions of plane stress or strain, which do not represent the tri-axiality evolution along the front.

Lin and Smith [135] proposed to address the free surface effect by assuming plane stress conditions at the crack front end, where it coincides with the free surface of the specimen, and plane strain...
conditions along the rest of the front. At the same time, they proposed a lower value of $C$, the material constant for the Paris law shown in Eq. (11), for assessing growth at the surface. This value (corresponding to $0.9mC$ at greater depths) appears to be related to the Poisson ratio effect on CDF estimates under plane strain conditions and showed an excellent correlation to experimental results [142].

5.3. Methodology for FE model creation

Three dimensional analyses of fatigue problems through FE modelling have shown their potential to assess the crack growth process. This work, in general terms, adopts the methodology proposed by Lin and Smith [143] based on remeshing schemes to extend the crack. This methodology consists of the generation of crack front elements that are suitable for post-processing leading to CDF values (standard crack mesh configurations to calculate $J$-integral, $K$ or CTOD), estimating the crack front advance according to a crack growth law and re-meshing until a critical or pre-defined crack size is reached. The time or cycles to reach a given crack length can be computed at the end of the crack extension analysis using the CDF estimates and the adopted crack growth law.

5.3.1. Crack -elements generation

The generation of FE models developed here to study crack growth due to fatigue or fracture adopted many concepts explained by Carter et al. [50] in great detail. Key issues identified by Carter et al. are the volume decomposition into smaller entities and modification of the volume containing the crack elements, so that the crack front and the boundaries of the containing volume are sufficiently separated to generate a good quality mesh. A similar decomposition into volumes comprising three main element groups was carried out here according to the element functionality as described below.

Firstly, elements with low-stress gradients are created using coarse meshes to reduce the computational time. These coarse meshes may take the form of 10-node tetrahedrons, 15-node
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triangular prisms and 20-node bricks. Very thin volumes, such as the interlayer and the lining, are modelled using 20-noded bricks and 15-noded prisms to avoid ill-shaped 10-node elements. The transition between coarse and fine elements using ANSYS meshing technology is better achieved using 10-node tetrahedrons. Therefore, the steel layer consisted of the latter to facilitate the meshing process. The collapsed 20-noded brick used in spider-web crack front configurations is the 3D version of the regular brick element shown in Figure 55.

Secondly, crack tip elements (collapsed bricks at the front and patterned surrounding elements) are created in a direct manner by specifying each of the coordinates of nodes that form the elements and their position within the element according to its type. In this way, it is possible to develop the desired pattern and connectivity among elements like the spider-web tip with collapsed elements, for instance. The crack front elements are usually created so that they form a solid cylinder structure with easily identifiable sections or planes, as shown Figure 56. The section with the desired crack pattern is created perpendicular to the path to improve the computation accuracy of CDF, usually based on 2D methods [47, 50, 143].

The creation of the crack tip elements is based on ANSYS modelling tools that allow the use of local coordinate systems. Such local coordinate systems are positioned and oriented according to the CDF results at the previous step post-processed through the MATLAB routines developed for that purpose (listed in Appendix C). The MATLAB routines post-process the FE results to provide estimations of CDF, compute the proportional extension along the crack front, generate a new crack front and define the position of the 2D crack sections at a perpendicular orientation to the crack front arc.
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Figure 55. Three-dimensional elements and collapsed version.

Figure 56. Crack front mesh in cylindrical arrangement.
The generation of blunted tip or spider-web element arrangements in two-dimensions is a cumbersome task that can be based on geometrical entities such as points, lines and surfaces using auto-meshing tools in ANSYS, for instance. However, the generation of crack front elements in three-dimensional models using such geometrical entities is a rather unstable process due to the need for Boolean operations, whose execution was not successful on a regular basis. Initial attempts to perform the meshing process indicated that a mixed approach, which entails direct element creation and automatic meshing, provides the best results. Direct element creation and its coupling with the rest of the model are implemented through additional MATLAB routines that generate ANSYS input files, shown in Appendix C. This implementation places local 2D coordinate systems along the pre-defined initial crack front and orients each local coordinate system to be orthogonal to the crack front arc at its origin. The coordinates of nodes that form the 2D sections are also predefined with the possibility to be scaled up or down to obtain the best compromise between accuracy and computational cost. The size of these sections determines the transition zone, which represents the most expensive part of the model, computationally speaking. A fixed numbering system is used in the node generation facilitating the assembly of the crack tip elements using programming loops in MATLAB.

Thirdly, the transition elements, which surround the crack tip elements inside the crack block, link crack tip and low-stress gradient volumes (regions). These transition elements are created through an automatic meshing process based on and constrained by an interface that consists of surfaces surrounding the crack tip and the low stress gradient elements. The three main element groups are schematically illustrated in Figure 57.
Figure 57. Crack block generation and interfaces in low-stress gradient and crack tip elements.

It is particularly important for the implementation of this methodology to construct crack fronts according to the CDF values obtained at the end of each solution step. This implementation is capable of creating blunted and spider-web configurations using quarter-point wedges or collapsed brick elements. At the same time, circular, elliptical or user-defined shapes can be adopted for the initial crack front while the subsequent front shapes are determined by the CDF and the adopted crack growth law. An example of the created mesh is shown in Figure 58.

5.3.2. Crack driving force post-processing

The post-processing operations for generating CDF values is carried out following the approach proposed by Lin and Smith [143] where planes that include a blunted tip or spider-web configuration are formed normal to the crack front; the CTOD is used as CDF parameter in this work instead of $K$. Blunted tip and spider web configurations have opposite nodes at the crack faces, thus
allowing efficient calculation of the opening and sliding displacement between the faces. The CTOD estimation is based on the relative movement of opposed nodes at a particular distance away from the crack tip. The selected opposed nodes were positioned at a distance $d_{\text{blunt}} = 960$ nm and $d_{\text{spid}} = 900$ nm away from the tip, schematically shown in Figure 59 and Figure 60. These node pairs were chosen due to their proximity. Typical minimum element sizes for the blunted tip in the radial and circumferential direction are $e_{\text{blunt-rad}} = 300$ nm and $e_{\text{blunt-circ}} = 26.1$ nm, respectively; while for the spider-web elements to $e_{\text{spid-rad}} = 300$ nm and $e_{\text{spid-circ}} = 82.1$ nm.

![Cross section A](image)

**Figure 58. Typical mesh examples showing the lining surface (a) a cross section showing von Mises stress.**

The element size used for 3D analyses is slightly larger than that used for the 2D counterpart. Nevertheless, the generated elements still had a comparable size to that of microstructural features found in the lining of the architecture MAS-20S. Similar to 2D analyses, 3D assessments are not intended to account for any heterogeneity in each individual layer, but to the modelling of extensive plasticity and the positioning of crack tips at small distances from the layers' interface.
5.3.3. Crack front advance and remeshing

The crack front advance was based on the relative growth around the crack front and the definition of a maximum extension step $\Delta a_{\text{max}}$, corresponding to the $CDF_{\text{max}}$, according to Riddell et al. [47]

$$\Delta a_i = \frac{(da/dN)_i}{(da/dN)_{\text{max}}} \Delta a_{\text{max}} = \frac{f(CDF_i)}{f(CDF_{\text{max}})} \Delta a_{\text{max}} \quad (16)$$
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where \( \Delta a_i \) refers to advance at the location \( i \), \((da/dN)_i\) to the expected growth rate at the location \( i \), and \((da/dN)_{max}\) to the maximum growth rate along the crack front. The use of small values of crack advance is recommended for problems with sudden crack front changes, deflections that cause out of plane crack growth and other factors that contribute to the formation of irregular crack surfaces.

Remeshing operations in this methodology only require the generation of a new crack front and transition elements. The new crack elements created along the crack front were created according to the CDF estimates at the previous step. As the crack front length grows, the number of elements is automatically increased so that a fairly constant element size is maintained throughout the crack propagation analysis, as shown in Figure 61.

5.4. Crack front meshes comparison

The accuracy of the estimated CTOD and its sensitivity to mesh refinement along the crack front are assessed in models with two different crack tip arrangements, namely, spider-web and blunted, applied to the specimen under the loading schematically shown in Figure 62. The dimensions of the analysed plate are the same as those of the flat strip specimen shown in Figure 18 but with a reduced thickness equal to 2 \( t_{L2} \), for the purpose of assessing a mesh representative of the ones to be used in the multi-layered system. The surface crack took the shape of a penny crack and symmetry conditions replaced free-of-traction conditions on the open face of the lining. The crack is oriented perpendicular to this face with a radius of 0.266 \( t_{L2} \), resulting in an embedded crack subjected to remote tensile stresses. Firstly, a sensitivity study on the mesh refinement along the crack front was carried out using an elastic material model, and secondly, a comparison with an exact solution for a penny-crack in an infinite solid was made using blunted and spider-web meshes with quarter-point elements. The material used for these analyses correspond to the MAS-20S
lining elastic properties, with a Young’s modulus equal to 70 MPa, subjected to a far field tension of 20 MPa.

- Adjust number of nodes
- Same number of nodes

**Figure 61. Relative crack extension along the front.**

**Figure 62. Numerical (left) and exact solution (right) for embedded crack under tension.**
5.4.1. Convergence studies of CTOD estimates

A convergence study is carried out for both crack tip meshing configurations to determine the effect on CTOD estimates of the number of elements that form the crack front of an embedded crack. This number was varied from 18 to 54 elements obtaining CTOD estimates of around 9 nm at $d_{spid}$ = 900 nm. Convergence tests carried out in this section provided a good idea of the computational costs expected from subsequent elasto-plastic analyses. According to preliminary numerical tests, each elastic analysis using the ANSYS Sparse Direct Solver required from 1 to 3 hours of computing time using a four-Intel Xeon processors with 8 GB of RAM memory analysing between 60,000 and 120,000 nodes. The computational cost required to solve a non-linear FE model can be divided into two parts: iteration cost and number of steps and iterations per step. The iteration cost is mainly driven by the number of DoFs used in the analysis and how much time is required to form and invert the stiffness matrix. The total number of iterations is controlled by the non-linearity of the problem and is greatly affected by high stress gradients over the material, as occurs around the crack tip. The computational cost in terms of each iteration was much greater in 3D in comparison to 2D models; this was expected due to the higher number of DoFs used in the analysis. However, the number of iterations may drop since elements of greater size are used in 3D (compared to previous blunted tip models in 2D) leading to the use of fewer elements in high gradient areas. Efficient FE models are indispensable for the tasks planned due to the significant computational cost required.

Figure 63b shows that spider-web configurations, which use quarter-point elements suitable for elastic analyses, provide crack tip opening estimates that are more or less constant along the crack front. A single crack tip opening value is expected along the crack front of a circular embedded crack in infinite solids due to the axisymmetric nature of the problem. The created FE model has finite dimensions, one of which is a small thickness equal to $2t_{L2}$, and a reduced separation between the crack and the volume boundary which contrasts with the infinite solid dimensions. Therefore,
the results obtained from the slim FE model should reflect the same axisymmetric trend to ensure that its boundaries did not influence its predictions.

Higher scatter was observed in CTOD estimations from blunted tip models, shown in Figure 63a, attributed to the higher aspect ratio of the used elements, in comparison to that of spider-web models, in the circumferential and the crack front direction. Models with higher mesh refinement along the crack front showed a significant improvement towards a more uniform CTOD value. It is also noteworthy that the requirement on the undeformed blunted tip radius to be at most one fifth of the estimated CTOD [45] was not fulfilled. The analysis of smaller blunted tips would lead to even larger aspect ratios since the tip elements would have a smaller size. The evident alternative to solve this problem is a mesh refinement in the radial and crack front direction leading to greater computational cost.

Spider-web configurations provided a more uniform estimation along the front, visually detected, of CTOD values when compared to those obtained from blunted tip meshes at the same level of refinement along the front. Less scatter can be achieved from blunted tip meshes with greater mesh refinements but also computational costs.

![Figure 63. Convergence analysis with blunted tip (a) and spider-web (b) models.](image)
The use of quarter-point and collapsed elements in spider-web arrangements seems a better choice for elastic and elasto-plastic analyses, respectively. Collapsed elements, whose formulation shows a similar singularity to perfectly plastic deformation at the crack tip, are suitable for simulations with extensive plastic deformation. The fourth level of mesh refinement (30 elements in Figure 63b), which corresponds to an average element size of 5.85 μm along the crack front, provides the best initial compromise between accuracy (97.7 %) and time spent per analysis (1.1 hrs at small crack lengths) considering that as the crack extends computational demands would increase.

5.4.2. Spider-web crack tip model and exact solution

An exact solution for stress and displacements in an infinite solid containing a flat ellipsoidal crack was developed by Green and Sneddon [132] in the 1950s. This solution provides the means to obtain the crack opening for penny-shaped or ellipsoidal cracks. The crack opening for a penny shaped flaw is reduced to an axis-symmetric problem which yields

\[
COD = \frac{4 \sigma_\infty (1 - \nu^2)}{E \pi} \sqrt{r (2a - r)}
\]

(17)

where \(a\) is the crack radius and \(r\) to the normal (radial) distance from the crack front.

The specimen geometry used for this comparison is shown in Figure 62. The specimen, material models and loading conditions are those used in the convergence analyses on the previous section. These analyses revealed that the crack openings were slightly underestimated (around 5%) using an average element size of 5.85 μm along the front, especially at \(d_{spid} < 1 \mu m\). The agreement of the results obtained from the FE model in comparison to those of the exact solution varied between 95% and 99%. Such underestimations are consistent with results from the convergence analysis in Section 5.4.1 and, according to Figure 64, the agreement of the FE model grew as \(d_{spid}\) is increased. The obtained level of accuracy appears to be adequate for the proposed research, especially at \(d_{spid} > 1.5 \mu m\).
5.5. Crack growth law

Fatigue crack propagation modelling is based on a crack growth law. This law relates the most representative parameters in a crack growth process to the crack growth rate. In this way, it is possible to estimate the number of cycles necessary to reach a critical or desired crack size for 2D and 3D problems and estimate the proportional growth along the front of 3D cracks, as shown in Figure 61.

The development of a fatigue crack growth law for any given material requires relevant experimental data capturing the physical behaviour of the near-tip material as it separates. Evidently, the law to be proposed should include the most significant factors in the process and provide good approximation to the values obtained experimentally. The relationship, shown in Eq. (11) in Section 1.4.2.1, proposed by Paris and Erdogan [35] allows the estimation of long crack growth within the designated Regime B, as shown in Figure 5.

Crack growth observed in the lining of the MAS-20S architecture was previously associated [8] with short fatigue crack behaviour. The study and prediction of small fatigue crack growth through traditional LEFM methods has showed significant differences leading to total life overestimations.
The differences between the behaviour of long and short cracks have been previously related to effect of closure, different separation mechanics and microstructural features [144], as described previously in Section 1.4.2.2.

Various models have been proposed to represent small fatigue crack growth based on experimental data [145, 146], statistical approaches involving the microstructural barriers [147, 148], the plastic zone interaction with grain boundaries [149] and the crack tip strain [150]. The latter one combined the resolved shear stresses in different grains and the distance to typical microstructural features with a typical crack growth law.

Within the scope of this work, it is believed that a statistical approach as described by Miller [147] is consistent with the available experimental evidence and modelling techniques. This approach has modelled this growth behaviour based on the crack length \( a \) within a material with a typical microstructure feature size \( D \) according to

\[
\frac{da}{dN} = C(D - a)(\Delta \gamma)^\beta
\]

where \( C \) and \( \beta \) are constants and \( \Delta \gamma \) cyclic shear strain. This relationship [147] shows that crack growth is only affected by the position of the first microstructural barrier; further growth could be modelled with established relations for long cracks.

In contrast, the approach proposed by Chan and Lankford [150] assumes that the effect of the microstructural barrier remains irrespective of the crack size. The distance \( X \) between the crack tip and the microstructural barrier as well as a crystallographic function \( k(\Phi) \), ranging from 0 and 1 and expressed in terms of the resolved shear stress, dictate the crack growth reduction at a given level of CDF according to the relation
\[ \frac{da}{dN} = C \left( 1 - k(\Phi) \frac{D - 2X}{D} \right)^m (\Delta K)^n \]  (19)

where \( m, n \) and \( C \) are fitting parameters related to the material behaviour. The form of the assumed crack growth rate is shown schematically in Figure 65.

![Figure 65. Assumed behaviour by small fatigue crack growth models by Chan and Lankford and Miller.](image)

Other typical CDF parameters such as the CTOD have also been used for the study of short cracks. Tanaka et al [145] studied ductile materials under cyclic loading and proposed a crack growth law based on CTOD estimations leading to satisfactory results when compared to experimental data. The form of the relationship proposed by Tanaka et al [145] is

\[ \frac{da}{dN} = C'(\Delta CTOD)^{n'} \]  (20)

where fitting parameters \( C' \) and \( n' \) accounted for the material behaviour. The \( n \) exponent values obtained for materials such as copper and steel ranged between 2.29 and 1.39. Such a form of crack growth law has also been used to characterise the behaviour of physically small cracks with crack lengths between 0.05 and 1 mm [151].

The relationships proposed by Chan and Lankford [150] and Miller [147] require the selection of a typical microstructural size that would work as a barrier to crack growth under a simplified
distribution within the material. Accounting for the position of every single barrier along the crack path from a particular characterised specimen would represent a complex task beyond the scope of this project. Therefore, it was assumed here that these barriers are homogeneously distributed within the material according to the material characterisation of the MAS-20S architecture, described in Section 1.4.5. The material characterisation presented in [10] considered that hard intermetallics were the most representative barrier among the existing second phase particles. These barriers appear to be located at a mean distance equal to 28.88 ±12.63 μm. The mean distance and two other representative values, located at a separation equal to one standard deviation on each side, were used to assess the impact of this variability.

The crack growth law development was only possible due to material characterisation data from [10], three-point bending experiments [10] and their simulation through three-dimensional FE models in this thesis. The process is schematically outlined in Figure 66.

Figure 66. Crack growth law generation.
5.5.1. Experimental crack growth data

Interrupted fatigue tests were performed on a tri-layer flat strip specimen (designated MAS-20S) under three-point bending as shown in Figure 18 [10]. This study was conducted using a maximum load of 920 N, corresponding to top lining plastic strain of approximately 0.006, a load ratio of 0.1 and a frequency of 10 Hz. More details related to these tests can be found in Section 1.4.5 or in Reference [10]. Only data obtained from cracks smaller than 0.3 mm, equivalent to an estimated depth of 0.15 mm, was used for the growth law development in order to minimise the shielding and anti-shielding effects on the crack growth and CDF. Furthermore, since a large number of cracks of such a small length existed, the overall impact of individual coalescing events would be reduced. These events occur less frequently in longer cracks; however, greater crack length increments can arise under these circumstances. Additional effort was directed to accounting for coalescence effects in later sections of this thesis. The experimental results of crack growth are shown in Figure 67; indicating clearly that long crack behaviour did not control the growth.

![Figure 67. Crack growth rate vs. crack length as reported in [10].](image_url)
The existence and growth of flaws in the material amplifies stresses and strains significantly. The 2D model assuming plane strain conditions provided an initial estimation of the expected spread of plasticity in the lining. The applied load caused a significant extent of plasticity, as shown in Figure 68, covering the entire surface of the lining and the central part of the backing.

![Figure 68. Predicted spread of plasticity under a load of 920 N (Von Mises strain contours are shown).](image)

### 5.5.2. Linking experimental and numerical analyses

The experimental set-up presented in Section 1.4.5 set the foundations for the development of numerical models for the estimation of crack growth. The conditions under which the fatigue experimental data was obtained were replicated through 3D FE models that assumed elasto-plastic material behaviour, shown in Figure 15 and Table 3. The replication of these experiments enhanced the understanding of stress and strain states evolution and provided estimated values of CDF along the crack front.

The replication of experimental conditions was intended to yield a relationship between the conditions experienced by the crack tip and the consequent crack growth rate. The size of the analysed cracks corresponded to micro-structurally short fatigue crack regime [11] and their
experimental growth rate assessment, shown in Figure 67, also presented characteristic short crack behaviour. At the same time, a crack growth law that reflects local crack tip conditions is required for the future assessment of shielding and anti-shielding mechanisms caused by layered architectures.

Short fatigue behaviour and local crack tip conditions can be linked through the relationships described by Miller [147] or Chan and Lankford [150]. The extent of the influence, in terms of crack length, of microstructural barriers on crack growth rate remains to be evaluated. The choice between the two relationships was to be decided according to their ability to represent the crack growth rate behaviour obtained experimentally.

At the same time, the CTOD was used as the CDF parameter as previously done by Tanaka et al [145]. The new forms of the crack growth laws, that is, the modified Miller (MM) and modified Chan and Lankford (MCL), are, respectively:

\[
\frac{da}{dN} = C'(D - a)(\Delta CTOD)^n' \tag{21}
\]

\[
\frac{da}{dN} = C' \left(1 - \omega \frac{(D - 2X)}{D}\right)(\Delta CTOD)^n' \tag{22}
\]

The values of the material property \(m\) was assumed to be equal to 1 as reported in other works [10]. The crystallographic function \(k(\Phi)\) was replaced by the variable \(\omega\) that would indicate the maximum reduction of CDF at the microstructural barrier (\(\omega = 1\) would lead to crack growth arrest). The intention of these analyses is principally to evaluate the layer heterogeneity effect rather than the local heterogeneity within the analysed alloy. The relationship proposed by Tanaka et al [145] was also originally meant to describe the cyclic behaviour of the material through the \(\Delta CTOD\) as CDF parameter. A rigorous estimation of \(\Delta CTOD\) through FE analyses involves the application of loading and unloading processes while the crack is extended and the collection of
stress deformation history accounts for crack closure [152]. However, such analyses do not seem to be feasible for crack growth analyses where more than 100,000 loading cycles are to be applied.

Such simulations face the complexity of modelling reverse plastic flow and initial attempts to do so found that the large deformations generated by the high loads applied caused instabilities to the solution process when the maximum load was released. Similar results were obtained in 2D analyses with blunted cracks; the use of spider-web configurations also presented such challenges. A simplified alternative assumed that the CTOD corresponding to the minimum load during the cyclic analysis approximates to the CTOD value obtained when an equivalent load is applied monotonically. This assumption, according to LEFM theory [11], is expected to provide overestimated values of the $\Delta$CTOD depending on the extent of crack closure through the propagation process. However, a more extensive analysis to determine more accurately the $\Delta$CTOD involves computational costs entailing resources beyond the available capacity. At the same time, it is believed that such an overestimation would not affect the total life estimates provided that the generation of a crack growth law and subsequent total life assessments follow a consistent methodology.

The difference between cyclic and monotonic estimations of $\Delta$CTOD was assessed using a 2D model subjected to 4 cycles without crack extension under a load of 200 N. This model also considered contact between the crack faces in order to account for the possibility of closure. This simulation showed that the application of a load ratio of 0.1 did not lead to crack closure and the difference at the minimum load between the CTOD value obtained monotonically and cyclically only was 1%. This discrepancy was assumed to remain small at higher loads; however, more caution should be exercised when smaller, or negative, load ratios or longer cracks are assessed since crack closure would influence the estimation of $\Delta$CTOD to a greater extent.
5.5.3. Results

As mentioned earlier, the FE analyses providing the aforementioned correspondence between crack size and $\Delta$CTOD were based on elasto-plastic material models. Two different load cases were applied in this study since the computation of $\Delta$CTOD required the values of the maximum and minimum crack opening at 920 N and 92 N, respectively. The solution required an iterative process where the number of iterations and time required for individual iterations depended on the crack front size. Between 20 and 100 total iterations were necessary to achieve convergence while individual iterations consume between 1 and 2 hours. Twelve different crack lengths were considered for this analysis involving ~1320 hours of processing on a workstation with 4 Intel Xeon processors and 8 GB of RAM. Very expensive runs were necessary to simulate the process at the load level applied experimentally, showing that almost the whole lining is in the plastic regime and significant plasticity also spreads into the backing layer causing large deformations as shown in Figure 69. The extent of plasticity observed in this 3D model was similar to the one observed in its 2D version under the same loading.

![Figure 69. Spread of plasticity at 920 N.](image)
The numerically obtained relationship between $\Delta$CTOD and crack length is shown in Figure 70 for the tested loading cycle. A power relationship was fitted to these data and, in this way, it was possible to obtain $\Delta$CTOD-crack growth rate pairs leading to a crack growth law. The crack growth rates obtained experimentally are shown in Figure 71 plotted against the numerically obtained CDF.

![Figure 70. $\Delta$CTOD, CTOD at 920 N and CTOD at 92 N vs. crack length under three-point bending.](image)

![Figure 71. Crack growth rate vs. $\Delta$CTOD under 920 N in 3D model.](image)

Equations (20) and (22) were fitted to experimental data presented in Figure 67 and Figure 70 using the least square method. It is evident that the MM, represented by equation (20), is
dependent on the chosen value of $D$. Therefore, three different sets of values for $C$ and $n'$ laws were fitted according to characteristic values of $D$ (based on previous data on hard intermetallics for the MAS-20S). The values selected for $D$ were the mean of the near neighbour distance, equal to 28.88 μm, and two other values separated from the mean by one standard deviation, that is, equal to 41.15 μm and 16.15 μm. The power trend line based on the relationship proposed by Tanaka was also obtained. The estimated parameters from these fits are shown in Table 6 and their plots in Figure 72. From this figure it can be observed that the Tanaka line goes through the middle of the cloud of points obtained experimentally; however, it is noteworthy that this law did not account for any microstructural effect.

Table 6. Fitted values of $C'$ and $n'$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$D$</th>
<th>$C'$</th>
<th>$n'$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tanaka</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>1.129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified Miller</td>
<td>$D=28$ μm</td>
<td>7.33·e7</td>
<td>-0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$D=16$ μm</td>
<td>3.78·e8</td>
<td>-0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$D=41$ μm</td>
<td>4.83·e7</td>
<td>-0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified Chan and Lankford</td>
<td>Upper level</td>
<td>4.000·e-2</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower level</td>
<td>1.538·e-3</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 72. Fitted crack growth relationships illustrating the behaviour of on the relation described by Miller (MM) based on the cloud of data obtained experimentally.
The lines obtained for the MM relation showed its characteristic behaviour consisting of a single and significant drop in crack growth rate at crack size equal to $D$. The variation of this parameter also had a significant influence on the estimation of the fitting parameter $C'$, shown in Table 6. The trends obtained showed that the variability observed in the cloud of experimental points with a crack size smaller than 0.06 mm could be explained by the presence of a microstructural barrier. However, a similar variability was observed at cracks with a size greater 0.06 mm where a less significant variability is forecasted by the MM law.

In contrast, the periodicity observed in the MCL relationship led to a different approach due to the periodicity effects on the fitting process. It was considered that the estimation of a power law relationship (identical to the proposed at Tanaka et al [145]) bounding the experimental data would be more representative of the crack growth process. These upper and lower boundaries would provide information of extreme behaviour and, at the same time, facilitate the development of a law of this form assessing the importance of the typical distance between microstructural barriers, as previously described for the MM relationship, and the crack initiation position between barriers. The estimation of such upper and lower levels was done by proposing different values for the constants $C'$ and $n'$ and comparing them visually to the cloud of data obtained experimentally. The estimated parameters for upper and lower levels are shown in Table 6 and plotted in Figure 73 along with a typical behaviour. At the same time, Figure 73a shows the differences between laws based on $D = 41 \mu m$ and $D = 16 \mu m$ while Figure 73b shows the impact of the position of initiation site within barriers (initial distance to first barrier, subsequent barriers were assumed to appear at equidistant separations of magnitude $D$). The effect of these differences on the total life was evaluated in the next chapter.

The form of the MCL relation shows that the values chosen for $C$ and $n'$ determine the maximum values of growth rate obtained for any given level of CDF (when $D = 2X$). In contrast, the selection
of $\omega$ determines the maximum reduction. Therefore, the values chosen for $C$ and $n'$ were those of the upper boundary; on the other hand, the reduction required for the estimates obtained from the upper boundary to match those of the lower boundary was approximately 96%, leading to the selection of $\omega = 0.96$.

![Figure 73. Fitted crack growth relationships illustrating the behaviour of the relation proposed by Chan and Lankford (MCL) based on the cloud of data obtained experimentally showing the effects of the selection of $D$ (a) and the selection of initiation location between barriers (b).](image)

5.5.4. Discussion

The selection of the crack growth law has an important effect on the total life estimates. According to the results shown in Figure 72 and Figure 73, it is not possible to determine unequivocally which value of $D$ would provide more conservative or accurate estimates of crack growth. Therefore, further assessments on the impact of this variable are made in later sections. However, particular trends are discussed next.

The model proposed by Tanaka appears to provide a representative measure of the average crack growth conditions for the range of crack sizes analysed, as shown in Figure 72 and Figure 73 since it went through the cloud of experimental data points. However, the absence of microstructural insight may cause significant life overestimations especially when a crack growth law developed from long crack data is extrapolated to the small crack range.
The estimated exponent $n$, equal to 1.13, for the Tanaka relation was of the same order of magnitude as the estimations made in previous work [145] in other ductile materials such as steel and copper (1.13 and 1.17, respectively) with a low content of second phase particles. The trend presented by these different materials showed that higher values of yield strength corresponded to lower values of $n'$. The crack propagation law obtained for the lining aluminium alloy did not follow this trend since the lining exhibited a higher yielding stress (51 MPa in comparison to 40 MPa for the copper) but an identical value for $n'$. This discrepancy may be attributed to the different loading configurations and, especially, to the different extents of plasticity exhibited in both studies. However, it is believed that the obtained values of $n'$ are consistent with previous work.

The trend lines obtained from the MM relation appeared to reflect more closely the nature of experimental data cloud (inspected visually) near the position of the micro-structural barrier, in comparison to Tanaka's. Experimental data at greater crack lengths (larger than 0.06 mm) also showed that the crack growth rate variability was not represented by the laws based on Tanaka nor Miller relations. At the same time, further analysis of the fitting parameters revealed that the CDF in the Miller model would have an unusual effect on the crack growth rate. The negative values obtained for $n'$ indicate that as the CDF is increased, as a result of higher levels of loading, for instance, smaller crack growth rates would be expected. This trend cannot be correlated nor justified by any physical observation. These results were attributed to the application of a single load and the use of another variable that is closely related to the CDF, the crack size. The information entered into the model was not sufficient to allow the separation of these two variables.

The trend lines obtained from the MCL relation appeared to correlate better with the cloud of experimental data, inspected visually. Accounting for microstructural barriers at crack lengths could explain the existence of crack growth rate variability at cracks 10 times larger than $D$. 


The proportional growth along the crack front can be calculated through equation (17) and the adopted crack growth law. This is expressed as the ratio between local and maximum crack growth. Assuming that a single value of \( D \) would be used for every particular crack length and along any direction of crack growth, the Tanaka, MM and MCL relations would yield the same result for relative crack growth. Evidently, this would imply that microstructural and crack size parameters remained constant along the front and would only change as the crack extends.

\[
\Delta a_i = \frac{(\frac{da}{dN})_i}{(\frac{da}{dN})_{max}} \Delta a_{max} = \frac{\Delta C T O D_i^{n'}}{\Delta C T O D_{max}^{n'}} \Delta a_{max}
\]  

(23)

The value of \( n = 1.13 \), obtained from the law based on Tanaka relationship, was used in the next crack front estimations. This value was used due to its better overall consistency to experimental data (R\(^2\)=0.56).

Additional steps to avoid early service failures according to the British Standards [153] consist of the use of \( C' \) values equal to the average plus two standard deviations as safety factor. According to these recommendations, the value of the \( n' \) parameter remains unchanged, which in practice facilitates the fatigue life calculations since any modifications to the \( C' \) parameter only has an inverse proportional effect to the number of cycles estimated but would not modify the estimated crack fronts due to the proportional growth represented by equation (23). In the particular case of this study, any modification to the \( n' \) parameter requires the re-calculation of the crack front succession. A safety factor applied to the \( C' \) parameter appears a convenient option for the generation of a safe design; however, more caution should be exercised as the variability in the factor \( n' \) increases due to its exponential effect on the crack growth rate.
5.6. Elasto-plastic analyses for the evaluation of shielding

The analysis of propagating cracks using elasto-plastic material models was carried out on the MAS-20S architecture (tri-layer) and a hypothetical one for which the interlayer was assumed to be part of the lining (bi-layer), as previously done in Section 2.3. The proportional crack growth along the front was modelled here based on Eq. (23) as discussed in Section 5.5.4. The crack growth study under moderate yielding, using a load of 200 N, facilitates the modelling of cracks reaching a small distance from the layers’ interface, where shielding and anti-shielding effects are most intense.

5.6.1. Results and discussion

Three-dimensional crack growth simulation under moderate yielding caused by three-point bending was found to be a computationally expensive process in terms of processing time and results storage. The models developed to account for various crack sizes ranged from 60 000 elements and 120 000 nodes to 140 000 and 240 000 nodes. This significant increase on the DOFs occurs due to the need for keeping the element size constant as the crack grows.

The processing time of the analysis of each crack model required between 12 and 26 hours using computational facilities with 4 cores and a total of 4 GB of RAM memory. The number of degrees of freedom used in these simulations required extensive amounts of in-core memory for the solution, that is, between 3.5 and 10 GB. The RAM memory usage varied from 700 MB and 2.2 GB, which seemed to be the maximum allowed in the computational facilities used for a single process. Reaching this limit caused the solution process to slow down significantly. Overall, the storage of result files for both architectures exceeded 50 GB of hard disk. The computational cost of tri-layer and bi-layer architectures was comparable despite the greater propagation depths of 0.4 mm for the latter one in comparison to 0.36 mm for the former. Crack front proximity to the layers’ interface in the tri-layer resulted in slow convergence rates due to the more compliant interlayer.
The crack extension step was varied during the analysis reducing gradually in order to achieve crack growth assessment near the layers’ interface and capture the effects of shielding and anti-shielding. The starting extension step was set at 0.04 mm and was reduced to 0.01 as the crack depth exceeded a value of 0.27 mm at both architectures. The step was further reduced at a crack depth of 0.34 mm and 0.37 mm in the tri-layer and bi-layer architecture, respectively.

The crack front evolution in bi-layer and tri-layer architectures was almost identical below a crack depth of 0.27 mm, as shown in Figure 74. Small differences can be observed at greater depths, which were consistent with the CDF trends obtained from two-dimensional analyses where bi-layer and tri-layer architectures provided almost identical outcomes until the crack tip approached sufficiently the layers interface, as shown in Figure 23. The difference between the predicted crack fronts in tri-layer and bi-layer was only visible when the distance between fronts was compared at the surface and the deepest point at depths greater 0.3 mm. The crack front forecasted in the tri-layer architecture showed an almost unnoticeable greater depth, or smaller aspect ratio, than that of the bi-layer architecture, as expected due to shielding and anti-shielding effects.

Figure 74. Crack front evolution in bi-layer and tri-layer architectures.
5.6.1.1. Crack driving force evolution and shielding

The crack front evolution in both architectures showed notable similarities at the estimated values of CTOD and their pattern along the crack front, shown in Figure 75. This pattern had maximum values at the surface while the minimum was located at the deepest point of the crack front as observed by previous authors when bending stresses are applied [135, 143, 154]. The sampling points at which the CTOD was estimated along the front were positioned at equal distances (based on coordinates related to the normalised length of the front); similar 3D plots presented later in this work are arranged in the same manner.

![Figure 75. Crack front evolution in tri-layer (a) and bi-layer (b) architectures at 200 N.](image)

The evolution of CTOD distribution along the crack front with crack depth for both architectures is shown in Figure 76. In both architectures, the CTOD estimates at the surface showed very similar values and rising trends. In contrast, the estimates at the crack’s deepest point showed a significant difference as the crack front approached the layers’ interface. The CTOD estimates obtained below crack depths of approximately 0.31 mm were almost identical irrespective of the analysed architecture with rising trends of a lesser slope than those observed at the surface.
As expected, shielding and anti-shielding effects were only visible at the deepest point of the crack front at depths greater than 0.31 mm. Crack growth beyond this point showed accelerating and decelerating trends according to the adjacent layer stiffness. However, it could be observed that these trends did not affect to a great extent the magnitude of the estimated CTOD.

Figure 76. Crack driving force evolution (a) and CDF ratio between values obtained at the deepest point and at the surface (b) in bi-layer and tri-layer architectures.

The evaluation of $CTOD_{\text{min}}/CTOD_{\text{max}}$, which represents the ratio of CDFs at deepest point along the front and at the surface at each simulation step, showed more clearly the evolution of these two parameters, as shown in Figure 76b. Through this plot it is possible to identify three different growth phases: initial transition from circular to quasi semi-elliptical (I), crack growth under pure bending conditions (II) and start of shielding and anti-shielding mechanisms (III). The initial form transition phase consisted of the changes that the crack front must undergo to achieve a more natural shape according to the loading conditions. The rate of change depended on the difference between current and natural shape. In this particular case, a slightly elongated crack in the direction of the flat strip length developed due to the deformation caused by three-point bending.
The second phase showed the typical results of crack growth in a monolithic specimen subjected to tension-bending with maximum values of CDF at the free surface where the bending moment achieves its maximum value. As the crack front grew progressively deeper into the strip, lower CDF ratios were estimated. This behaviour has been previously observed [135] in the crack growth in monolithic strips and it is associated with significant change of the crack aspect ratio as the crack front approached the neutral axis of the strip. However, the loading conditions and multi-layer architecture produced a different stress distribution to the ones observed in pure bending conditions in a monolithic strip. The stress distribution through the lining thickness in an undamaged specimen at 200 N corresponded to a combined tension-bending loading case in a monolithic strip where tensile stresses are dominant (tension of about 53.5 MPa and maximum bending stress of about 8.5 MPa). The ratio between tension and bending stresses is a key indicator of how the crack front deforms; however, it is important to consider that these conditions may vary as the crack extends and plasticity spreads over the material.

The third phase shows the clearest signs of the appearance of shielding and anti-shielding. Shielding appeared to increase the rate at which $CTOD_{min}/CTOD_{max}$ decreased in the bi-layer architecture, as shown in Figure 76b. In contrast, anti-shielding kept almost constant the rate at which $CTOD_{min}/CTOD_{max}$ decreased and, possibly, closer to the layers’ interface this ratio may stop decreasing or even go up. However, the small separation between the front and the interface would not allow a significant crack change before the crack penetrates the interlayer. The crack growth in the interlayer offers interesting prospects for future work. The modelling challenges of a front placed within two different materials and the computational challenges offered by even greater deformations in the interlayer hints at the complexity of this assessment.

The crack growth analyses developed in the bi-layer architecture with a crack depth greater than 0.34 mm showed sudden drops and rises in the evolution of CDF, as shown by the enlarged view in
the inset of Figure 76a (Points 1, 2 and 3). The existence of these peaks may indicate that the extension steps used here were not sufficiently small to capture the changes of CDF and, in consequence, reproduce the correct front shape due to the addition of shielding effect to that of the overall deformation state governing the crack front extension. Despite the existence of these peaks, the overall shielding trend was clear. Therefore, a further crack extension refinement was not considered necessary.

5.6.1.2. Comparison to 2D analyses

The development of two-dimensional analyses has been preferred over its three-dimensional counterpart when possible due to the evident difference in modelling complexity and solution time. Despite their shortcomings, two-dimensional models may provide an initial estimate before developing more complicated models or a good approximation when a quick response is required. It is evident that the two-dimensional simplification made to the three-point bending simulation reduces the stiffness of the specimen more dramatically by modelling a width-through crack instead of half-penny type crack.

The CDF estimates from 2D and 3D analyses subjected to a load of 200 N showed a clear difference in magnitude, as shown in Figure 77. Higher CDF estimates are expected from the 2D model since a through crack along the width was assumed. The acceleration and deceleration effects on the CDF caused by shielding and anti-shielding in 3D models did not show the strength observed in two-dimensional analyses. This difference can be attributed to the constraint that the surface crack shape causes as it expands as a whole.

Shielding and anti-shielding are localised effects that only affect small segments of the crack front. The small separation between front and layers’ interface would affect the CDF values locally causing disproportional growth that modifies the surface crack profile. The segments affected most intensively by shielding and anti-shielding accelerate or decelerate, respectively, the crack growth
of the neighbouring crack front material. At the same time, the neighbouring material obstructs the disproportional growth of the most affected areas. In other words, shielding and anti-shielding effects are averaged or diluted into a greater portion of material.

Figure 77. Comparison between CDF estimates obtained from 2D and 3D models at both architectures.

5.6.1.3. **Plastic zone**

The plastic zone has been extensively studied in test specimens with through-width cracks. Tri-axiality effects have been of interest in these specimens, often accounted for assuming plane strain or plane stress conditions according to the location in the specimen. The shape of the plastic zone around half penny-type crack is more complicated, especially when loading conditions differ from uniform remote tension normal to the crack surface. Figure 78 shows how the plastic zone located deeper into the material is smaller in comparison to the one observed at the surface. This effect has been explained [11, 23] through the difference between the tri-axial state of stress and strain around the evaluated points at the crack front and the loading conditions applied.

The shape and size of the plastic zone are key elements in determining how initiated cracks will develop, leading to coalescence or full arrest as shown in the 2D analysis presented in Section 4.4.2. The material volume shown in Figure 78 is undergoing a plastic strain equal to or greater than 5e-
4, for clarity purposes, since the volume around the crack front and a substantial portion of the lining undergoes plastic deformation in the bi-layer architecture even at low loads such as 200 N and for cracks with a depth equal to 70% of the lining thickness.

As the crack front approaches the interlayer, in the tri-layer architecture, high values of plastic strain can be observed in this intermediate layer. The higher compliance and lower yield strength of the interlayer produced a protuberance in the plastic zone shape. This protuberance expands through the interlayer forming a secondary plastic zone that promotes faster crack propagation as shown in Figure 79 in a tri-layer architecture with a crack of depth equal to 93% of the lining thickness.

Figure 79 also shows the formation of a low strain area located next to the crack faces. Evidently, the intensity of these low strain areas was diluted as we move away from the cracks. However, the presence of low strain areas influences the propagation of new cracks, especially of smaller size and oriented in a parallel plane. Cracks in an oblique orientation are particularly harmful to the performance of plain bearings since they may lead to early lining detachment into the hydrodynamic film.

In contrast, propagating cracks in a bi-layer architecture are shielded by the stiffer backing. This condition was simulated by not extending the crack into the backing and specifying a maximum depth for the crack front points. This forced the crack into an irregular shape, similar to a truncated circle as shown in Figure 80, which is not consistent with the previous crack front forms. The crack irregular shape appeared to promote the development of a broader plastic zone in this region with higher levels of plasticity than a quasi semi-elliptically shaped crack. It was expected that this plastic zone broadening may facilitate the crack initiation process in the backing layer.
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Figure 78. Plastic zone shape contained in the lining of a tri-layer architecture (Von Mises plastic strain contour).

Figure 79. Plastic zone shape and low strain area next to the crack in tri-layer architecture (Von Mises plastic strain contour).

Figure 80. Plastic zone broadening at the deepest point of the crack due to backing shielding in bi-layer architecture (Von Mises plastic strain contour).
5.7. **Discussion**

The adopted methodology put emphasis on the evolution of the crack front as it approached a dissimilar layer to evaluate shielding and anti-shielding effects on half-penny cracks. Modelling crack growth in dissimilar layers with elastic and plastic mismatch made the analysis complex and time consuming.

The three-dimensional elastic FE models showed acceptable accuracy when compared to respective exact solutions for a specimen containing an elliptical or circular crack. These results gave confidence in the reliability of the meshing and solution methodology. The application of spider-web crack-tip meshes showed a better performance than blunted tip arrangements based on the comparison of their predictions with axisymmetric analytical solutions. Blunted tips still appear to be better suited to detailed stress and strain analysis around the crack tip but at a higher computational cost.

The use of experimental results allows the validation of numerical models and their application to solve engineering problems. The development of a crack growth law provided the necessary link to the observed crack growth behaviour of the material increasing the applicability of the developed models. Computationally expensive analyses led to a crack growth law in which the crack driving force is the key parameter. Some microstructural features of the material that reproduce short fatigue crack behaviour were also accounted for. More experimental and numerical analysis would be necessary to include other loading parameters such as load frequency and ratio that have shown a significant impact on crack growth processes.

The effect of tri-axiality on the deformation of the material has been accounted for through the development of 3D FE models. However, its effect on crack propagation has not been accounted for so far. The crack growth laws based on the Modified Chan and Lankford and Modified Miller relation do not follow the similitude principle, but the fitting process of these relations to
experimental data assumed that the growth deep into the material would be identical to that at the surface when equal values of CDF were considered. Further efforts to quantify the effect of crack tip tri-axiality on growth would be also beneficial for this work due to the change of the state of stress as the crack approached a stiffer material. Accounting for tri-axiality in the growth model would require crack growth experiments at different tri-axiality conditions and the development of a different crack growth law. This expansion would be an interesting path to pursue bearing in mind that additional testing and detailed stress analysis should be required and appears a sound option for future work.

Another issue related to the tri-axial behaviour of crack growth is the free surface effect discussed by Lin and Smith [135]. The change of singularity observed at the intersection of the free surface and the crack front has presented an unusual behaviour of estimations of crack growth and values of CDF, especially with $K$ and $J$, leading to forecasted crack fronts of irregular shapes. The estimations of CTOD obtained in this work based on elasto-plastic material models did not show any sign of the free surface effect at crack tips that develop blunting. The absence of free surface effects on the obtained results was attributed to the development of plasticity and the use of a CDF parameter which is not based on plane strain or stress assumption. The overall behaviour predicted by the numerical models followed the trends predicted in previous work [134, 135] giving confidence about the methods followed.

The analysis of shielding and anti-shielding effects was forecasted to be less significant in three-dimensional crack growth in comparison to through-width cracks in two-dimensional specimens. This conclusion can be drawn from the similarity between forecasted CDF estimates and crack fronts in bi-layer and tri-layer architectures despite the existence of contrasting shielding and anti-shielding behaviour. The crack front segments affected most intensively by shielding and anti-shielding in 3D are expected to accelerate or decelerate, respectively, the crack growth of the
neighbouring crack front material. At the same time, the neighbouring material obstructs the disproportional growth of the most affected areas.

Occurrences of deflection and bifurcation observed experimentally still remain to be investigated due to their interesting development through the interlayer. The crack extension into the interlayer offers great challenges: from the creation of a surface crack that extends in 3D in deflected and bifurcated arrangements to the high level of refinement necessary due to the thinness of the interlayer. The development of such analyses with elastic materials would simplify significantly the task; however, deflections and bifurcations were only identified using elasto-plastic material models as shown in Section 3.6.

5.8. **Summary**

Initial simulations of crack growth in monolithic components under tension showed that the spider-web crack tip configuration was more suitable than blunted tip modelling for the analysis of 3D crack propagation since it resulted in lower computational cost and faster convergence. The comparison of predicted CODs with those obtained by an exact solution was considered appropriate for the studies being carried out.

The development of a crack growth law using experimental data obtained from previous work at the University of Southampton provided the link between the numerical simulations and the observed crack growth rate. In this way, it is possible to estimate the number of cycles necessary for a surface crack to reach the interlayer in a tri-layered architecture. The crack growth simulation showed small differences between the bi-layer and tri-layered architectures in terms of CDF estimates and crack front shapes. This difference was examined previously with 2D analyses which showed more clearly the effects of shielding and anti-shielding. The crack front segments affected most intensively by shielding and anti-shielding in 3D are expected to accelerate or decelerate,
respectively, the crack growth of the neighbouring crack front material. At the same time, the neighbouring material obstructs the disproportional growth of the most affected areas.
6. Chapter Six: Fatigue life estimation and the effect of co-linear coalescence

6.1. Introduction

The objective of this chapter is the assessment of the crack growth methodology described in Section 5 through its application to a layered architecture subjected to severe yielding and the suitability of the failure criterion used for total life tests to reflect lining detachment, as described in Section 1.4.5. The first part of the objective is focused on the evaluation of shielding effects at higher loads and assessing the applicability of the developed crack growth law presented in the previous chapters.

The second part of this objective is concerned with the comparison of numerical models developed in this thesis and total life experiments limited by a failure criterion representing a particular measure of damage in bearing architectures. This measure of damage is expected to represent, approximately, the number of cycles required for a lining particle to detach. In contrast, the numerical models developed estimate the time required for a single crack to reach the interlayer and how the interaction with co-linear cracks would contribute to or affect such a process. By comparing numerical and experimental life estimations, it should be possible to estimate the importance of crack growth processes within the lining and steel according to the adopted failure criterion.

6.2. Background

Crack propagation studies deal with complexities related to crack interaction, loading and materials, among others. This section focuses particularly on literature related to crack interaction
in 3D following on from previous literature reviews and relevant discussion found in earlier chapters. Some relevant work is also cited in the areas of 3D modelling of homogeneous and heterogeneous materials subjected to LSY at the end of this section.

Initial studies of crack interaction and coalescence [121] based on experimental observations formulated the basis for 2D numerical studies in this field [119, 120]. Experimental and numerical works in 3D by Soboyejo et al. [125] showed the importance of this phenomenon for large cracks analysed under LEFM conditions. Soboyejo et al. [125] reported higher crack growth rates of coalescing cracks at a given $K$ value on the surface than those indicated by previous material characterisation for a single crack. The rate of increase of the stress intensity factor and crack growth rate was difficult to quantify given that load increasing and load shedding schemes were used before and during coalescence. Soboyejo et al. [125] also mentioned that co-linear cracks, as those shown in Figure 81a, grew almost independently before contact and that the just coalesced region showed high $K$ values promoting the re-formation of a quasi semi-elliptical front. The front evolution was defined by the beachmarks found on the fracture surface.

Subsequent work based on FE used more refined numerical models to study the effect of multiple co-linear cracks [155], loading configurations [123] and crack orientations [156, 157]. The work by Lin and Smith [123] tested various degrees of bending in a flat plate with a quasi semi-elliptical crack and showed that the quasi ellipse aspect ratio was substantially influenced by the type of loading. At the same time, their work describes how cracks gradually reshape into a more natural crack front form according to the applied loading and material conditions.

Soboyejo and Knott [158] also worked with co-linear (Figure 81a), parallel-oblique (Figure 81b) and parallel-aligned (Figure 81c) crack arrangements describing effects of anti-shielding, out of plane growth and shielding, respectively. Kamaya [156, 157] studied non-coplanar oblique cracks in ductile materials finding that the crack area, before and after coalescence, may be used as an
alternative parameter of CDF. This work did not estimate the front progression and simulated various crack fronts obtained from the fractured specimen.

![Co-linear (a), parallel-oblique (b) and parallel-aligned (c) crack arrangements.](image)

Figure 81. Co-linear (a), parallel-oblique (b) and parallel-aligned (c) crack arrangements.

The simulations presented in this literature review were based on numerical models representing pre or post coalescence conditions. The moment at which coalescence occurs represents the end of a two-crack analysis and the beginning of a new evaluation with a single odd shaped (coalesced) crack. This transition produces a sudden rise in crack length that influences the CDF estimates. The instant at which both cracks come into contact is a problem that has been largely studied in the context of fracture. The critical distance at which coalescence occurs has been studied in terms of the force magnitude in the remaining ligament between cracks and interaction of the plastic zones [128, 129], among others.

On the other hand, the generation of 3D numerical models to study fracture and fatigue has been extended to assess LSY conditions in homogeneous materials [159-162]. The use of inhomogeneous materials in engineering applications has promoted the generation of numerical models to assess their performance. These studies have included the application of damage tolerance approaches to
such materials. Significant progress has been made in fibre reinforced materials [163], particle reinforced composites [164] and layered architectures [7, 165].

6.3. Elasto-plastic analyses replicating experimental data

The application of elasto-plastic material models to the analysis of propagating cracks in the MAS-20S architecture (tri-layer) was carried out to replicate experimental data obtained during previous work at the University of Southampton in the Materials Research Group [8]. These experimental data included total life experiments using different load levels in a three-point bending test in flat strips, shown in Figure 18. Specific information on the experimental data used for this comparison is given next along with further information on crack propagation evolution across the layers.

6.3.1. Total life experimental data

Previous work [8] studied the fatigue performance of the architecture MAS-20S through three-point bending tests of in flat strip specimens, shown in Figure 18. These fatigue tests were carried out at a maximum load equal to 720 N (causing a maximum plastic strain of approximately 0.003), a load ratio $R$ equal to 0.1 and a frequency of 10 Hz on a digitally controlled 50 KN Instron Servo Hydraulic fatigue testing machine (8502). The failure criterion for these bending tests was set to a maximum absolute vertical displacement of the loading cross-head 0.5 mm greater than the maximum absolute vertical displacement in the first loading cycle.

Tests on these roll-bonded flat strips subjected to three-point bending loading were also carried out for the assessment of the rolling direction effect on the total life [10]. These tests showed that the orientation of rolling with respect to the loading axes had minimal effect on the lifetime over a range of loads. The only discrepancy was found at a maximum load of 840 N where a life time difference of approximately 10% was observed. Total life estimates of the architecture of interest were extracted from [10] and are shown in Figure 82.
Along with total life tests, crack initiation observations (via replica observations) were carried out showing a total life fraction of approximately 14% for initiation at a maximum load of 840 N. Data regarding initiation at 720 N was not available; therefore, in this work the total life fraction for initiation was assumed to be equal at both load levels considering that the load magnitude difference between them was 15%. The detection of initiating cracks was carried out through acetate strips manually pressed against the polished surface in interrupted fatigue tests. These acetate strips were applied and removed at intervals of 1000 cycles to identify the onset of crack initiation, with typical initial crack lengths being observed between 7 μm and 13 μm. Subsequent crack growth was tracked through replicas taken at intervals of 500 cycles [10].

**6.3.2. Crack propagation phases within MAS-20S**

The analysis of the micrograph shown in Figure 12 (corresponding to a cross section of a flat strip specimen MAS-20S subjected to three-point bending) led to the consideration of five phases in the damage process: crack initiation on the lining surface, crack propagation through the lining, crack propagation within the interlayer and initiation and crack propagation within the steel.
The existence of the latter was corroborated by the results from 2D models, identical to the ones analysed in Section 2.3 but with longer cracks penetrating the backing layer. These models simulated crack growth into the backing layer and showed that a width-through crack of approximately 0.8 mm (that is, 0.38 mm long within the steel) was necessary to achieve the vertical displacement set by the failure criterion in experiments. The estimated concomitant flat strip deflection according to the crack length analysed are compared in Table 7.

**Table 7. Maximum absolute vertical deformation at various crack lengths.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crack length</th>
<th>Crack tip containing layer</th>
<th>Max deflection</th>
<th>Difference with initial deflection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.127 mm</td>
<td>Lining</td>
<td>0.393 mm</td>
<td>0.211 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.27 mm</td>
<td>Lining</td>
<td>0.397 mm</td>
<td>0.215 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.52 mm</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>0.399 mm</td>
<td>0.217 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7 mm</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>0.437 mm</td>
<td>0.255 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.805 mm</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>0.681 mm</td>
<td>0.5 mm (interpolated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.87 mm</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>0.897 mm</td>
<td>0.712 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12 also shows that the crack growth in the interlayer commenced from a crack originated in the lining that crossed the lining-interlayer interface and continued its growth. This is in contrast to the cracks observed in the backing layer since cracks in the interlayer deflect and extend parallel to the layers orientation. Figure 12 illustrated that cracks in the backing may initiate at a separate point from where the principal crack reaches the interface.

Based on these observations of initiation in the backing, it can be assumed that the stages of propagation through the interlayer and initiation at the steel boundary occur almost
simultaneously. In fact, micrographs of layered architectures, such as Figure 11 and Figure 12, showed that extensive crack propagation within compliant interlayers had occurred before significant growth was observed in the backing.

High stress and strain concentrations arise as cracks penetrate the interlayer accelerating the initiation process in the backing. The initiation and propagation process within the backing is a complex problem that offers further opportunities for research and this work can only show its importance through a comparison between numerical estimations of cycles for crack growth through the lining and those from total life experiments, the latter shown in Figure 82. The difference between these two would reveal the importance, in terms of proportional total life, of crack initiation and propagation in the backing layer at the particular load level considered. Initiation and propagation within the backing depends on the complex state of stress at the interlayer-backing interface that is greatly affected by bifurcated and deflected cracks extending within the interlayer. According to the available experimental data and computational resources, it was not possible to account for this crack growth stage in the current project.

### 6.3.3. Crack growth analysis across the MAS-20S lining

The crack growth developing in a bi-layer architecture was also simulated for comparison purposes. A lower load equal to 720 N was chosen to perform analyses in both architectures due to the high computational cost involved using the crack growth law developed in Section 5.5. The methodology to develop a fatigue crack growth analysis described in Section 5.3 is used here and the crack is propagated up to a crack depth of 0.35 mm due to the excessive mesh refinement needed to come any closer to the materials interface. A maximum crack growth step of 0.03 mm is used in this analysis for the first 13 steps and later reduced to 0.01 mm to capture with greater detail the shielding and anti-shielding effects that occur in this Section.
The application of greater loads, 780 N and 840 N, was initially planned; but their computational costs were higher than expected and only crack depths below 0.18 mm were reached. These partial results were far from adequate to be presented here and the additional extension of plasticity required significantly higher computational costs. It is the intention of the author to extend these analyses until crack depths are reached near the interlayer for assessing the loading magnitude effect in future work.

The crack front evolution in bi-layer and tri-layer architectures showed indistinguishable differences below crack depths of 0.27 mm; small differences can be observed at greater depths as observed at lower loads. The crack driving force evolution in both architectures at 720 N also showed a very similar pattern during the whole simulation. Figure 83 shows the evolution of CDF distribution along the crack front in both architectures. Small differences can only be noted at crack depths close to the interface (especially in the contour plot in the top right corner of the bases in Figure 83).

![Crack driving force evolution in bi-layer (a) and tri-layer (b) architectures.](image)

**Figure 83.** Crack driving force evolution in bi-layer (a) and tri-layer (b) architectures.
The CDF evolution observed at 720 N also showed a clear difference between the values obtained at the surface and the deepest crack front point when the front came near to the layers interface. Figure 84 shows that the crack growth at the free surface of the flat strip was not affected significantly by shielding or anti-shielding, in contrast to the deepest point of the crack front.

Figure 84. Estimated crack driving force values evaluated at the free surface and deepest point of the crack in bi-layer and tri-layer architecture in 3D models.

Throughout this work, the CTOD has been used as the crack driving force to evaluate the crack growth conditions. Recent advances in the latest release of the FE code ANSYS (version 11.0) has simplified the computation of the J integral in collapsed spider web mesh configurations. Its implementation to initially blunted crack tips in 2D could however not be developed satisfactorily. The evolution of the J-integral estimates, shown in Figure 85a, presented a similar trend to that observed for the CTOD with one major difference at the lining free surface. The estimates obtained at the free surface were not the maximum values at each evaluated step as observed in the CTOD estimation. The J integral values drop suddenly near the surface reaching their minimum values along the whole crack front. This effect previously discussed by Lin and Smith [135] can be attributed to the numerical computation of the J integral and the change of the singularity on the
stress and strain fields as the estimation of the CDF is developed over crack front portions located deeper into the material.

![Figure 85. Estimated $J$-integral values along the crack front (a) and at particular positions for clarity (b) in bi-layer and tri-layer architectures in 3D models.](image)

6.3.4. Lining life numerical estimations

Numerical crack growth analyses within the lining were performed here with the objective of estimating the required number of cycles for a crack to reach the interlayer after its initiation process at lining surface. Based on the sensitivity of the initiation detection method, the growth process was initiated through a half-penny crack with a diameter of 10 μm. Since the initiation proportion of total life was identified in previous work [10] at approximately 14% at a slightly higher load, it can be assumed that the approximate number of cycles for initiation $N_i=129,500$, from a total experimental life $N_f=925,000$ according to the adopted failure criterion. The numerical life estimations carried out in this chapter were focused on the analysis of crack growth and estimation of load cycles elapsed within the lining $N_L$. The estimation of $N_L$ could be then compared to the number of cycles $N_B$ required to propagate the crack from lining-interlayer interface until the failure criterion was reached. The comparison of $N_L$, $N_B$ and the experimentally obtained total life of
the specimen $N_f$ should reveal the suitability of the adopted failure criterion in experimental tests to represent the number of cycles necessary to cause lining detachment. For the study of this relative importance it is assumed that

$$N_f = N_i + N_L + N_B = N_i + N_P \quad (24)$$

Thus the estimation of $N_B$ depends on the numerically estimated value of $N_L$.

The number of cycles $N_L$ necessary to propagate the crack after initiation to a depth where the crack front came into contact with the interlayer interface was estimated through a numerical integration using the Tanaka and Modified Chen and Lankford (MCL) relations, equations (20) and (22) presented in Section 5.2, and the CTOD estimations shown in Figure 83. A single fatigue life estimate $N_L$ was obtained for the relationship proposed by Tanaka for short cracks; in contrast to the MCL relation which is dependent on the microstructural features of the material.

The introduction of lower and upper bounds to the MCL relationship showed the possible influence of the chosen model on the estimated life $N_L$ as the crack growth rate takes maximum and minimum values. The numerically obtained life estimations for $N_L$ are presented in Table 8 as well as the percentages of experimental propagation life $N_P$ (experimental total life minus initiation life). The comparison between the estimates based on Tanaka and MCL (which included the barrier average distribution) showed that the latter was more conservative irrespective of the chosen value of $D$ (with a difference between Tanaka and MCL estimates of around 30%).

The effect of the chosen $D$ value on the predicted number of cycles was not very significant relative to the total life obtained experimentally (less than 2%). The maximum difference observed between these life predictions for various values of $D$ was around 4%. The estimated crack growth in the lining was affected by the number of barriers to be overcome, which is inversely proportional to the value of $D$; more barriers represented slightly lower values of crack growth and, consequently,
more cycles to reach the interlayer. However, accounting for this behaviour leads to the assumption of a faster crack growth when the crack tip is away from the barrier which may result in higher estimations of growth rate in comparison to Paris type laws.

During the life estimation process using the MCL relation, it was observed that the initial crack position, or initiation location, of the crack between microstructural barriers could influence the final outcome. The reason for this is that at small crack lengths, the impact of the microstructural barrier, represented in Eq. (22) by \( \omega(D - 2X/D) \) which varies between 0 and 0.96, is greatest (shown in Figure 73b). In order to assess this effect, five different locations for crack initiation were selected at distances equal to 0 D, 0.05 D, 0.225 D and 0.45 D and when the crack actually initiated at the barrier (distance equal to 0.5 D), which according to crack initiation studies [8] was identified as crack pinning points. The results from this parametric study are shown in Table 9.

### Table 8. Life estimation using Tanaka and modified Chan and Lankford (MCL) relation with upper and lower bounds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimation type</th>
<th>Estimated number of cycles ( N_L )</th>
<th>% of propagation life ( N_p )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tanaka</td>
<td>247,240</td>
<td>31.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen and Lankford&lt;br&gt;Upper bound</td>
<td>45,923</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen and Lankford&lt;br&gt;Lower bound</td>
<td>765,396</td>
<td>96.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D= 16 µm</td>
<td>177,271</td>
<td>22.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D= 28 µm</td>
<td>173,748</td>
<td>21.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D= 41 µm</td>
<td>170,262</td>
<td>21.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 9. Impact of crack initiation position in relation to hard intermetallics on fatigue life estimate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance between intermetallics (µm)</th>
<th>Centred ( N_L )</th>
<th>0.05D ( N_L )</th>
<th>0.225D ( N_L )</th>
<th>0.45D ( N_L )</th>
<th>At the barrier ( N_L )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>177,271</td>
<td>177,332</td>
<td>171,924</td>
<td>171,953</td>
<td>170,370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>173,748</td>
<td>174,003</td>
<td>172,459</td>
<td>164,515</td>
<td>167,420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>170,262</td>
<td>170,425</td>
<td>170,528</td>
<td>158,394</td>
<td>164,440</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The effect of crack initiation location between the microstructural barriers proved to be as high as 8%, larger than the overall effect of the selection of $D$. The effects of the selection of $D$ and the location initiation become more evident when the estimated period of growth considers crack sizes smaller or equal to $D$, where smaller CDF values are usually observed. The maximum difference observed between the estimations of $N_l$ obtained by the MCL relationship, at any tested scenario, and Tanaka was around 36% with the former being less conservative. Similar estimations were made for the bi-layer architecture for comparison purposes. The life estimates of bi-layer and tri-layer architecture did not show a significant difference (around 2%) since out of plane propagation was not accounted for and only propagation within the lining was assessed.

In general terms, the estimations of crack growth based on cracks nucleated at hard intermetallics showed that the fraction of total life necessary to reach the interlayer, accounting for initiation $(N_i + N_l)/N_f$, was between 31% and 34% for a maximum load equal to 720 N. In contrast, the relation used by Tanaka estimated that 40% of the total life would be spent on such a process. The estimations made so far only include the growth of a single independent crack. However, previous experimental work [8] has identified coalescence as an important mechanism within the total failure process and, therefore, this is discussed next.

### 6.4. Co-linear cracks coalescence

The occurrence of co-linear crack coalescence has been identified as an important mechanism in the extension of cracks. The use of advanced 3D in-situ monitoring techniques, such as computed tomography [166], may be able to trace the evolution of the crack front as loading occurs. However, such techniques are expensive (limited equipment access) and their applicability depends on the specimen size, type of material used and appropriate geometry of the scanned volume. Optical monitoring processes depend on interrupted tests to detect the appearance of cracks on the component surface. However, the evolution of cracks at their deepest point into the material can
also be estimated through numerical analyses or a post-mortem evaluation of the crack path and possibly fracture surface features (e.g. beachmarks or striations).

The collection of data describing fatigue crack growth, presented in Section 5.5.1, was based on interrupted surface replication tests of individual small cracks aimed at reducing the effects of coalescence and shielding on the fatigue crack growth estimates and, hence, focusing on evaluating the lining fatigue resistance (for alloy comparison purposes).

The impact of coalescence on the current problem was assessed through modelling the growth of twin cracks in a tri-layer architecture subjected to a max load of 720 N. These cracks were extended to interact with each other until the crack front elements, shown in Figure 56, came into contact. A coalesced crack, based on the shape of the twin cracks as shown in Figure 86, was then generated and extended according to the crack growth law obtained in Section 5.5 and the estimated CDF values along the front.

![Figure 86. Coalesced crack progression.](image)

This simulation consisted of two parts involving pre and post coalescence cracks in order to assess its effect on fatigue life. This thesis replicated the smallest coalesced crack observed experimentally in [10] at a load of 920 N (with a distance of 0.24 mm between the two initiation points). The initial
depth of the twin cracks was set at 0.06 mm and the simulation stopped when the coalesced crack recovered its quasi semi-elliptical shape. Unfortunately, experimental data on crack growth and coalescence was not available at 720 N and the plasticity developed at 920 N required greater computational costs, as shown in the development of the crack growth law where crack depths up to only 40% of the lining were reached. However, the analysis of a typical crack coalescence geometry in this system at lower loading loads, that could be assessed computationally, was considered useful.

6.4.1. CTOD and crack front evolution

The crack growth assessment of co-linear twin cracks showed an identical behaviour to that of single-crack specimens while the separation between cracks remained larger than approximately 0.08 mm or 1.33a0 (initial crack length). The evaluation of crack growth behaviour at smaller separations showed CDF increments for the approaching portions of the crack fronts. The overall CDF evolution along the front and a comparison between CDF at coalescing, non-coalescing surface points and the deepest crack point are shown in Figure 87a and b, respectively.

Figure 87. Pre-coalescence CDF evolution in twin cracks beyond the effect of layered anti-shielding.
The interaction between twin cracks was expected to modify the crack front shape locally due to the higher CDF estimates at the coalescing crack front ends. The forecasted crack front shapes did not however show a significant distortion arising from the CDF variation, not even at the last tested model (restricted by the size of the crack front elements). However, greater values of CDF would arise as the distance between crack fronts is reduced further leading to a greater CDF mismatch along the front. Furthermore, a sudden growth promoted by fast ductile fracture would occur when a critical CDF value is reached.

The transition to the post-coalesced model was carried out when the elements forming the crack front, shown in Figure 56, of both twin cracks overlapped. The post-coalesced crack growth showed contrasting results to the crack growth behaviour obtained from single crack specimens. The maximum CDF estimate shifted to the middle of the crack front at the coalesced cracks intersection. This maximum value was significantly higher than the estimates at the surface while the minimum values were observed at the deepest points along the crack front. The overall CDF evolution along the front and a comparison between the middle, surface and deepest crack point are shown in Figure 88a and b, respectively.

Figure 88. Post-coalescence CDF evolution in twin cracks beyond the effect of layered anti-shielding.
The high CDF estimates observed in the middle of the specimen reshaped the crack into a quasi semi-elliptical form. This change occurred in a gradual manner and as the crack shape approximated a quasi semi-elliptical form, the CDF values in the middle of the specimen dropped in relation to the other CDF estimates along the crack front.

![Diagram of crack shape evolution](image)

**Figure 89. Post-coalescence cracks affected by shielding.**

Experimental data obtained through interrupted fatigue tests [10] showed the impact of coalescence processes on the crack growth rate and crack length. In contrast, the assessment of crack depth requires more sophisticated experimental procedures to be evaluated. The developed FE analyses estimated crack front shape evolution according to CTOD estimates and a crack growth law based on lining surface data.

The CTOD estimates obtained in pre and post coalescence models can be compared in Figure 90a, where crack depths smaller than approximately 0.1 mm only show values for half of the scale representing just one of the pre-coalescence twin cracks. The points located in the middle of the scale correspond to the coalescent front end (Figure 90a Point A) and showed greater CTOD values before coalescence (CTOD\textsubscript{PRE}) than that of the front end at the other side of the crack (Figure 90a Point B).
Point B). CTOD values after coalescence (CTOD\textsubscript{POST}), at crack depths greater than approximately 0.12 mm cover the whole scale along the coalesced crack front position showing the twin crack overlap in the middle (Figure 90a Point C). Points at the ends of the crack front are at the specimen surface (Figure 90a Point D).

![Diagram of CTOD and CDF ratios](image)

**Figure 90.** CTOD estimates (a) and CDF ratio with half penny crack of equivalent depth.

Figure 90a showed a sudden CTOD increase at the middle position (Figure 90a Point C) as the twin cracks became one, which is in contrast to the CTOD values of a specimen containing a single crack (CTOD\textsubscript{SINGLE}). The CTOD\textsubscript{PRE} values at the free crack front end did not show a significant rise, despite the significant crack length increment. The impact of coalescence on the CDF can be better evaluated through the values of CTOD\textsubscript{PRE}/CTOD\textsubscript{SINGLE} at an equal crack depth, shown Figure 90b. CTOD\textsubscript{PRE}/CTOD\textsubscript{SINGLE} values appeared to be very close to 1 along most of the crack front. CTOD\textsubscript{PRE}/CTOD\textsubscript{SINGLE} estimates at the coalescing front end and close neighbours showed slight rises due to the attraction between both twin cracks. More evident rises were observed at the crack front middle after coalescence where the irregular shape of the crack promoted greater CDF to reshape the crack front into a more “natural” quasi semi-elliptical shape. As the crack grew towards a quasi semi-elliptical shape, the values of CTOD\textsubscript{POST}/CTOD\textsubscript{SINGLE} in the middle of the crack front dropped. The values CTOD\textsubscript{POST}/CTOD\textsubscript{SINGLE} were equal or greater than 1.1 showing a general rise along the
whole front, which shows that the coalesced crack had faster crack growth rates in comparison to a single quasi semi-elliptical crack.

The modelling of cracks fronts that were very close to, before and after, the coalescence point was a complex task due to the stress concentrations arising from the locally distorted crack front shape. The behaviour observed at the middle of the crack front displayed asymptotic trends for the CDF, especially in Figure 90b, that could be linked to the coalescence process and the coalesced crack front shape recovery. The crack penetration into lining (crack depth grow) was not affected to such an extent. Evaluated CTODs in twin cracks were higher than single crack estimates by only 15%; this maximum difference occurred at the surface at the coalescing end.

6.4.2. Impact on fatigue life

Crack interaction and coalescence has showed a significant impact on the CTOD magnitude and distribution along the front. Naturally, this impact should be observed on the crack growth. The most evident consequence is a sudden rise in the crack length (by addition of two cracks). Previous analyses have shown that as soon as coalescence occurred, a process to reshape the crack took place. This process showed substantial rates of CDF increase in the recently coalesced zone; however, its overall effect on the crack growth speed through the depth of the lining has not been quantified.

In order to quantify this effect, the growth was divided into four stages: cracks growing without interaction, interacting twin cracks, reshaping process of just coalesced cracks and crack growth that reaches the interlayer. The duration of the first and last stage was assessed through previous analyses of growing cracks within the lining in Section 6.3.1. The life estimation related to interacting twin cracks covered the extension to depths ranging from 0.06 mm to 0.12 mm. CTOD estimations could only be directly obtained up to a crack depth of approximately 0.1 mm due to the overlapping of the crack front mesh. The estimation of life between 0.1 mm and 0.12 mm was based
on an extrapolation of CTOD values obtained for smaller twin cracks. The life estimation of the coalesced crack during its reshaping process covered the change in crack depth from 0.12 mm to 0.27 mm. The duration of the stages described above is shown in Table 10 for a D equal to 28 μm.

Table 10. Comparison between single and coalesced crack growth based on the Modified Chan and Lankford (MCL) relation using a $D=28$ μm initiated at the microstructural barrier.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Crack depth (mm)</th>
<th>Number of cycles at independent crack</th>
<th>Number of cycles at coalesced crack</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initiation</td>
<td>0-0.005</td>
<td>129,500</td>
<td>129,500</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent twin cracks</td>
<td>0.005-0.06</td>
<td>60594</td>
<td>59,892</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interacting cracks</td>
<td>0.06-0.012</td>
<td>39,794</td>
<td>30,812</td>
<td>22.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just coalesced cracks</td>
<td>0.12-0.27</td>
<td>55,962</td>
<td>49,497</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reshaped crack</td>
<td>0.27-0.38</td>
<td>11,070</td>
<td>10,942</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0-0.38</td>
<td>296,920</td>
<td>280,771</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The difference between the total life estimation for single and coalesced cracks showed a difference of 5.4%. This difference may appear not to be substantial but this is due to the initiation and crack growth stages that remained unaffected. However, a closer look at the stages where coalescence occurred showed that reductions in the number of cycles of 22% and 11% took place while cracks interacted and the coalesced crack was reshaped, respectively. The life reduction observed during the stage of interacting cracks appeared to be more significant. It is noteworthy that a fraction of the analysed crack extension was done by extrapolating CTOD values over a depth equal to 0.02 mm following rising CDF trends. This extrapolation may have overestimated CTOD values and, in consequence, crack growth; however, this overestimation may be used to account to some extent for the expected fast ductile fracture occurring at the precise moment of coalescence.
6.4.3. Development of the plastic zone

The proximity to stress concentrators, crack shape and orientation are key factors that determine the form and size of the plastic zone surrounding the crack front. The development of the plastic zone in twin cracks was only affected by coalescence at crack separations smaller than 0.02 mm, similar to the effect on CDF. The irregular crack front shape post-coalescence led to uncharacteristic plastic zone shapes. Figure 91 shows the volume around the crack where the plastic strain is equal or greater that 4e-3, demonstrating the irregular shape of the high strain volume around the crack tip.

![Image of plastic zone development](image)

**Figure 91.** Post-coalesced plastic zone shapes at a crack depth equal to 0.12 mm under a load of 720 N (volume experiencing strains higher than 4e-3 is shown).

6.5. Discussion

In this chapter, FE models simulated large amounts of plastic deformation promoted by the layer architecture. The use of stress-strain curves and automatic updating of the compliance matrix during the solution of the simulations were suitable for the simulation of large deformations. The analysis of out of plane crack propagation was not accounted for in these simulations and remains an area of opportunity for future work.
In the context of the damage tolerance approach and life, the current methodology used for fatigue life estimation accounted for the mechanical properties of layered architectures and the lining layer heterogeneity through the implementation of a crack growth law based on experimental data. Accounting for microstructural barriers in the life estimation process provided a better insight of the possible impact of short crack fatigue behaviour. In contrast, it is believed that a more thorough analysis of the selection of the cracks to be included into the development of the crack growth law would have showed a clearer effect of CDF and microstructural barriers on crack growth. The experimental data used for the crack growth law development did not exclude cracks in parallel-aligned arrangements, as shown in Figure 81. This kind of arrangement leads to shielding due to a dominant parallel crack, as shown in Section 4.4.2, and, consequently, reduced values of crack growth were related to a given crack size affecting the crack growth law development. This would lead to underestimations of crack growth.

The comparison between Tanaka and the modified Chan and Lankford relation showed that the latter was more conservative. The inclusion of microstructural barriers showed a more conservative life estimate for the small fatigue crack growth behaviour observed, in comparison to a Paris type relationship, such as the one proposed by Tanaka, as previously discussed in the literature review [144]. The initiation and growth processes in the lining, given by \( N_i + N_g \), in the MAS-20S architecture subjected to a maximum cyclic load of 720 N and a load ratio of 0.1 varied from \( 0.32N_i \) to \( 0.4N_i \), depending on the crack growth law used.

According to these estimates of proportional life, it can be said that a greater proportion of the loading cycles applied corresponded to crack initiation and growth within the backing layer. The crack penetration into the backing necessary to achieve an additional maximum absolute deflection of 0.5 mm was estimated to be \( \sim 0.4 \) mm, similar to lining thickness (in a 2D model with a through-width crack). Therefore, it seems consistent that a growing crack within stronger and stiffer
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material would require a substantial number of cycles despite stress concentrations arising from cracks within the interlayer that may have accelerated the initiation process.

The detachment of a lining particle is a complex process that requires a number of conditions to be fulfilled, such as initiation and growth of two different cracks originated on the lining surface and deflection and coalescence at the interlayer, parallel to the layers orientation. The numerical analyses have estimated the number of cycles \( N_L \) necessary for a single independent crack to reach the interlayer; nevertheless, the growth of a second crack, affected by a larger and more dominant crack, is expected to be slower. Two-dimensional analyses in Section 4 showed that parallel-dominant and oblique crack orientations were affected by other cracks according to the separation \( h \) between them. However, it is believed that the second crack would exhibit similar values of \( N_L \) according to experimental observations [10] showing simultaneous growth of multiple cracks despite having parallel-dominant or oblique orientations and high deformation levels near the crack faces in 3D analyses (see Figure 69). The crack propagation phase within the interlayer is not expected to contribute significantly towards \( N_L \) due to its compliance, weaker mechanical properties and high CDF values obtained in comparison to the lining in 2D models. This reasoning is also supported by Figure 12, which shows that two independent cracks have reached the interlayer before substantial growth existed in the backing.

The results obtained from total life experiments, \( N_L \), under three-point bending did not appear to be representative of the number of cycles necessary for a lining fragment to detach and, therefore, were not expected to be useful as a measure of the detachment likelihood for lining material. The analyses developed with a maximum load of 720 N showed that at least 60% of the applied cycles seemed to be dedicated to processes developing at the steel. It could be argued that a constant proportion of life is spent to initiate and propagate cracks to the interlayer and, thus, assume that total life, propagation life, propagation life within the lining and propagation life within the backing
estimates are proportional at any given load level. However, the application of a different level of loading determines the state of strain and stress within the interlayer and is dependent on the position and trajectory of the crack, as shown in Section 3.3.1 with 2D analyses. This state of stress influences the period of initiation and growth within the backing in a manner that is difficult to predict. A constant proportional life is not expected to hold due to the differences between the lining, interlayer and backing materials of the MAS-20S architecture. Therefore, this measure is expected to be load dependent and unable to give a single value per tested architecture.

However, total life experiments provided valuable information regarding the importance of crack initiation and growth within the lining and clearly showed the importance of the backing layer in terms of structural support for the whole architecture. It is true that the detachment of lining fragments reduces the engine performance; however, the amount of damage that this architecture can hold without a critical failure is substantial which indicates the need for future 3D in-situ experimental analysis of failure.

The effect of coalescence on the fraction of total life necessary to reach the interlayer had an overall effect around 5%. This effect did not appear to be substantial in comparison to the crack extension observed at the surface. This is partially caused by the fact, that coalescence did not double the crack depth but only accelerated the depth growth process due to the enlargement of the crack observed from the surface. This enlargement forced the material located deep into the lining to accelerate its growth to achieve a more natural shape of the crack and, in this way, accelerated the depth growth.

The overall effect of coalescence did not appear to be substantial due to the apparent importance of the initiation process on the number of cycles to reach the interlayer. However, the analysis of every particular stage of growth for twin co-linear cracks, in comparison to a single independent crack, showed crack growth rises around 20% which could be considered more substantial.
6.6. Summary

The crack growth analysis under LSY conditions in multi-layered architectures is a time consuming activity for the analyst and a computationally expensive process. Nevertheless, the development of such analyses show clearly the influence of shielding and anti-shielding when quasi semi-elliptical cracks are analysed. In contrast to 2D analyses simulating width-through cracks, the growth of quasi semi-elliptical cracks in 3D analyses did not show such a substantial effect under LSY conditions; this is consistent with previous analyses at more moderated conditions of yielding in Section 5.

The number of cycles for a crack to reach the interlayer, including the initiation process, showed values between 290,000 and 370,000 cycles equivalent to a 32% and 40% of the experimentally determined total life under three-point bending test of a flat strip of MAS-20S with a failure criterion set to an additional maximum absolute deflection of 0.5 mm. These life estimates were obtained using the relationships proposed by Chan and Lankford and Tanaka. The former, accounting for microstructural barriers, showed a more conservative prediction of fatigue life based on the analysis of short fatigue crack growth behaviour. Due to the reduced number of cycles required for a crack to reach the interlayer, it was determined that the experimental tests could not be used as a representative measure of the number of cycles necessary for a lining fragment to detach.

Crack coalescence effects showed an overall moderate effect on reaching the interlayer. Coalescence did not occur in the direction of depth and, therefore, the only acceleration observed was caused by the crack reshaping process towards a more natural shape according to loading and architecture. Comparisons with single independent cracks showed crack growth accelerations up to 20% at particular stages.
7. Chapter Seven: Stress analysis of plain bearings

7.1. Introduction

The objective of this chapter is to study the effects of bearing service conditions on the material and, thus, understand the conditions under which crack initiation and propagation may occur. Bearing service conditions involve cyclic loading patterns with complex profiles over the lining surface and change rapidly as the engine cycle goes through the different combustion stages. Stress and strain estimations at the lining surface are used as key indicators of the deformation arising in the component.

7.2. Background

Pure fatigue failure events in bearings in service are difficult to find. Usually a combined set of mechanisms, such as fatigue, cavitation erosion, wear and corrosion damage bearings. A typical failure observed in bearing is the lining detachment that releases free fragments into the hydrodynamic film, which damages the surface of the journal or the bearing. The deterioration of the surface modifies the EHL profile causing larger pressure gradients and, consequently, greater tendency to fatigue damage.

The lining detachment occurs through a three-dimensional crack growth process that is influenced by the layered architecture of the bearing and the EHL profile. The principal trend observed in this process is the alignment of the crack path to run parallel to the layers orientation (as shown in Figure 12). At the same time, characteristic interaction mechanisms between cracks and mixed mode loading may cause coalescence in the plane parallel to the bearing surface (as shown in Figure 52). An example of lining detachment can be observed in Figure 92 [62].
Early work related to the study of fatigue damage in plain bearings has mainly involved semi-empirical approaches aiming at the estimation of total life of service. Studies in the 1970s by Lang [167] and Hardbordt [168] on journal shells related their fatigue resistance to estimations of the surface tensile stress. Their observations concurred that the position of maximum stress corresponds to that of the maximum pressure gradient, leading to possible crack initiation. Their findings were supported by previous experimental work by Blount [169], who found that cracks tend to propagate axially and radially due to circumferential stresses. McCallion & Lofti [170] studied the effect of oil pressure inside the bearing chamber on fatigue life and suggested that higher elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) pressures cause a bearing life reduction since the oil is forced into the crack increasing its opening.

Finite element analyses have extended the understanding of fatigue processes in bearings and the relation between the EHL pressure and crack propagation. McCallion and Lofti [170] and Martin et al [171] used 2D finite element analyses to study the stress distribution over the lining. These independent studies showed a good correlation between fatigue crack initiation in test specimens from the work of Gyde [172] and Blundell [173] with their estimations of the maximum circumferential stress. In the early 1990s, Bahai and Xu [174] predicted the EHL pressure over a bearing based on an axisymmetric elasto-plastic finite element model; they examined the influence of the deviatoric circumferential stress and strain as well as the hydrostatic stress. Their work
concluded that tensile deviatoric circumferential stresses at crack initiation sites are present during the whole cycle while their hydrostatic counterpart ruled the overall stress state in a compressive environment. Circumferential stresses were reported as compressive along the whole loading cycle; however, smaller negative values were obtained through the unloading process. Hacifazlioglu and Karadeniz [175] developed a three-dimensional finite model and studied the effects of the housing rigidity on fatigue life in relation to the opening bending strains generated as the housing deforms. Little information on the effect of residual stresses caused by forming operations or cyclic loading was found in this literature review.

7.2.1. Bearing design procedures at MAHLE Engine Systems

The manufacture of plain bearing architectures for the automotive industry has been carried out by various companies; MAHLE Engine Systems is one such established company. MAHLE was founded in 1920, originally dedicated to the manufacture of pistons. Nowadays, MAHLE is one of 50 largest automotive suppliers in the world and one of the top three piston system suppliers [176]. The design process developed in MAHLE Engine Systems provided important information related to service and accelerated fatigue test conditions for this work. This data along with experimental results obtained by MAHLE promote the analysis of more realistic service conditions and their validation.

The design process carried out in MAHLE Engine Systems introduces assembly and operating conditions into their analysis leading to the selection of a suitable architecture and materials for the desired application. The design analysis in its comprehensive form consists of three main stages as shown in Figure 93: Bolt-up analysis, calculation of the bearing loads and EHL analysis through the SABRE-EHL software (in-house code developed by MAHLE Engine Systems).
The bolt-up analysis predicts the bearing deformation caused by the process of fitting the bearing into the housing. This is a non-linear FE analysis developed on ABAQUS that models contact between components and estimates the bearing shape and clearances between the bearing and journal surfaces. A quasi semi-elliptical shape of the fitted bearing instead of a perfect circle is usually observed in practice and adopted in EHL analyses of experimental arrangements. It is noteworthy that the bolt-up FE analysis is applied only in order to estimate the clearance between the journal and the bearing. Simpler analyses are applied to assure that the bolt-up process does not cause excessive deformation and stress on the component.

The next analysis step consists of the calculation of the applied forces on each bearing according to its position in the engine. These forces, usually given as specific loads, that is, force applied to the bearing over the projected lining area, are used to compute the EHL pressure distribution over the bearing surface, shown schematically in Figure 94, during the cyclic motion of the crankshaft.
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In order to estimate the EHL pressure, the behaviour of the EHL film is studied through a coupled analysis involving structural and thermal responses. This analysis is the most elaborate step in the design process and involves a heat balance analysis to determine the oil viscosity and material expansion in order to estimate the clearances between bearing and journal. An extended analysis using the in-house code SABRE-EHL may include the modelling of oil feed, journal profile (including grooves and elliptical shapes) and solid-to-solid contact with flexible components. SABRE-EHL is based on the finite difference method and accounts for the elastic deformation of both journal and bearing-rod assembly. SABRE-EHL analyses by MAHLE engine systems assume elastic deformations, Newtonian fluids and the absence of bubble collapse within the fluid. The estimations of pressure, film thickness and other relevant factors are compared to those of previous successful designs to determine their suitability for the operational conditions to be met.

The EHL pressure as well as the housing deformation is the output from SABRE – EHL that is mainly relevant to this research project. It is noteworthy that fatigue crack initiation has also been traced to the position of maximum pressure gradients [167, 168]. The minimum film thickness is also

Figure 94. Representative EHL pressure over bearing surface.
relevant in order to investigate if contact and its resulting shear over the lining surface may be responsible for crack initiation.

Several operations that affect the final stress and strain state can be identified during bearings' manufacture, as described in Figure 9, and under service conditions. In a chronological order, the first operation causing residual stresses is the concave shell forming operation; this operation is carried out after a thermal treatment that alleviates previous residual stresses from previous layer bonding. Secondly, fitting operations into the casing reduce the effective radius of the concave shell. Finally, service conditions are assumed to be governed by EHL pressure and the concomitant casing deformation; both estimated through SABRE – EHL.

7.3. Residual stresses from forming operation

The estimation of residual stresses was carried out by simulating the forming operation of a flat strip into a concave shell. This operation consists of a punch that drives a flat strip into a die until the concave shell is formed and two secondary processes designated coining and broaching. The “coining” process consists of a membrane deformation of approximately 0.5 mm applied to the concave shell ends when the punch is located at its lowest or deepest position in contact with most of the lining surface. This operation is aimed at reducing the intensity of the residual stresses. The broaching process consists of the material removal of approximately 0.1 mm from the top of the lining layer and its aim is to fulfil the geometrical tolerances of the part and remove a pure aluminium protective layer.

The forming process appears to be essentially independent of the bearing width, that is, two-dimensional. In order to test this hypothesis, a 3D FE model of the multi-layered strip was initially developed accounting for three different types of non-linearities: elasto-plastic material, large deformations and contact between the forming tools and the strip. Friction between the surfaces was characterised by a dynamic coefficient whose value was assumed comparable to that for two
lubricated components of steel [177], that is, approximately equal to 0.1. Analyses presented later in this chapter assessed the effect of varying this coefficient on the results of the simulation.

For the sake of computational efficiency, both die and punch were modelled as rigid due to their stiffness being much larger than that of the deformable flat strip. For this reason only the punch contact areas were modelled. The radius of the punch and die were set at 27.105 and 28.215 mm, respectively. The bearing consists of two shells with a diameter \( D_b \) of 56.43 mm made of a strip of length \( L \) of 95.61 mm, a width \( W_b \) of 29.49 mm, a lining thickness \( t_{l2} \) of 0.42 mm and a backing thickness \( t_b \) of 1.8 mm. Other computational costs of the 3D simulation led to neglecting the effect of the coining and broaching process at this stage. The mesh of the flat strip was consistent with that used in the SABRE - EHL analysis to simplify the application of boundary conditions in later analyses and transfer residual stress information, which was based on the elements and their internal integration points. The complete model is shown in Figure 95.

![Figure 95. Forming process components.](image_url)
Initial simulations that modelled the tri-layered architecture MAS-20S showed an unstable solution behaviour caused by the large deformation of the compliant and thin interlayer leading to excessive computational costs. This problem also arose later in the initial modelling attempts at bearing analysis under service conditions. For this reason, the analysis was applied to a bi-layer architecture with a lining thickness \( t_{L2} \) equal to \( t_{L1} + t_i \), whose behaviour at early stages of propagation under three-point bending conditions in 2D and 3D was shown to be identical to its tri-layer counterpart.

The forming simulation was initially carried out in 4 different steps: initial contact, main deformation, punch removal and extraction of the shell overcoming friction. The punch travelled gradually towards the die deforming the flat strip into a concave shape until the punch was removed. Spring back forces existed at this point of the simulation. In consequence, a partial removal of the punch caused the concave shell to rise away from the central part of the die. Taking advantage of this event, the DoFs in the vertical direction of the punch and strip central lines (shown in Figure 95) were coupled so that the formed bearing would be extracted from the die and, thus, retrieve the residual stresses.

Previous studies [169] have shown the importance of the circumferential stresses on the bearing service life and how they may relate to crack initiation and propagation. The residual circumferential normal stress was particularly significant due to the nature of the forming process. The stress over the lining surface at the end of the main deformation and punch removal stages appeared to be highly compressive, as shown in Figure 96. Compressive and tensile stresses in the backing reflected the expected behaviour of a beam subjected to a moment, shown Figure 96 Substep 1, while stresses in the lining remain compressive across its thickness. The evolution of stresses at the lining surface during the extraction step is also shown Figure 96 at steps 1, 2 and 3,
corresponding to at 15%, 50% and 85%, respectively, of the vertical travel to release the concave shell from the die.

Figure 96. Circumferential stress evolution during the forming process.

Figure 96 Substep 3 shows the tensile residual circumferential stresses after the bearing was extracted from the die. A constant stress can be observed over most of the lining surface, especially in the lowest central part of the concave shell where the greatest values of EHL pressure are usually found. According to the analyses developed so far the magnitude of the residual stresses was around 180 MPa. The stresses arising from the forming analysis were constant across the bearing width, as expected from to the constant bearing cross section and the applied deformation.

Based on these results, 2D models with a greater mesh density were developed to increase the resolution of the obtained results, especially in the backing where only two elements through-
thickness were used in 3D models. At the same time, the impact of the assumed friction coefficient $\mu$ was assessed by using different values in the range from 0 to 0.25. The comparison between 2D and 3D analyses using a $\mu = 0.1$ showed very similar results, especially in the lining where greater mesh density was used in contrast to the backing layer. A more significant difference was observed in the latter where less refined meshes in the 3D model appeared not to be sufficient to capture accurately the resultant residual stresses. The cross-sectional residual stresses in the 3D model and the residual stress distribution comparing 2D and 3D models are shown in Figure 97. The predicted residual stresses in the circumferential direction are shown to be affected negligibly by the variation of the assumed coefficient of friction within the range 0.03 to 0.25, shown in Figure 97. Neglecting friction led to a significantly different deformation process; this was especially evident in the location of contact points between the punch and the lining. Any model that assumed friction showed that contact remained mostly at the central line. This is in contrast with the frictionless simulations which showed that contact shifted to two outer positions as the punch was driven downwards. The estimates of residual stress also showed a significant difference when friction was assumed not to exist.

More detailed simulations that included the coining and the broaching process were then performed for $\mu = 0.1$. The coining process was modelled using a rigid surface that applied a deformation equal to 0.5 mm to the bearing edges. This step was included before the punch was released resulting in a stress alleviation in the circumferential direction. The broaching operation was modelled after the bearing shell was extracted removing a single layer of elements at the lining surface through the "kill" functionality in ANSYS 11 [55]. These simulations assumed that the machining carried out in the broaching process did not produce any additional residual stresses caused by shearing during the material removal. The introduction of coining and broaching operations only resulted in a small drop of the residual circumferential stresses by about 20 MPa.
(9.5%). This is in contrast to the total simulation time which almost doubled. The evolution of the circumferential stresses at the centre of the bearing is shown in Figure 98.

Figure 97. Cross Section of the bearing showing residual circumferential stresses resulting from forming (left) and residual circumferential stresses from 2D and 3D model showing the influence of friction (right).

Figure 98. Evolution of the circumferential stresses when coining and broaching operations are included.

The magnitudes of the residual stresses observed in these simulations were 200% higher than the yield stress of the lining material. Such residual stresses would be expected to be detrimental to the fatigue life of the component due to their magnitude and direction. Given the established long life of
the component it appears unrealistic that such values remain on the lining surface during extended cyclic loadings. The hardness evaluations of the lining materials [10] as-received bearings of flat strip material showed very little variation. Some apparent hardness variation would be expected if such high tensile residual stresses remained. This indicates that the values of residual stresses may have been significantly overestimated.

7.4. **Full bearing analysis**

Typical bearing design analyses in MAHLE Engine Systems are based on the comparison between EHL pressure and clearance estimates of successful and new designs. EHL pressure is a good indicator of the bearing loading capacity while the clearance between journal and bearing has been used as a measure of possible solid to solid contact. At the same time, low clearance values and high pressure gradients have also been related to cavitation erosion that promotes the explosion of air bubbles that damage the bearing surface. However, these measures do not consider the bearing mechanical properties. The estimation of strain and stress arising from service conditions, obtained through the SABRE-EHL software, is a more representative measure of the material cyclic deformation and, in consequence, a clear indicator of possible fatigue damage promoted by that deformation.

The estimation of EHL pressure arising from the service conditions was based on the design process developed at MAHLE Engine Systems. Realistic loading conditions are vital to the reliable determination of circumferential stresses. This stress analysis is a key indicator of the position, circumferentially and axially, in the bearing where cracks are expected to initiate and develop. The bearing service conditions encompass structural, thermal and fluid mechanics features that result in a complex multi-physics problem. SABRE-EHL transforms the input into forces and deformations which only show the overall estimated structural behaviour. Local effects, such as bubble collapse promoted by high gradient pressures, were not accounted for.
Some post-processing operations are necessary in order to convert the data obtained from the SABRE-EHL software to “ready to use” boundary conditions for FE analyses. These boundary conditions consist of the EHL pressure and the deformation of the bearing casing. The former is obtained directly from SABRE-EHL; while the latter is indirectly used in the EHL computation but not stored during the solution process. However, the casing deformation can be obtained by multiplying the EHL pressures (in its nodal force form) by the compliance matrix of the housing and bearing to produce the total deformation that the bearing lining $d_b$ experiences.

Using the lining deformations obtained from the SABRE-EHL $d_b$, it is possible to estimate the radial deformation at the interface between backing and casing $d_c$

$$d_c = d_b - d_f + d_n$$  \hspace{1cm} (25)

where $d_f$ represents the bearing deformation caused by the fitting operations and $d_n$ the normal shell deformation caused by EHL pressure as shown in previous work by Bahai and Xu [174].

The normal shell deformation was assumed to be equal to the EHL pressure multiplied by the bearing architecture radial compliance $C_{norm}$. Applying superposition, the concave shell compliance in the radial direction is obtained as

$$C_{norm} = \frac{t_b}{E_b} + \frac{t_{L2}}{E_{lin}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (26)

This assumption of elastic response is consistent with EHL analyses, which are only based on elastic material models and accounted only for the radial displacements and the EHL pressure. An additional source of deformation was introduced by the fitting operation forcing the bearing effective radius to shrink. This deformation can be extracted from the initial clearance profile introduced into SABRE – EHL (~28 μm). The FE boundary conditions for the developed analyses are schematically shown in Figure 99.
7.4.1. Accelerated fatigue test conditions

The loading conditions analysed in this section corresponded to those arising during accelerated fatigue tests developed by MAHLE Engine Systems (the test rig is known as the Sapphire rig schematically shown in Figure 100). The Sapphire rig consists of an eccentric shaft that forces a piston to travel in the vertical direction through a connecting rod. At the same time, the rig applies some resistance to the movement of the piston due to the oil present in the chamber of a hydraulic ram. This oil is forced into another chamber and its flow is regulated by valves to obtain the desired resistance of travel or specific load applied to the bearing. The measurement of the load applied to the bearing is carried out through strain gauges positioned on the connecting rod. This rig also measures the bearing temperature, which has been used as a parameter to identify failure (through a measurement spike of 5° interpreted as a performance drop). A great amount of experimental fatigue data are generated under such conditions; this makes the Sapphire rig output an ideal candidate for comparison with the results of numerical simulations. The bearing casing used in these accelerated fatigue tests is stiffer than the regular casings used in automotive engines leading to conditions that promote the bearing extended lives. At the same time, the simulations of
accelerated fatigue tests can be supported by more detailed experimental information and, thus, lead to the development of a future benchmark for the materials used by this company.

Figure 100. Sapphire rig.

Due to the way the Sapphire rig operates, the specific load is applied on the bottom shell (as shown in Figure 101a); however, casing deformations also occur on the side of the upper bearing shell as well. Figure 101b shows the associated deformation at maximum specific load and the contours of strain in the circumferential direction. The evolution of deformation and pressure during the engine cycle is shown in Figure 102a and Figure 102b, respectively, along the bearing symmetry line (see Figure 101b). The evolution of EHL pressure showed that despite the absence of specific load applied over the upper shell, EHL pressure existed due to the inertial forces and the pressure
difference between Sapphire rig chambers. However, the magnitude of the observed EHL pressure on the top shell was found to be insignificant in comparison to that applied on the bottom shell. This is consistent with experimental observations that damage only occurs on the bottom shell. The EHL pressures and bearing housing deformations, shown in Figure 102, correspond to accelerated fatigue tests in MAHLE Engine Systems at 3000 RPM with a specific load of 97 MPa.

Figure 101. Specific load applied to upper top and bottom shell (a) and circumferential strain (MPa) in the bearing lining (neglecting fitting and forming operations and assuming linear elastic material models) at the cycle peak pressure (b).

Figure 102. Bearing casing deformed shape (a) and EHL pressure evolution (b) during engine cycle (not to scale).
For the assessment of stress and strain, four different analyses were developed. These analyses evaluated the implications of neglecting the residual stresses arising from forming and fitting (F&F RS) and accounting for plastic deformations within the simulation. In total, four different simulations were developed: (1) elastic material model neglecting F&F RS, (2) elastic material model accounting for F&F RS, (3) elasto-plastic material model neglecting F&F RS and (4) elasto-plastic material model accounting for F&F RS.

F&F RS into the analyses described above were included through two different sources. First, the effect of the fitting operations on the bearing service condition was included or neglected through the computation of the bearing casing deformation $d_c$, shown in Eq. (25), and the parameter $d_f$. The value of $d_f$ was set to 28 $\mu$m when the effects of F&F RS were included; otherwise set to 0. The effect of forming residual stresses was applied into the numerical simulation by the functionality INISTATE [55] of ANSYS, which defines the initial state of the material according to normal and shear stresses in every direction. The elasto-plastic analysis accounting for F&F RS had an additional solution step at the beginning of the simulation to achieve equilibrium before the service conditions were applied.

The development of four different analyses is justified by the possible effects of the service temperature (around 150° C) on the material mechanical behaviour. Such a high temperature may cause stress relief reducing the impact of forming and fitting operations (temperature applied in annealing processes on aluminium alloys has been reported as low as 220° C [178]). At the same time, the high cycle fatigue life observed in this bearing did not match the levels of plasticity estimated in preliminary FE analyses (as high as 4 $\sigma_y$). The work hardening process occurring in the first few cycles may cause an elastic shakedown and be followed by elastic deformations in subsequent cycles. Therefore, it can be argued that accounting for F&F RS and plastic deformation
would not be representative of the deformation process affected by the service temperature and shakedown, respectively.

Linear-elastic analyses consisted of 36 steps (one every 10° of crank angle) to study stress and strain fluctuations over the test cycle. The results obtained from elastic FE analyses only depend on the currently applied step (which may also include additional radial deformation arising from fitting and residual stresses from forming). In contrast, elastic-plastic analyses that simulate plastic deformations would also depend on the previous load history. Therefore, the estimation of cyclic strain amplitudes was carried out at the third loading cycle involving a total of 108 service conditions’ steps. This was aimed at reducing the influence of the initial deformation process at the first cycle and converging to a stable hysteresis loop. In this particular case and material model, three full loading cycles was found to be sufficient to reach such a stable deformation cycle. The discussion of results from these analyses was focused on circumferential stress and strains; however, other parameters such as Von Mises and the maximum principal stress were also considered for the sake of comparison.

7.4.1.1. Stress and strain results

The full bearing analyses, based on data generated by SABRE-EHL, were performed on the same computing facilities used for the bearing forming simulation. Typical stress and strain analyses over a complete crank cycle lasted about 24 hrs for elastic and 84 hrs for elasto-plastic analyses.

The analyses performed showed that lining stresses varied substantially during the cycle depending on the EHL pressure magnitude and the associated housing deformation. The results for total circumferential stresses and strains over the bearing surface at an axial section 1.8 mm from the edge were used to explain the different trends observed and compare the estimates obtained through elastic and elasto-plastic analysis accounting for or neglecting F&F RS. Sections at greater separations from the border were also examined showing similar trends.
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The estimations of stress and strain presented next are plotted against two variables: the angular position around the bearing, describing the position where stress or strain was estimated, and crank angle, describing the time or crank position during the engine cycle (360°). The generated models predicted greater deformations and stresses in the central part of the bottom bearing shell near the EHL pressure peak (see Figure 102b). For this reason, the studied angular positions ranged from 120° to 240°. It is also noteworthy that the maximum EHL pressure occurs at a crank angle close to 180°.

General trends were difficult to find among the four tested models, especially when stress was analysed. Stress estimations appeared to be very sensitive to the inclusion of F&F RS while strain estimations were affected to lesser extent. The bearing angular position of maximum stress varied according to the model analysed but always appeared at a crank angle corresponding to the moment of maximum EHL pressure, shown in Figure 103a and b for elastic analyses only. In contrast, the bearing angular position and crank angle of maximum strain was consistent for every analysis performed, shown in Figure 104a and b for elastic analyses only. It is also important to mention that the angular position and crank angle at which the maximum EHL pressure occurred was consistent with that of the maximum radial casing deformation.

For the assessment of fatigue performance, the same stress and strain results were also plotted versus the crank angle. Figure 105a and b shows the difference between the estimates neglecting and accounting for F&F RS at four key circumferential locations. These plots show the existence of higher stresses at a bearing angular position equal to 180° when F&F RS were accounted for, in comparison to those obtained neglecting F&F RS. This stress rise was expected due to the highly positive values of F&F RS. At the same time, the behaviour of the stresses at bearing angular positions of 140° and 220° changed from minimum to maximum at a crank angle of 180°; stress
estimations at these angular positions were almost identical to the one of 180°. The same behaviour was observed in strain data.

Figure 103. Total circumferential stress vs. position at various crank angles (or time steps) assuming linear elastic material model neglecting (a) and accounting for F&F RS (b).

Figure 104. Total circumferential (or tangential) strain vs. angular position at various crank angles (or time steps) assuming linear elastic material model neglecting (a) and accounting for F&F RS (b).

Figure 105a and b revealed that there was, essentially, one representative deformation cycle per engine or crank cycle in the accelerated performance test. On the other hand, it is worth noting that the cyclic variation of stress developed in tensile-compressive and purely tensile scenarios when
F&F RS were neglected and accounted for, respectively, in elastic analyses. The amount of cyclic stress and deformation amplitude appeared to match a low cycle fatigue component with amplitudes greater than $4 \sigma_y$. However, tests in the Sapphire rig revealed high cycle fatigue lives of the order of millions of cycles.

![Total circumferential stress vs. crank angle at various angular position](image)

**Figure 105.** Total circumferential stress vs. crank angle at various angular position assuming linear elastic material model neglecting (a) and accounting for F&F RS (b).

Similar to elastic analyses, elasto-plastic models showed that the maximum deformation was attained at an angular position equal to 180°, close to the peak of the EHL pressure. On the other hand, elasto-plastic models showed that most of the deformation cycle developed under compressive stresses, especially when F&F RS were accounted for. Despite the existence of mainly compressive stresses during the deformation process, positive circumferential strains of slightly greater magnitude than the ones observed in the linear elastic model were estimated, shown in Figure 106 and Figure 107. The difference between stress estimates was also notable between both elasto-plastic analyses, in contrast to strain estimates where a single peak of similar shape was observed when the maximum EHL pressure was applied.

The data produced by the simulations describing elastic and elasto-plastic behaviour neglecting or accounting for F&F RS was extensive and difficult to analyse. The analysis of data through stress or strain vs. bearing angular position or crank angle allowed the identification of some trends and
differences between the models. However, the analysis of stress and strain amplitude over the lining surface through the engine cycle (crank angle), seemed to be a better approach for assessing the fatigue performance of the lining and in the generation of damage maps that would provide a different view of the data previously presented.

Figure 106. Total circumferential stress vs. crank angle at various angular positions assuming elastic-plastic model neglecting (a) and accounting for F&F RS (b).

Figure 107. Total circumferential strain vs. crank angle at various angular positions assuming elastic-plastic model neglecting (a) and accounting for F&F RS (b).
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7.4.1.2. **Damage maps**

The use of contour maps allowed the visualisation of distributions of clearance, EHL pressure, EHL pressure gradient and cyclic strain or stress. These maps display the value of the selected variable over the lining surface relative to a cylindrical coordinate system (z coordinate along the bearing width, the θ coordinate along the circumference and r along the radial coordinate). Maps describing the EHL pressure, EHL pressure gradient and clearance between the journal and the bearing at the peak specific load are shown in Figure 108a, b and c, respectively.

![Damage maps](image)

**Figure 108.** EHL pressure and clearance at 97 MPa at the cycle peak pressure.

Of equal importance is the distribution of the stress or strain amplitudes, which were systematically evaluated over the whole lining surface as a measure of potential damage. As shown previously, the EHL pressure cycle consisted of a single peak and preliminary stress analyses showed the same trend with a maximum and a minimum point defining the whole deformation cycle. The amplitude of these peaks was used to create these maps and identify the most probable locations of crack initiation. The damage maps generated using circumferential, principal and Von Mises stress and strain are presented in Figure 109.
Figure 109. Amplitude maps of elastic and no residual stress analysis. Circumferential strain (a) and stress (b), principal strain (c) and stress (d) and Von Mises strain (e) and stress (f)

The damage maps presented in Figure 109 showed similar trends and some distinctive features. All the maps presented below show three clearly identified columns at around 130°, 190° and 240°. The middle column clearly corresponds to the position of maximum EHL pressure while the other two are often related to a bending effect caused by the casing deformation according to the design
team in MAHLE Engine Systems. It is also evident that strain maps place the greatest amplitudes at the location of maximum EHL pressure values while stress generated maps show similar values at the three columns. Circumferential stress damage maps, obtained from analysis with elasto-plastic material models, even showed that high amplitude areas caused by the bending effect were more significant than the one observed at the location of the maximum EHL pressure values.

The damage maps based on circumferential strain and stress assuming linear-elastic material models did not appear to be influenced by the addition of F&F RS, as observed in Figure 110 and Figure 111. This result was expected considering the superposition of two independent elastic analyses: service conditions and F&F RS. The application of F&F RS would not vary along the Sapphire test cycle and, consequently, would not affect the amplitude of estimated deformation.

![Figure 110. Circumferential strain amplitude maps for elastic and no residual stress case (a), elastic and residual stress case (b), elasto-plastic and no residual stress case (c) and elasto-plastic and residual stress case (d).](image-url)
The damage maps based on circumferential strain and stress assuming elasto-plastic material models only consider the deformation amplitude of the stabilised cycle (third cycle). The damage map obtained from elasto-plastic analyses showed contrasting results regarding their sensitivity to F&F RS. Figure 110 shows that the generated maps based on strain amplitudes were not significantly affected by the considerations of residual stresses. In contrast, Figure 111 shows that the damage maps based on circumferential stress amplitudes were affected by the consideration of residual stresses.

Figure 111. Circumferential stress amplitude maps for elastic and no residual stress case (a), elastic and residual stress case (b), elasto-plastic and no residual stress case (c) and elasto-plastic and residual stress case (d).

The difference between stress and strain based damage maps can be attributed to the extensive plastic deformation undergoing in the loading process and the casing deformation. The bearing deformation process, or strain estimation, is governed by the casing deformation obtained from
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SABRE-EHL. Lining deformation was observed to be mainly dependent on the associated casing deformation irrespective of the initial state of stress. In contrast, the stress computation to achieve force equilibrium according to the applied deformations depends on the initial point on the strain-stress curve, which is defined by initial residual stresses.

7.4.2. Real engine conditions

The methodology of the previous section was also applied to a bearing designated “Real A” subjected to real engine service conditions arising from an engine speed equal to 1800 RPM and a specific load described in Figure 112. These details as well as SABRE-EHL output were also provided by MAHLE. As shown in Figure 113, the computed EHL pressures at various circumferential locations around the bottom shell, which is subjected to the piston force, also varied with the position of the crankshaft. It is evident from Figure 112 that the top shell is subjected to higher loads and prone to damage, as previous experiments have shown. The bi-layer architecture analysed consisted of an aluminium alloy MAS-15 with a thickness $t_{l2}$ equal to 0.49 mm and yield strength of 60 MPa. The backing layer had a thickness of 1.49 mm and yield strength of 552 MPa. The bearing geometry for this scenario was set at a diameter ($D_b$) of 56.43 mm and a width ($W_b$) of 22.2 mm. The analysis developed for this bearing assumed elastic properties and did not include the effect of F&F RS.

![Figure 112. Specific load variation with crankshaft position.](image-url)
7.4.2.1. Stress and strain analysis

An elastic stress analysis was carried out here consisting of 36 load steps equally spaced along the 720° of crankshaft rotation. Preliminary examination of EHL pressure and clearance data files showed that the highest pressure was applied close to a distance of 21 mm from the edge (1.2 mm away from the other edge). Therefore, stress results at this z coordinate were obtained and plotted in Figure 114a and Figure 115a focusing on the circumferential strain. These results showed that most of the top bearing shell was subjected to positive circumferential strains which could accelerate the fatigue initiation process. The maximum circumferential strains were observed at a time or crankshaft angular position near 400° and a bearing angular position near 180°. Significant circumferential strains are also observed as we draw farther from the bearing centre (at 180°) where greater shear stresses in the zθ plane were observed (circumferential-axial direction) as shown in Figure 114b and Figure 115b.
Figure 114. Circumferential or tangential (a) and YZ shear strain (b) vs. bearing angular position in “Real A”.

Figure 115. Circumferential or tangential (a) and YZ shear strain (b) vs. crankshaft angular position in “Real A”.

7.4.2.2. Damage maps

The position of maximum pressure and gradient has a good correlation with damage observations, made by MAHLE Engine Systems, as shown in Figure 116b and c in this bearing at a crank position of 372°. The located damage was also associated with low clearance values, as shown in Figure 116a, which may accelerate the fatigue damage process through cavitation mechanisms.
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The generation of damage maps based on the amplitude of any calculated parameter does not give an accurate representation of the local cycles found within the engine cycle of the real case. For the sake of comparison with the Sapphire rig, these maps were developed and the description of a more extensive methodology accounting for damage accumulation is given in Appendix A. A damage map based on the circumferential strain amplitude was generated in order to predict possible damage locations, shown in Figure 117a. The potential damage locations indicated by this map were not consistent with experimental observations. According to the stress analyses developed, higher amplitudes of circumferential strains can be found at the middle of the bearing around 180° or 190°. In contrast, a damage map based on $r\theta$ (radial-circumferential direction) shear strain showed a better correlation, shown in Figure 117b. This agreement however may be accidental and needs to be investigated further since no significant correlation to experimental observations was found under the Sapphire rig conditions.

7.4.3. Discussion

The developed damage maps using elastic and elasto-plastic material models are capable of identifying the principal zones, shown in Figure 108, where crack initiation has been observed during the Sapphire rig testing of the MAS-20S architecture. Assuming elastic or elasto-plastic...
material behaviour was found to favour one or another of the main zones of damage identified previously in the industrial environment. More complex damage contours were estimated when elasto-plastic material models and F&F RS were accounted for.

![Damage map based on circumferential or tangential (a) and XY shear (b) strain amplitude in “Real A”.

The application of elasto-plastic material models appeared to be suitable for the assessment of crack growth under the scope of EPFM for future analyses. However, it is important to bear in mind that more demanding material characterisation is necessary to reproduce the conditions or characteristic behaviour observed in components' service. At the same time, the computational cost for elasto-plastic analyses is higher especially in the development of damage tolerant analyses. The application of submodelling could be a valuable tool for the local evaluation of the deformation conditions, which seems to be suitable for the development of cheaper crack growth analyses. The exploration of this possibility was developed in Appendix B.

The characteristic behaviour of the material in service was simulated through a work hardening material model based on an isotropic hardening rule. Kinematic hardening models appeared however more suitable for the range of analysed deformations; nevertheless, the available material
models within ANSYS could only incorporate either large deformations or kinematic hardening. The simulation of large deformations through material models that accounted for kinematic hardening could not cope with the unloading process associated with EHL pressures, which were higher than the yield stress of the lining by a factor of three. Accounting for the elasto-plastic deformation may require additional assumptions regarding the $\sigma$-$\varepsilon$ curves under cyclic loading and somewhat elevated temperature. At the same time, it can be argued that elasto-plastic analyses are inconsistent with the method used for the estimation of boundary conditions obtained by SABRE-EHL which is based on elastic compliance models due to the large plastic deformations experienced by the lining (around 0.1). The application of linear-elastic materials assumes that the applied deformation would not exceed the proportional limit of the material. The application of such models can be justified by the idea that cyclic deformation could lead the bearing material to a saturation point at the hysteresis loop where the deformation process, or most of it, is elastic.

Damage maps based on the tangential strain correlated well to the position of damage observed experimentally in accelerated fatigue tests. This correlation did not appear in the analysis of the case study “Real A”. The two cases showed distinctive deformation patterns; the latter promoting greater radial displacements (by around 60%) at equal specific load levels. Another source of discrepancy can be attributed to the estimation of casing deformation obtained from SABRE-EHL and its application as direct boundary conditions to the backing of the bearing. The deformations applied to FE models were of such magnitude that strain maxima were located at an angular position near 180°, where maximum radial displacement was found. It appears that the casing compliance matrix developed for the SABRE-EHL analysis predicts the maximum radial displacement at this position irrespective of the position and profile of the EHL pressure applied. This can be either attributed to the topology of the bearing casing or the computation of the stiffness matrix by ABAQUS (in MAHLE Engine Systems) which only takes into account the radial deformation.
It is believed that the existence of multiple specific load peaks within the engine cycle did not affect the estimation of the most probable damage position according to the experienced cyclic deformation. The application of damage accumulation methodologies would also designate the circumferential position close to 180° as the most prone to damage, according to the tangential strain maps. The material located at circumferential position close to 180° showed higher strain estimates in comparison to those at any point on the lining surface during the simulation, as shown in Figure 115a. Experimental observations showed damage around 240°, as observed in Figure 116. It is evident that accounting for damage accumulation caused by both strain cycles during a single engine cycle would be a better representation of the evolution of cyclic damage, but it would require experimental data to observe the influence of cyclic loading factors such as amplitude, mean and frequency (RPMs).

Design methodologies based on linear elastic or elasto-plastic models for the study of bearing fatigue showed the complexity of the analysed problem. The applied analyses showed that additional investigation and the inclusion of other relevant conditions related to the service conditions may be necessary to predict the service life for these components. For such a task, it is believed that a simpler approach based on elastic models would initially promote further development of other issues related to the bearing damage. The damage generation process in bearings depends on various interacting mechanisms such as corrosion, cavitation erosion, foreign particles and wear. A case in point of this requirement is made by the analysis of a real case scenario, shown in Section 7.4.2, which showed that the estimation of stress and strain cycles based on elastic material cannot fully explain the position of crack initiation on the lining surface. The primary damage location predicted by the present analyses was not consistent with experimental observations. The location of damage observed experimentally corresponded to a secondary area of high cyclic deformation reinforcing the idea of the important role of cyclic deformation on damage.
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It is also believed that the application of damage tolerance methodologies as presented in previous chapters of this work would not suit the industrial needs of bearing design. The greatest strength of the current crack growth analysis methodology is the extensive analysis of the material cyclic deformation experienced by the bearing. Its greatest weakness is not to account for other important damage mechanisms developing over the bearing life which modified the mechanical properties of the material or were previously ignored on the computation of the EHL pressure, i.e. cavitation erosion and bubble collapse.

7.5. Summary

Bearing design involves the study of multi-layer architectures that cannot be analysed through exact solutions of standard specimens, especially when the elasto-hydrodynamic layer (EHL) pressure is involved. Fatigue studies in the literature of such components have established that the position of the maximum circumferential stress matches the location of crack initiation and growth occurs in the axial and radial direction.

MAHLE Engine Systems is dedicated to the design and manufacture of automotive bearings. Its design process involves the analysis of assembly and service conditions. Such service conditions are estimated through the finite difference software SABRE-EHL that considers the journal and bearing profile, clearances, heat transfer, contact and stiffness of the involved components. Using the estimations of deformation caused by the EHL pressure it is possible to assess the fatigue performance of bearing architectures including the elasto-plastic behaviour of the materials used within the different layers.

The analysis of a plain bearing subjected to accelerated fatigue tests showed an interesting deformation cycle that may contribute to the generation of fatigue damage. Accounting for forming and fitting residual stresses showed a significant impact on the analysis of stress. Strains were affected to a lesser extent. The plastic deformations observed in these numerical analyses did not
correspond to high cycle fatigue lives which led to the consideration that temperature and elastic shake down could justify the use of simpler elastic analyses.

The use of damage maps based on strain and stress amplitude was consistent with experimental observations in the case of the Sapphire rig. Such consistency did not hold when a real scenario was tested leading to the idea that simpler structural analyses incorporating other related damage mechanisms observed in bearings could be more efficient tools for the prediction of damage location and fatigue life.
8. Chapter Eight: Conclusions, contributions and future work

8.1. Conclusions

The crack propagation studies developed in this thesis incorporated relevant features in the context of fatigue and fracture in order to assess the impact on crack growth of a multi-layered architecture and its associated mechanical properties mismatch. The analysed problem involved large scale yielding along with shielding anti-shielding and coalescence effects on the crack front evolution in two and three dimensions. Other features such as crack deflection, bifurcation and interaction between cracks were investigated only in 2D. The main conclusions drawn from this work are described next:

- It was confirmed that FE packages, such as ANSYS, are powerful tools for the study of crack propagation [46]. The use of scripting procedures, known as Ansys Parametric Design Language, allows the development of automated routines that simulate crack propagation effectively through remeshing schemes. The propagation path and crack front evolution can be estimated during this extension process leading to realistic estimates of crack driving force, stresses and strains, which are stored for further analysis and post-processing.

- The prediction of significant crack driving force accelerations and decelerations in straight paths as the crack tip approached more compliant or stiffer layers confirmed trends observed in previous work [7]. Crack deflection in width-through cracks was predicted under shielding conditions as the crack approached the stiff backing following a straight path and being subjected to pure opening-mode loading. The estimation of the crack path, according to the maximum tangential strain criterion, showed that the crack would extend
in the direction which offers the least resistance. In this case, that path was parallel to the
layers orientation through the interlayer which maximised the crack driving force value or
CTOD per crack extension length, in comparison to straight cracks. Anti-shielding
phenomena showed an opposite effect by attracting the crack tip to a more compliant layer
in a straight path.

- The strength of shielding in width-through cracks has been previously related to the yield
strength or Young's modulus mismatch between the layers. The evaluation of this effect in
relation to these two material constants does not always provide a complete problem
description given that the actual stiffness mismatch also depends on the extent of plasticity
developed and the degree of strain hardening. The local stiffness of the material located
between the crack tip and the layer to be approached varies according to the post-yield
properties of the materials involved, applied loading and the crack position and orientation.
The introduction of true stress-strain curves into the numerical model simulates a more
realistic behaviour but increases substantially the computational cost of the analyses.

- Crack path evaluations in width-through cracks analyses can be translated into bearing
design where lining detachment is an issue of interest. CTOD and tangential strain
estimations in bi-layer architectures confirmed previous findings related to deflected paths
in the lining [7] which may promote early fragment detachment in bearings. This is in
contrast to tri-layer designs where lining detachment usually occurs after the crack
penetrates the interlayer and propagates in a plane parallel to the layers orientation. The
existence of the compliant interlayer was predicted to reduce substantially the variability of
the path to be followed by the crack within the lining where early detachment could occur
in bi-layer architectures. The attraction effect caused by the interlayer's lower compliance
appears to delay lining detachment despite promoting faster crack growth just before the
 crack reaches the interlayer.
• The interaction between thickness-through cracks in a simplified representation of the top surface of the lining as a plate under tension showed the effects of parallel, co-linear and oblique crack arrangements. The crack driving force estimations for co-linear cracks confirmed significant increments during coalesce processes [118], these estimations grew asymptotically as both tips approach. Parallel crack arrangements showed that shielding phenomena may result in arrest as a dominant crack extends and blocks smaller cracks, confirming trends obtained in previous work [118]. Oblique arrangements analyses forecasted that cracks located within an area of influence around the crack tips (approximately 4 times the initial crack length) were likely to result in coalescence and may enhance lining detachment processes. Deflections that promote coalescence in the oblique overlapped cracks became more pronounced as the applied load increased. Shielding and anti-shielding phenomena in different crack configurations are dependent on the extent of plasticity and separation between cracks, the latter being more influential in determining whether coalescence would occur between oblique cracks.

• An effective methodology for the study of crack propagation in multi-layered architectures was developed here based on the concepts described in previous work [46, 47, 50, 143]. This methodology allowed the study of the effects of a multi-layered architecture on the crack path and crack front evolution in 3D. The successful implementation of this methodology faced three major challenges: the generation of automated meshing processes for the crack front elements (node by node generation), a subsequent meshing procedure focused on the element size transition from the crack front to volumes with low stress gradients and the estimation of crack driving force along the crack front for the prediction of a subsequent crack front shape. The challenges described above allowed the study of the crack front evolution and the simulation of irregular front shapes, as shown in coalescence, and were faced by coupling powerful tools like ANSYS and MATLAB.
• In contrast, the major drawback of the developed methodology is their computational cost. Automatisation processes developed here have liberated the designer from time consuming tasks during the crack growth analyses. However, it is still believed that the required times were excessive. To some extent, the computational cost can be attributed to the non-linearity exhibited in the analysed problem and the need of refined meshes to evaluate shielding and anti-shielding close to the layers’ interface. Other drawbacks of this methodology can be found in the step by step crack growth simulation, which accounted for neither residual stresses nor out-of plane growth as cracks extended due to cyclic loading.

• The effects of shielding and anti-shielding on 3D half penny cracks growing in multi-layer architectures were not as strong as those predicted in 2D width-through cracks. The crack front shape appeared to be constrained by the growth of the crack as a whole; this growth was governed by global and local mechanisms. The effects of layered architectures on small segments of the crack front proximate to the layers’ interface seemed to be averaged or diluted along the whole crack front leading to barely noticeable changes on the front shape and crack driving force when contrasting shielding and anti-shielding behaviours were analysed through the crack growth in tri-layer and bi-layer architectures, respectively.

• Life estimations of bi-layer and tri-layer (MAS-20S) systems did not show a significant difference (considering only the number of cycles that a straight crack would take to reach the position of the interlayer). The estimated crack driving force difference between width-through cracks growing in tri-layer and bilayer architectures was not observed in quasi semi-elliptical cracks. This reinforces the idea that the addition of the compliant interlayer would be beneficial for the architecture since it was predicted to avoid the development of early deflection within the lining and keep fairly constant the number of cycles required for a crack to reach the interlayer interface.
• For the particular load level analysed, it was found that the number of cycles for a crack to reach the interlayer, including the initiation process, corresponded to a 32% (Chan and Lankford) and 40% (Tanaka) of the total life in three-point bending test with a failure criterion set to an additional maximum absolute displacement of 0.5 mm. The life estimations developed here confirmed trends obtained in previous work [144, 147] related to the possibility of higher life estimations when a Paris law type, such as the one proposed for Tanaka, is used. The Chan and Lankford relation, accounting for microstructural barriers, showed a more conservative prediction in the analysis of short fatigue crack growth behaviour.

• Since the predicted life for crack initiation and propagation within the lining only corresponded to a small proportion of the total number of cycles to failure, it was suggested that the three-point fatigue tests with the specified failure criterion could not be used as an indication of the likelihood of a lining fragment to detach. However, further analysis taking into account additional important factors, such as the level of loading, are necessary to confirm this hypothesis.

• FE simulations studying crack coalescence predicted an overall moderate effect on the crack growth in the depth direction. The only acceleration predicted was caused by the crack reshaping process just after coalescence towards a quasi semi-elliptical shape. Comparisons with single independently growing cracks estimated that at particular stages of crack growth accelerations of up to a 22% were achieved.

• The stress and strain analysis of shell bearings operating in engine environments showed the estimated effects of the EHL pressure and concomitant casing deformation on the lining. Potential damage maps based on the cycle amplitude of circumferential stresses or strains were not always consistent with experimental observations, especially when realistic engine conditions were tested. The location of damage observed experimentally was
assessed as secondary potential area on the bearing; this correlation shows that cyclic loading plays an important role in the damage process but cannot characterise by itself such damage. Further analysis in this area is needed to account for other factors involved and to investigate sources of discrepancy with experimental information.

8.2. **Contributions**

It is believed that the work carried out in this research project has contributed, in particular, to the existing knowledge on FE modelling fatigue behaviour in multi-layered systems and bearings. These contributions are listed here:

- The use of the CTOD as a CDF parameter to assess shielding and anti-shielding effects in multi-layered specimens under three point-bending. Similar trends are observed in previous work [7] that used the $J$ integral. At the same time, the generated models allowed the study of the impact of large extents of plasticity and the analysis of crack growth with crack tips closer to the layers interface in comparison with previous work in the literature.

- The use of a blunted tip that simulates the observed crack tip profiles in ductile materials allowed the investigation of the near-tip material conditions while shielding or anti-shielding phenomena occur. The blunted tip also allows the unambiguous and direct estimation of tangential strains on the blunted crack tip surface. The study of these strains, during the shielding phenomena, shows that the preferential propagation direction shifts to greater deflections as the crack tip approaches a stiffer interface. This shift occurs in a symmetrical manner, which is consistent with experimental observations of crack bifurcation.

- The study of shielding effects showed that despite the absence of far field mixed mode loading or any micro-structural feature, it is possible to obtain deflected paths according to the estimations based on the maximum tangential strain criterion. Furthermore, these
deflected paths in multi-layered architectures showed greater crack driving force estimates, when compared to straight cracks, maximising the CDF and satisfying the maximum crack driving force principle.

- Accounting for the proportional crack growth involving the analysed crack tips, assuming that crack growth rate varies linearly with the CTOD [126], showed a more realistic view of interacting cracks. Previous work in the literature [120] only analysed a single initial state at particular orientations and crack sizes. Tracking this crack growth provided a more appropriate assessment of coalescence or arrest, especially when deflected paths arise due to this interaction.

- The study of shielding and anti-shielding effects had been mainly studied in through-thickness cracks observing significant crack growth and driving force increments. Its study on quasi semi-elliptical cracks did not predict such a significant acceleration in crack driving force estimates since the affected region was small and only occurred close to the interface. At the same time, the evolution of the crack front shape developed as whole and the localised effects of shielding or anti-shielding did not affect significantly the overall evolution of the crack front. Therefore, the shape of the crack did not suffer a significant transformation.

- A procedure for the assessment of a damage tolerance approach to estimate the fatigue life of a multi-layered component was developed. This assessment was compared to previous experimental work in the University of Southampton and showed the relative importance on the total life of propagation processes within different layers [63].

- A detailed evaluation of cyclic stresses and strains arising from bearing service conditions and including previous stress history related to manufacturing was developed here. Forming, coining and fitting operations were modelled to estimate the possible initial state of the material. Elasto-hydrodynamic film pressure and concomitant deformation were
applied cyclically on elastic and elasto-plastic material models leading to the conclusion that
the occurrence of damage could not be only characterised through the analysis of cyclic
structural conditions only.

8.3. Future work

The work carried out for this thesis helped in the identification of possible areas of research where
similar approaches and studies could be developed to contribute to the understanding of crack
propagation processes and heterogeneous materials. The most evident and logical area of
opportunity of this work is the optimisation of the numerical analyses in order to reduce the
computational costs during the crack propagation analysis, especially in 3D.

In the context of crack propagation, a deeper analysis of bifurcated cracks in multi-layered systems
is another area of opportunity. Bifurcated kinks in monolithic specimens have been shown to
propagate for a limited distance after which arrest occurs at one kink. The growth of bifurcated
cracks in layered architectures has shown a different behaviour where both kinks keep
propagating. The comparison between layered and monolithic materials may clarify the factors that
cause this difference.

Two-dimensional assessments of such path instabilities have been carried out in through-thickness
specimens; however, work on the evolution of these cracks in 3D from elliptical or quasi semi-
elliptical cracks has not been detected in the literature. The study of crack driving force along the
complex crack front would provide a deeper understanding of deflected crack growth.

The extension of the developed methodology to account for out of plane crack growth is another
logical step according to the developed research. Previous 2D analyses validated and implemented
a deflection criterion based on blunted crack tips. The current 3D methodology also considers
blunted tips; however, its refinement is not considered to be sufficient to obtain accurate strain
estimations around the tip. The implementation and validation of a different deflection criterion and the numerical implementation for automated model regeneration are challenging tasks that would allow specialised elasto-plastic analyses.

On the other hand, a simplified and more economical methodology based on linear elastic fracture mechanics concepts would improve its applicability to industrial design processes. Damage tolerance approaches, such as the one implemented here, are currently too time consuming to be occupied on a daily bases. Computational power development and appropriate changes to the methodology would provide a robust tool for the design process of layered architectures.

In the context of bearing design, the application of this methodology leads to the consideration of other important factors in the analysis of growing cracks. The crack front extension under disproportional loading is a case in point. Complex loading patterns show maximum and minimum CDF estimates within every cycle and the adoption of an appropriate method for the selection of the effective magnitude is another area of opportunity. This is especially important when out of plane growth is accounted for since deflection estimations will vary along the cycle and step by step extension requires a single direction of propagation.

It is understood that most of the methodologies and techniques used here cannot be used directly in industrial environments. However, it is believed that translating the academic knowledge gained in this thesis into industrial design processes could contribute to the development of better products. The development of empirical rules or formulae to be used in a daily basis has been done in previous research and appears as a sound option to assist the industrial sector.
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Proposed methodology for fatigue damage assessment

The analysis of a real bearing in a given engine design presents more difficulties than the Sapphire rig. These difficulties consist in the greater compliance displayed by the casing and the existence of multiple specific load peaks with significant amplitudes. Greater compliance reduces significantly the bearing life, in comparison to stiffer casings at the same specific load level. The existence of multiple peaks also accelerates the occurrence of damage. The product development also complicates from the designer point of view since the accumulation of damage has to be assessed.

The proposed design methodology, shown in Figure 118, for real cases must feed numerical models with experimental data regarding the fatigue life of the bearing. Such tests are typical in industry; the Sapphire rig being a case in point (marked 01 in Figure 118). This rig is used at various specific loads to determine the carrying capacity of the bearing and allow the comparison with other bearing architectures. However, these tests evaluate the bearing under favourable conditions of casing rigidity, loading alignment and cyclic loading configuration. The numerical replication of these tests provides the resulting stresses and strains that cause the damage evolution (02).
Stress and strain estimates indicate the loading effects on the material. Failure criteria such as Von Mises or Tresca have been widely used, but for this particular case the circumferential stress and strain have been correlated to crack initiation (03). The use of the EHL pressure as a critical parameter is also a sound option, which would not require any FE analyses but only the replication of experimental conditions in SABRE-EHL. The loading applied in Sapphire tests only consists of a single peak cycle, in contrast to real case scenarios. The application of a single peak loading histogram usually produces a simple peak of the critical parameter to evaluate simplifying the estimation of the critical parameter cycle amplitude (04). The creation of S-N curve (05) plots the numerically obtained amplitudes $\sigma_a$ against the experimentally obtained life $N_l$ and the Basquin
relationship, shown in equation (27), is obtained for a particular bearing architecture with material constants $q$ and $r$.

$$N_f = q(\sigma_a)^r$$  \hspace{1cm} (27)

The number of loadcases to be tested is defined according to the bearing service conditions and engine requirements, in contrast to the available product development time (06). The computation of EHL pressure and casing deformation according to the specific load and engine speed (07) are essential for the development of realistic models (08). The estimation of the critical parameter through the numerical model (09) generates a significant amount of data to be post processed. A matrix of a size $a \times b \times c$ is generated with $a$ representing the number of sampling points on the bearing surface, $b$ the number of loadcases to be investigated and $c$ the number of frames or snapshots taken at each loadcase. Cycle counting techniques are carried out along the $c$ dimension obtaining cycle amplitude, mean and relative frequency in a single engine cycle (10). The damage per peak cycle is calculated using equation (27) and the equivalent damage per engine cycle is obtained through the Palmgren-Miner relationship of linear accumulation of damage, shown in equation (28).

$$\sum_{i=1}^{I} \frac{n_i}{N_{fi}} \leq 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (28)

This relationship specifies that the component will remain in service while the equivalent damage is smaller than 1. The equivalent damage per engine cycle is formed by the sum of $I$ loadcases which have an individual total life $N_{fi}$ and $n_i$ cycles are applied per engine cycle. The inverse of the equivalent damage per engine cycle represents total number of engine cycles to be sustained.
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Sub-modelling stress analysis

The full model presented before appears to be a suitable tool for determining the lining surface stress analysis. However, a more complete understanding of the effect of stress and strain state on crack growth within this layer would be also desirable since the crack evolves accordingly. Sub-modelling appears to be a suitable tool for such a task, since the region of interest is limited to a particular area where damage is most likely. This initial work is aimed at contributing to a crack growth analysis under bearing service conditions on which future work may be carried out. The elastic analyses neglecting F&F RS are used for the development of these analyses.

1. Methodology

The development of a sub-modelling analysis consists of several steps involving a full and sectioned model. A brief summary of the required actions is given here. The first step is the development of a coarse model of the complete component assessing the areas of interest. After the region of interest has been selected and a sub-model mesh is built ensuring that the node numbering at the boundary, where connecting material is located in the full model, would remain fixed. Then, nodes placed at the border are selected and exported along with their coordinates. The node number and their coordinates are imported into the solution of the full analysis. Full and sub-model should share a common origin and coordinate system. Finally, it is necessary to check that the results at the boundary are consistent.

The sub-modelling technique is mainly based on elastic material models. Therefore, 36 steps obtained from the elastic analysis were exported into the sub-modelling version. For each time step, the displacement components at each of the sub-model nodes placed at the boundary were
calculated through interpolation routines based on the full analysis solution. The estimated displacements at the specified locations were exported to a file ready to be included as an input file in the sub-model. This file includes the node number, magnitude and direction of the boundary condition to be applied.

ANSYS sub-modelling tools facilitate extensively the estimation of the boundary conditions (displacements) over the interface between full and sub model. The application of EHL pressure was carried out by dividing the bearing surface into a grid through a MATLAB routine. Using ANSYS APDL tools, an average pressure value was applied to the nodes found within the grid section. This process, along with the application of the boundary conditions, was developed for every particular time step (crank angle) in a consecutive manner. Full and sub-modelling analyses are schematically represented in Figure 119. It is important to mention that estimations of stress and strain near the borders, where boundary conditions from the full model were applied, do not usually provide accurate values. The region of interest should be placed away from these sub modelled interfaces [55].

Figure 119. Sub-modelled analysis using EHL and deformations estimated from SABRE-EHL.
2. Results

The results obtained from the sub-modelling analyses were initially compared to the full model developed for simulating the Sapphire rig test stress fields in order to identify differences between them. The observed trends and magnitudes at the lining surface were very similar. The volume chosen to be sub modelled consisted of a width $W_s$ equal to 7.6 mm, an arc length $L_s$ equal to 19.5 mm and the whole thickness of the layered architecture. The value for $W_s$ was chosen according to the damage observed in Figure 92 and previous research by Bahai and Xu [174] that found initiation damage between 5-7 mm away from the border in a different architecture but similar loading. The value of $L_s$ was chosen due to its proximity to the specimen used for three-point bending tests.

Figure 120 shows the circumferential strains on the lining surface from the full and sub-modelled analyses obtained when the peak pressure is applied. Further comparisons are presented next in order to validate and assess the limitations of the submodelling technique in this particular application. Tangential strain comparison on the lining surface showed similar results along the whole engine cycle.

In contrast, strains estimated at the interface of the sub-model with the full model showed very different results, as shown in Figure 121. This difference can be related to the application of boundary conditions which caused significant local deformation to a mesh with different size and element type (full model mesh used only hexahedral elements while the submodel combines hexahedral and tetrahedral elements) and the possible change of node numbering of the mid nodes at the sub-model mesh. Uneven contours with particularly high values near the border were found here, especially in the radial direction along which large deformations were applied. The estimates of stress and strain become more similar as the point compared was further from the sub modelled interface.
Strains in the circumferential direction from full and sub-model simulations showed very consistent outcomes, as shown in Figure 122. The highest strains were found near the edge of the bearing (Figure 122 Point C) corresponding to the position of the maximum EHL gradient. As we move towards the middle line of the bearing a strain drop could be observed (Figure 122 Point D) followed by a rise consistent with the gradual increase of EHL (Figure 122 Point E).
Strains in the width direction showed similar contours to those in the circumferential direction with lower values, however. The distribution of strains near the border and the greatest EHL pressure gradient could be observed as well. In contrast to strains in the circumferential direction, higher strains in the backing were observed below the low strain area in the lining, as shown in Figure 123 Point F. This particular behaviour was only captured by the more refined sub-model analysis.

Figure 122. Circumferential strain comparison between sub-model and full analysis (using a cross section at 180°)

Figure 123. Strain ZZ (width direction) comparison between sub-model and full analysis (using a cross section at 180°)
Similar cross sections were considered to investigate the maximum principal strain direction. Both models showed very consistent outcomes showing that principal strains were almost aligned with the circumferential direction, as shown in Figure 124. The arrow density corresponds to the element density and the existing difference of element refinement was evident. The solution from the whole loading cycle was also inspected to ensure that these conditions existed during the whole simulation. Figure 125 shows the evolution of the principal strain along the loading cycle. This transition showed that before the peak pressure was applied, the principal strain was parallel to the bearing width direction. As the Sapphire rig peak pressure started to emerge, the principal strain aligned with the circumferential direction. This shows that crack growth that occurs during the damage process in the Sapphire rig occurs essentially under mode I loading conditions.

![Figure 124. Principal strain comparison between sub-model and full analysis (using a cross Section at 180°).](image)

### 3. Discussion

Previous damage tolerance analyses developed for flat strips under three-point bending showed how cracks would propagate according to that simple state of stress. Three-point bending tests mainly generate stresses in one direction in a perfect specimen. The stress magnitude in any other
direction was negligible. This is in contrast to the actual state of stress observed in bearings. It is evident that circumferential or longitudinal stresses are critical and cracks grow according to their magnitude and distribution. However, normal and shear stresses in any other direction were observed to be greater in comparison to those generated by three-point bending tests. The tri-axiality observed under both loading scenarios was observed to be quite different. This issue may reduce the applicability of the crack growth law developed from three-point bending results and analysis, in addition to other factors such as service temperature, penetration of oil into the crack, solid to solid contact to mention but a few.

![Figure 125. Maximum strain reorientation as loading is applied (Full model used for clarity showing values at the lining surface).](image)

The use of the sub-modelling technique reproduced the behaviour of the full model through the transfer of deformation data to a partial volume. The development of numerical analyses for assessing fracture mechanics would be greatly enhanced by this technique in terms of computational cost as long as the introduction of a crack does not affect the behaviour of the component outside the sub-modelled region. This kind of analysis appears as the next logical step.
in this research and could lead to a greater insight of the crack propagation process in bearing components.

However, it is believed that the application of damage tolerance methodologies as presented in this work would not suit the industrial needs of bearing design. The greatest strength of the current methodology is the extensive analysis of the material cyclic deformation experienced by the bearing. Its greatest weakness is not to account for other important damage mechanisms developing over the bearing life which modified the mechanical properties of the material or were previously ignored on the computation of the EHL pressure, i.e. cavitation erosion and bubble collapse.
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1. **Two dimensional flat strip with single tip crack model under three-point bending**

The code shown next is an input file to be used directly in ANSYS coded with APDL tools.

```plaintext
/*cfopen,crack_intensity,txt

! input variables

wback=1.8
wlin=.38
wint=.04
winteperc=.15  ! crack depth into lining or interlayer
xdivposy=.04/.38  ! first layer thickness % of lining
kinkth=.05
indefangle=0  ! angle of initial crack
artdefangle=0  ! angle of artificial deflection
radial=18
radial=36
layers=30
ratio=5
bitri=3
wbacke=wback
winte=wint
wline=wlin

*SET,force, 19.5*10/19.5 ! force
*SET,lth,40 ! length of the specimen 40 mm
*SET,wth,40 ! width of the specimen
*SET,ccx1, -wth/2 ! x coordinate for the first corner of block
*SET,wline, .38  ! thickness lining
*SET,winte, .04  ! thickness interlayer
*SET,els, .005  ! element size parameter
*SET,qpes,0.0025 ! quarter point element size
bluntirad= 0.00012
radnum=16
ratio=1.3
elemradnum=18

DEFANGLE=INDEFANGLE

! array size
*dim, angle, array,80
*dim, ldist, array,80
*dim, lkp1, array,80
```

---
*dim, lk2, array, 80
*dim, kpesize, array, 280
*dim, ctod, array, 80
*dim, ctsd, array, 80
*dim, ctod1, array, 80
*dim, ctsd1, array, 80
*dim, dxcrp, array, 80
*dim, dycrp, array, 80

! Loop for crack extensions
*do, m, 1, 80, 1
angle(m, 1, 1) = 0
*endo

! Plastic analysis variables
load = 3000
nlstps = load / 60
/nerr, , , 0, 0

! Preprocessing
/prep7
seltol, 1e-12

! Plasticity data: multi-linear isotropic hardening
! Lining material properties (Ref. no. 1)
/input, 20Slining.txt
! Properties for linear analysis
! MPTEMP =
! MPTEMP, 1, 0
! mplex, 1, 70e3 ! elastic properties
! mpanyx, 1, 0.33

! Backing properties (Ref. no. 2)
/input, 20Ssteel.txt
! Properties for linear analysis
! MPTEMP =
! MPTEMP, 1, 0
! mplex, 2, 210e3 ! elastic properties
! mpanyx, 1, 0.3

! Interlayer properties (Ref. no. 3)
/input, Alfoil.txt
! Properties for linear analysis
! MPTEMP =
! MPTEMP, 1, 0
! mplex, 3, 70e3 ! elastic properties
!mp,uxy,1,0.33

!solid element of 8 nodes
et,182,,2

!/////////////////////////////////////////////////

! define initial crack position

!/////////////////////////////////////////////////

*SET,angl, indefangle  ! first crack deflection angle degrees
*SET,extx1, (kinklth+.01)*wint*sin(indefangle/180*3.1416)  ! extension in x direction
*SET,exty1, (kinklth+.01)*wint*cos(indefangle/180*3.1416)  ! extension in x direction
*SET,fxcyp, wback+(1-winteperc)*wlin+wint-extend1
local,12,0,fxcyp,fxcyp,0,+indefangle+90
local,13,1,fxcyp,fxcyp,0,+indefangle+90
ydivposx=wth/40+fxcyp

!/////////////////////////////////////////////////

! permanent geometry creation

!/////////////////////////////////////////////////

csys,0
k1,-wth/160
k2,fxcyp
k3,wth/160
k4,wth/160,wbacke
k5,fxcyp,wbacke
k6,-wth/160,wbacke
k7,-wth/160,wbacke+winte
k8,fxcyp,wbacke+winte
k9,wth/160,wbacke+winte
k10,wth/160,wbacke+wint+wlin*.9
k11,bluntirad,wback+wint+wlin*.9
k12,-bluntirad,wback+wint+wlin*.9
k13,-wth/160,wbacke+wint+wlin*.9
k14,-wth/160,+wback+wint+wlin
k15,-bluntirad,+wback+wint+wlin
k16,bluntirad,+wbacke+wint+wlin
k17,wth/160,+wbacke+wint+wlin
l1,2  !bottom left backing #1
l2,3
l3,4
l4,5
l5,6
l6,7
l7,8
l8,9
l9,10
l10,11
l12,13
l13,14
l14,15
l15,16,17
l16,17
l17,18
al, 66,57,27,61
!________________________________________________________________________
!
Element size calculation
!________________________________________________________________________

lset, all
*GET,lnum,LINE,COUNT,,
*do, 1,1,lnum,1
*GET,l1dist(l,1,1),LINE,l,LENG
*GET,lkp1(l,1,1),LINE,l,KP,1
*GET,lkp2(l,1,1),LINE,l,KP,2
*enddo

*do, g,1,279,1
p=g
kpesize(g,1,1)=10
*enddo

kpesize(1,1,1)=1
kpesize(2,1,1)=.5
kpesize(3,1,1)=1
kpesize(4,1,1)=.005
kpesize(5,1,1)=.014
kpesize(6,1,1)=.005
kpesize(7,1,1)=.009
kpesize(8,1,1)=.0045
kpesize(9,1,1)=.009
*if, fycrp,le,1.9,then
kpesize(8,1,1)=.002
*endif
kpesize(10,1,1)=.015
kpesize(11,1,1)=.01
kpesize(12,1,1)=.01
*if, fycrp,ge,2.1,then
kpesize(11,1,1)=.0045
kpesize(12,1,1)=.0045
*endif
*if, fycrp,ge,2.14,then
kpesize(11,1,1)=.002
kpesize(12,1,1)=.002
*endif

kpesize(13,1,1)=.015
kpesize(14,1,1)=.015
kpesize(15,1,1)=.015
kpesize(16,1,1)=.015
kpesize(17,1,1)=.015
kpesize(18,1,1)=40e-5
kpesize(19,1,1)=40e-5
kpesize(20,1,1)=3e-5

kpesize(21,1,1)=3e-5
kpesize(22,1,1)=3e-5
kpesize(23,1,1)=40e-5
kpesize(24,1,1)=3e-5
kpesize(25,1,1)=3e-5
kpesize(26,1,1)=3e-5
kpesize(27,1,1)=3e-5
kpesize(28,1,1)=3e-5
kpesize(101,1,1)=2
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kpesize(103,1,1)=2
kpesize(104,1,1)=2
kpesize(106,1,1)=2
kpesize(107,1,1)=2
kpesize(109,1,1)=2
kpesize(113,1,1)=2
kpesize(114,1,1)=2
kpesize(117,1,1)=2

!////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
! meshing parameter calculation
!////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
allsel, all
*do,s,1,lnum,1
L=ldist(s,1,1)
*if,kpesize(lkp1(s,1,1),1,1),ge,kpesize(lkp2(s,1,1),1,1),then
  emax=kpesize(lkp1(s,1,1),1,1)
  emin=kpesize(lkp2(s,1,1),1,1)
*endif
*if,kpesize(lkp1(s,1,1),1,1),le,kpesize(lkp2(s,1,1),1,1),then
  emin=kpesize(lkp1(s,1,1),1,1)
  emax=kpesize(lkp2(s,1,1),1,1)
*endif
tolerance=2
fratio=emax/emin
fesize=(emin+emax)/2
fne=nint(l/fesize)
nratio=fratio
*if,fne,eq,0,then
  fne=1
*endif
nne=fne
*if,fratio,ne,1,then
  *if,fne,ne,1,then
    nmin=L*((1-(fratio)**(1/(fne-1))))/(1-(((fratio)**(1/(fne-1))))**(fne))
  *endif
  *endif
*nmax=nmin*fratio
*endif
*endif
*do, m,1,200,1
  *if,kpesize(lkp1(s,1,1),1,1),eq,10, exit
  *if,fratio,eq,1, exit
  *if,nne,eq,1, exit
  *if,emin,lt,nmin,then
    *if,emax,lt,nmax,then
      nratio=nratio+.1
      nne=nne+1
    *if,emax,gt,nmax,then
      nratio=nratio-.5
      nne=nne-1
    *endif
    *endif
  *if,emin,gt,1.1*nmin, then
    *if,emin,gt,nmin, then
      *if,emax,gt,nmax, then
        nratio=nratio+.1
      *endif
    *endif
  *if,emin,lt,1.1*nmin, then
    *if,emin,gt,9*nmin, then
      *if,emax,lt,nmax, then
        nratio=nratio-.5
      *endif
    *endif
  *endif
*if, emax.lt,1.1*nemax, then
*if, emax.gt,.9*nemax, exit
*endif
*endif
*endif
*endif
*endif

nemin=L*(1-(nratio)**(1/(nne-1)))/(1-(((nratio)**(1/(nne-1))))**(nne)))
nemax=nemin*nratio
*endo
do *if,kpesize(lkp1(s,1,1),1,1),ge,kpesize(lkp2(s,1,1),1,1),then
nratio=1/nratio
*endif

lesize,s,,,nne,nratio,1
*endo
do lsel, all
lesize,57,,,radial/2,,1
lesize,58,,,radial/2,,1
lesize,59,,,layers,rratio,1
lesize,60,,,layers,rratio
lesize,27,,,layers,rratio,1
lesize,28,,,layers,1/rratio,1
lesize,56,,,layers,1/rratio,1
lesize,66,,,layers,1/rratio,1
lesize,65,,,layers,1/rratio,1
lesize,24,,,layers,1
lesize,23,,,layers,1
lesize,25,,,layers,1
lesize,26,,,layers,1
lesize,29,,,layers,1/40,1
lesize,30,,,layers,1/40,1
csys,0
lesel,s, loc, x, wth/2
lesel,a, loc,x, -wth/2
lesel, u, loc, y, wback-wint, wback+wint*2
lesel, u, line,,54
lesel, u, line,,50
lesel,all,,8/1/6,1
lesel, s, loc, x, wth/160
lesel,a, loc.x, -wth/160
lesel, u, loc, y, wback-wint, wback+wint*2
lesel,u,line,,21
lesel,u,line,,12
lesel,u,line,,9
lesel,u,line,,22
lesel,all,,8/1/6,1
lesel, s, loc, x, wth*.20,wth*.30
lesel,a, loc.x, -wth*.20,-wth*.30
lesel,all,,30,50,1
allsel, all
lesize,55,,,1/3,1
lesize,51,,,1/3,1
lesize,50,,,1/3,1
lesize,54,,,1/3,1
lesize,57,,,radial/2
lesize,58,,,radial/2
lesize,59,,,radial/2
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lesize,60.,radial/2
lesize,61.,radial/2
lesize,62.,radial/2
lesize,63.,radial/2
lesize,64.,radial/2

!/////////////////////////////////////////////
!meshing
!/////////////////////////////////////////////
asel, all
mopt, expnd, 1.2
mopt, trans, 1.3
mat, 1
MSHKEY,1
csys,0
mat,1
amesh,20

amesh,21
amesh,10
amesh,9
amesh,11
amesh,22
mopt, expnd, 1.1
mopt, trans, 1.3
mshkey,0
amesh,14
amesh,18

mat,2
mshkey,1
amesh,16
amesh,12
mshkey,0
mat,bitri
amesh,13
amesh,17
mat,1
amesh,19
amesh,15
MSHKEY,2
mat,2
amesh,1
amesh,2
mat,bitri
amesh,3
amesh,4
mat,1
amesh,5
amesh,6
mat,1
amesh,8
amesh,7

!/////////////////////////////////////////////
!boundary conditions
!/////////////////////////////////////////////
csys, 0
allsel, all
nsel, s, loc, x, 0
nsel, r, loc, y, 0
F,all,FY,force
d, all, ux
nsel, s, loc, x, wth/2
nsel, r, loc, y, wback+wlin+wint
D,all,uy
nsel, s, loc, x, -wth/2
nsel, r, loc, y, wback+wlin+wint
D,all,uy
allsel, all

!////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
! solution controls loading
!////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
finish
/nerr, , , 0,0
allsel, all
/solu
solcontrol, on
!autots, on
antype,stat
ngeom,1
time,100
OUTRES,ERASE
OUTRES,ALL,-1
deltim,2/force,.00003,4/force
solve
2. Two dimensional flat strip with bifurcated tip crack model under three-point bending

The code shown next is an input file to be used directly in ANSYS coded with APDL tools.

```
/batch
/CWD,'C:\Documents and Settings\burke.CEDGUSERS\My Documents\thesis\deflection_model\test1'

*SET,force, 19.5*20/19.5 ! force
*SET,lth,40 ! length of the specimen 40 mm
*SET,wth,40 ! width of the specimen
*SET,ccx1,-wth/2 ! x coordinate for the first corner of block
*SET,wback, 1.8 ! thickness backing
*SET,wlin, .38 ! thickness lining
*SET,wint, .04 ! thickness interlayer
*SET,els, .005 ! element size parameter
*SET,qpes,wint/50! quarter point element size
bluntirad= 0.00012
radnum=16
ratio=1.3
nnratio=7
mratio=5
layers=10
elemrad=18
wintperc= .81 !crack depth into lining or interlayer
kinklth=.0150
indefangle=25
DEFANGLE=INDEFANGLE

*dim, angle, array,80
*dim, ldist, array,80
*dim, lkp1, array,80
*dim, lkp2, array,80
*dim, kpesize, array,80
*dim, ctod, array,80
*dim, ctsd, array,80
*dim, dxcrp, array,80
*dim, dycrp, array,80

! Crack extension loop

!plastic analysis variables
load=3000
nlstps = load/60

/nerr,,0,0

/prep7
seltol, 1e-12
! Plasticity data: multi-linear isotropic hardening
```
! Lining material properties (Ref. no. 1)  
/input,20Slining.txt  
!properties for linear analysis  
!MPTEMP=---  
!MPTEMP,1,0  
!mp,ex,1,70e3  
!elastic properties  
!mp,nuxy,1,0.33  
! Backing properties (Ref. no. 2)  
/input,20Ssteel.txt  
!properties for linear analysis  
!MPTEMP=---  
!MPTEMP,1,0  
!mp,ex,2,210e3  
!elastic properties  
!mp,nuxy,1,0.3  
! Interlayer properties (Ref. no. 3)  
/input,Alfoil.txt  
!properties for linear analysis  
!MPTEMP=---  
!MPTEMP,1,0  
!mp,ex,3,70e3  
!elastic properties  
!mp,nuxy,1,0.33  
!solid element of 8 nodes  
et,1,82,,,2  

!define initial crack position  

!permanent geometry creation  

csys,0  
k,1  
k,2,ydivposx  
l,1,2, !bottom left backing #1  
k,3,, wback  
l,1,3, !backing left #2  
k,4,ydivposx,wback  
l,4,2, !backing middle #3  
k,5,wth/2  
k,6,wth/2, wback  
l,4,6, !backing top right #4  
l,2,5, !backing bottom right #5  
l,5,6, !backing right #6  
k,7,,wback+wint  
k,8, ydivposx,wback+wint  
k,9, wth/2,wback+wint  
l,3,7, !interlayer left #7
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>!interlayer top right #8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>!interlayer right #9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>!interlayer middle #10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wback+wint+xdivposy*wlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ydivposx, wback+wint+xdivposy*wlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wth/2, wback+wint+xdivposy*wlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cracklay top right #11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cracklay right #12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wback+wint+wlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lin right #13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lin top right #14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lin left #15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cracklay middle #16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lin middle #17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>back right #1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int right #2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cracklay right #3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lining right #4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>top backing crack left #18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>top backing crack right #19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bottom cracklay crack left #20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bottom cracklay crack right #21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bottom lining crack left #22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bottom lining crack right #23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>top lining crack left #24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>top lining crack right #25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cracklay left bottom #26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cracklay left top #27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qpes arc #28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crack upper #29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qpes arc #29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crack lower #28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bluntirad, 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bluntirad, 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qpes arc #30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bluntirad, 270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bluntirad, 90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

k, 23, fycrp+fxcrp*tan((90-indefangle)*3.1416/180)-bluntirad/cos((90-indefangle)*3.1416/180)

k, 24, fycrp+fxcrp*tan((90-indefangle)*3.1416/180)+bluntirad/cos((90-indefangle)*3.1416/180)

k, 25, 3*qpes,bluntirad

k, 26, 3*qpes, -bluntirad

k, 27, 3*qpes,90

k, 28, 3*qpes,270

k, 29, bluntirad,180

k, 30, 3*qpes,180

k, 31, bluntirad,270

k, 32,bluntirad,90
APPENDIX C

l, 29,32
  ! blunt arc #32
l,31,29
  ! blunt arc 2 #33
csys, 0
l,27,32
  ! upper base circ #34
l,31,28
  ! lower base circ #35
csys, 12
k,33, 3*qpes, 3*qpes
k,34, 3*qpes, -3*qpes
l,28,34
  ! upper crack area side #36
l,26,34
  ! upper crack area contrabase #37
l,26,31
  ! upper crack area crack side #38
l,33,27
  ! lower crack area side #39
l,33,25
  ! lower crack area contrabase #40
l,25,32
  ! lower crack area crack side #41
l, 34,21
  ! crack lay division top #42
l, 30,20
  ! crack lay divisions bottom #43
l, 29,30
  ! middle ring #44

lsel,all
*GET,lnum,LINE,,COUNT,,,,,*do, l, 1,lnum,1
*GET,ldist(l,1,1),LINE,l,LENG
*GET,lkp1(l,1,1),LINE,l,KP,1
*GET,lkp2(l,1,1),LINE,l,KP,2
*enddo

! Element size

*do, g,1,79,1
  p=g
  kpesize(g,1,1)=10
*enddo

kpesize(1,1,1)=.14
kpesize(2,1,1)=.14
kpesize(3,1,1)=3.5e-3
kpesize(4,1,1)=.12
kpesize(7,1,1)=8e-3
kpesize(8,1,1)=1.2e-1
kpesize(10,1,1)=8e-3
kpesize(11,1,1)=1.2e-1
kpesize(13,1,1)=5.83e-3
kpesize(14,1,1)=1.2e-1
kpesize(19,1,1)=5.25e-3
kpesize(20,1,1)=5.25e-3
kpesize(21,1,1)=5.25e-3
kpesize(22,1,1)=5.25e-3
kpesize(23,1,1)=2.79e-4
kpesize(24,1,1)=2.79e-4
kpesize(25,1,1)=7e-5
kpesize(26,1,1)=7e-5
kpesize(27,1,1)=7e-5
kpesize(30,1,1)=7e-5
kpesize(34,1,1)=8.37e-5

! meshing parameter calculation

!--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*do,s,1,lnum,1

L=ldist(s,1,1)

*if,kpesize(lkp1(s,1,1),1,1),ge,kpesize(lkp2(s,1,1),1,1),then
    emax=kpesize(lkp1(s,1,1),1,1)
    emin=kpesize(lkp2(s,1,1),1,1)
*endif

*if,kpesize(lkp1(s,1,1),1,1),le,kpesize(lkp2(s,1,1),1,1),then
    emin=kpesize(lkp1(s,1,1),1,1)
    emax=kpesize(lkp2(s,1,1),1,1)
*endif

tolerance=2
fratio=emax/emin
fesize=(emin+emax)/2
fne=nint(l/fesize)
nratio=fratio
*if,fne,eq,0,then
    fne=1
*endif
nne=fne
*if,fratio,ne,1,then
    *if,fne,ne,1,then
    nmin=L*(1-(fratio)**(1/(fne-1)))/(1-(((fratio)**(1/(fne-1))))**(fne)))
    nmax=nmin*fratio
*endif
*endif

*do, m,1,200,1

*if,kpesize(lkp1(s,1,1),1,1),eq,10, exit
*if,fratio,eq,1, exit
*if,nne,eq,1, exit

*if,emin,lt,nmin,then
*if,emax, lt, nmax, then
    nratio=nratio+.1
    nne=nne+1
*endif
*endif

*if,emin,gt,nmin, then
*if,emax, gt, nmax, then
    nratio=nratio+.5
*endif
*endif

*if,emin,lt,1.1*nmin, then
*if, emin, gt, 9*nemin, then
*if, emax, lt, 1.1*nemax, then
*if, emax, gt, 0.9*nemax, exit
*endif
*endif
*endif
*endif
*endif

nemin=L*(1-(nratio)**(1/(nne-1)))/(1-(((nratio)**(1/(nne-1))))**(nne))

nemax=nemin*nratio
*enddo

*if, kpesize(lkp1(s,1,1),1,1), ge, kpesize(lkp2(s,1,1),1,1), then
nratio=1/nratio
*endif

lesize,s,,nne,nratio,1
*enddo

lesize,3,15,,1
lesize,17,,1
lesize,16,,1,1
lesize,10,,1
lesize,12,,1,1
lesize,13,,1
lesize,6,15,,1
lesize,9,,1
csys,0
lesel, s, loc, x, wth/4, wth/2*.99
lesize, all,,50,5,1
lesel, all
lesize,30,,elemrad
lesize,33,,elemrad
lesize,32,,elemrad
lesize,31,,elemrad
lesize,39,,layers,1/mratio
lesize,36,,layers,mratio
lesize,37,,layers,,1
lesize,40,,layers,,1
lesize,38,,layers,1/mratio,1
lesize,41,,layers,1/mratio,1

lesize,44,,layers,1/mratio,1
lesize,34,,layers,mratio,1
lesize,35,,layers,1/mratio,1

!particular geometry area creation

!--------------------------------------------------

al, 39,40,41,34   !left small square ##5
al,34,31,44,32   !ring ##6
al,37,36,35,38   !right small square ##7
al,31,39,40,28,26,20,43   !inferior left cracklay ##8
al,29,37,42,22,27   !superior right cracklay ##9
al,20,7,18,19,10,21   !interlayer left ##10
al,21,16,23,42,36,30,43   !crack lay middle ##11
al,23,17,25,24,15,22   !lining left ##12
al,1,3,19,18,2  !backing right ##13
al,35,3,44,30  !ring ##14
asel, all
aglue, all
!ldiv,33,,,3
!csys, 13
!lsel, s,loc,x,bluntirad*.99,bluntirad*1.01
!lsel, r, loc, y, 210,270
!lesize, all,,,2
!lsel, s,loc,x,bluntirad*.99,bluntirad*1.01
!lsel, r, loc, y, 180,210
!lesize, all,,,6
!lsel, all
!ldiv,32,,,3
!lsel, s,loc,x,bluntirad*.99,bluntirad*1.01
!lsel, r, loc, y, 90,150
!lesize, all,,,2
!lsel, s,loc,x,bluntirad*.99,bluntirad*1.01
!lsel, r, loc, y, 150,180
!lesize, all,,,6
!lsel, all
!ldiv,31,,,3
!lsel, s,loc,x,qpes*3*.99,qpes*3*1.01
!lsel, r, loc, y, 210,270
!lesize, all,,,2
!lsel, s,loc,x,qpes*3*.99,qpes*3*1.01
!lsel, r, loc, y, 180,210
!lesize, all,,,6
!lsel, all
!ldiv,30,,,3
!lsel, s,loc,x,qpes*3*.99,qpes*3*1.01
!lsel, r, loc, y, 90,150
!lesize, all,,,2
!lsel, s,loc,x,qpes*3*.99,qpes*3*1.01
!lsel, r, loc, y, 150,180
!lesize, all,,,6
!lsel, all
!lesize,44,,,2,1/2,1

meshing

!----------------------------------------------------------
asel, all
mopt, trans, 1.12
mat, 1
MSHKEY,1
csys,15
amesh,6
amesh, 14
amesh,3
amesh,4
MSHKEY,2
amesh,5
amesh,7
amesh, 8
amesh,9
amesh,11
mopt, trans, 1.15
amesh,12
mat, 2
AMESH, 1
AMESH, 13
MOPT, TRANS, 1.12
MSHKEY, 1
AMESH, 2
MOPT, TRANS, 1.15
MSHKEY, 2
AMESH, 10

!-----------------------------------------------

! boundary conditions

!-----------------------------------------------
CSYS, 0
NSEL, S, LOC, X, 0
NSEL, R, LOC, Y, 0
F, ALL, FY, FORCE
NSEL, S, LOC, X, WTH/2
NSEL, R, LOC, Y, WBACK+WLIN+WINT
D, ALL, UY
NSEL, S, LOC, X, 0
NSEL, R, LOC, Y, -1, FYCRP+FXCRP*TAN((90-INDEFANGLE)*3.1416/180)-BLUNTIRAD/COS((90-INDEFANGLE)*3.1416/180)
D, ALL, UX

!-----------------------------------------------

! solution controls

!-----------------------------------------------
FINISH
/NERR, , , 0, 0
ALLSEL, ALL
/SOLU
SOLCONTROL, ON
!AUTOTS, ON
ANTYPE, STAT
NLGEOM, 1
TIME, 100
OUTRES, ERASE
OUTRES, ALL, -1
DELTIM, 3/FORCE, 0.00036/FORCE
SOLVE
FINISH
3. Three dimensional flat strip with quasi semi-elliptical crack under three-point bending

The code shown next correspond to the file that wraps a number of smaller files with particular functions developed for the creation, solution and extension of crack models. All the necessary files are stored in the CD attached.

```matlab
inputdata;
for cc200=6:25  % Extension loop
restartfile=sprintf('restart%02.0f.mat',curextstep); % restart files
save(restartfile);
    folderstructure; % File name system
    cracknodes; % Position of the nodes along the front
    keypoint; % Position of keypoints
    lines; % Line connectivity
    esize; % Element size
    surfaces; % surface connectivity
    volume; % Volume connectivity
    printinputdata; % .m files commencing with "print" save the date into a text file
    printkeypoint;
    printkeypointscrack;
    printlines;
    printlinescrack;
    printsurface;
    printsurfacescrack;
    printlesize;
    printvolume;
    printvolumescrack;
    cracknodes_spiderweb; % Reposition of nodes along the front
    printareameshing;
    printvolumemeshing;
    printsolution; % Solution commands
    printpostproc; % Postprocessing commands
fclose('all');
    pause (5);
    system(executeansys);
lockstatus= exist(lockfile,'file');
loopcounter=0;
while lockstatus~=0
    loopcounter=loopcounter+1;
    lockstatus= exist(lockfile,'file');
    warning('lockstatus pause');
    pause(30);
    if loopcounter==60
        exit
    end
```
end

flagstatus= exist('ansys_process/flag.txt','file');

while flagstatus~=2
    loopcounter=loopcounter+1;
    flagstatus= exist('ansys_process/flag.txt','file');
    warning('flagstatus pause');
    pause(5);
end

readresultsspid; % launch ANSYS in batch mode and wait for solution

% Open text files and import results
crackextension;

% Post process data for new model

!cp -rf /tmp/31autoextspid/input_files/*.out /home1/utp-71/burke/31autoextspid/results1/
!cp -rf /tmp/31autoextspid/ansys_process/*.rstt /home1/utp-71/burke/31autoextspid/results1/
!cp -rf /tmp/31autoextspid/ansys_process/*.rst /home1/utp-71/burke/31autoextspid/results1/
!cp -rf /tmp/31autoextspid/*.mat /home1/utp-71/burke/3dcrack/results1/

save ('workspace.mat'); % File management

delete('ansys_process/*.rst');
delete('ansys_process/*.rstt');
delete('ansys_process/*.rdb');
delete('ansys_process/*.full');
delete('ansys_process/*.esav');
delete('ansys_process/*.emat');
delete('ansys_process/*.BCS');
delete('ansys_process/*.esav');
delete('ansys_process/*.osav');
delete('ansys_process/*.r001');
delete('ansys_process/*.mntr');
delete('ansys_process/*.stat');
delete('ansys_process/*.pce');
delete('ansys_process/*.pcs');
delete('ansys_process/*.err');
delete('ansys_process/*.ldhi');
delete('ansys_process/*.mntr');
delete('ansys_process/*.db');
delete('ansys_process/flag.txt');

end
4. Three dimensional full bearing analysis

The code shown next correspond to the file that wraps a number of smaller files with particular functions developed for the creation, solution and extension of crack models. All the necessary files are stored in the CD attached.

```matlab
!////////////////////////
Input data
!////////////////////////

bearingrad=56.43/2;
bearingwidth=29.49;
wlin=.38;
wint=.04;
wback=1.8;
toth=wback+wint+wlin;
llin=4;
lint=1;
lback=2;
ang1=57;
ang2=77;
zcoord1=1;
zcoord2=9;
meshang=154;
meshwidth=13;

anrange=angle(ang2)-angle(ang1);
lth=sind(angrange/2)*bearingrad*2;

radcoord(1:1+llin)=[bearingrad:wlin/llin:bearingrad+wlin];
radcoord(2+llin:llin+lint+1)=[bearingrad+wlin+wint/lint:wint/lint:bearingrad+wlin+wint];
radcoord(2+llin+lint:llin+lint+lback+1)=[bearingrad+wlin+wint+wback/lback:wback/lback:bearingrad+wlin+wint+wback];

fid=fopen('bearing_stress_shifted_no_inis_elas_no_fit.txt','w');
%////////////////////////
% Ansys elements and material types
%////////////////////////
fprintf(fid,'!
');
fprintf(fid,'/prep7
');
fprintf(fid,'ET,1,SOLID185
');
fprintf(fid,'ET,2,SOLID186
');
fprintf(fid,'SHPP,OFF
');
%Backing properties (Ref. no. 2)
fprintf(fid,'/input,20Slining,txt
');
fprintf(fid,'/input,20Ssteel,txt
');
fprintf(fid,'/input,Alfoil,txt
');
%fprintf(fid,'MPTEMP,,,,,,,,
');
fprintf(fid,'MPTEMP,1,0
');
fprintf(fid,'MPDATA,EX,4,,70e3
');
fprintf(fid,'MPDATA,PRXY,4,,.33
');
```
fprintf(fid,'MPTEMP,,,,,,',n);
fprintf(fid,'MPTEMP,1,0
n');
fprintf(fid,'MPDATA,EX,5,,210e3
n');
fprintf(fid,'MPDATA,PRXY,5,,.29
n');
fprintf(fid,'MPTEMP,,,,,,
');
fprintf(fid,'MPTEMP,1,0
n');
fprintf(fid,'MPDATA,EX,6,,50e3
n');
fprintf(fid,'MPDATA,PRXY,6,,.33
n');
fprintf(fid,'MPTEMP,,,,,,
');
fprintf(fid,'MPTEMP,1,0
n');
fprintf(fid,'MPDATA,EX,6,,50e3
n');
fprintf(fid,'MPDATA,PRXY,6,,.33
n');

%/////////-----------------------/
% Coordinate systems
%/////////-----------------------/
fprintf(fid,'local,%3.0f,1, %8.7f , %8.7f , %8.7f , %4.2f ,%4.2f,%4.2f
n',11,bearingrad*sind(angrange/2),
-bearingrad,0,272,0,0)
fprintf(fid,'local,%3.0f,0, %8.7f , %8.7f , %8.7f , %4.2f ,%4.2f,%4.2f
n',12,bearingrad*sind(angrange/2),
-bearingrad,0,272,0,0)

angle1(1:89)=angle(66:154);
angle1(90:154)=angle(1:65)
angle1=angle(4-(270-(angle(ang2)-angle(ang1))/2-angle(ang1))+180-angrange);

fprintf(fid,'csys,1
n');
fprintf(fid,'csys,11
n');
fprintf(fid,'type,1
n');
fprintf(fid,'mat,2
n');
fprintf(fid,'mat,5
n');

for cc3=1:llin+lint+lback+1
  for cc1=1:154
    for cc2=1:13
      fprintf(fid,'n,,%6.2f,%6.2f,%6.2f
n',radcoord(cc3),angle(cc1),zcoord(cc2)*bearingwidth);
    end
  end
end

for cc3=1:llin+lint+lback
  for cc1=1:153
    for cc2=1:12
      fprintf(fid,'e,%6.2f,%6.2f,%6.2f,%6.2f,%6.2f,%6.2f,%6.2f,%6.2f
n',1+(cc2-1)+(cc1-1)*13+(cc3-1)*2002,2+(cc2-1)+(cc1-1)*13+(cc3-1)*2002,1990+(cc2-1)+(cc1-1)*13+(cc3-1)*2002,3992+(cc2-1)+(cc1-1)*13+(cc3-1)*2002);
    end
  end
end

fprintf(fid,'nsel,s,loc,z,%5.4f
n',zcoord(13)*bearingwidth);
fprintf(fid,'d,all, uz, 0\n');
% fprintf(fid,'nselect, node, , , 7.0f, 7.0f,\n',2002*(llin+lint+lback)+1,2002*(llin+lint+lback)+2002)
%f printf(fid,'d,all, uy, 0\n');
fprintf(fid,'esel, s, elem, , %6.0f, %6.0f,\n',1,1848*llin);
% fprintf(fid,'emodif, all, mat, 1\n');
fprintf(fid,'emodif, all, mat, 4\n');
fprintf(fid,'esel, s, elem, , %6.0f, %6.0f,\n',1848*llin+1,1848*(llin+lint));
% fprintf(fid,'emodif, all, mat, 1\n');
fprintf(fid,'emodif, all, mat, 4\n');
fprintf(fid,'esel, s, elem, , %6.0f, %6.0f,\n',1848*(llin+lint)+1,1848*(llin+lint+lback));
% fprintf(fid,'emodif, all, mat, 2\n');
%f printf(fid,'emodif, all, mat, 5\n');
fprintf(fid,'nsel, s, loc, z, %5.4f\n',0);
fprintf(fid,'esln\n');
fprintf(fid,'EGEN, 2, 600000, all, , , , , , , , , , %5.6f,\n',-(zcoord(2)-zcoord(1))*bearingwidth);
fprintf(fid,'allsel, all\n');
u mmrg, node, 1e-2, , , low\n';
% fprintf(fid,'emodif, all, type, 2\n');
fprintf(fid,'emid, add, all\n');
% %/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
% number of steps to be solved
% % %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
fprintf(fid,'/sol\n');
cc200=0;
fprintf(fid,'time, %4.0f\n',cc200);
%f printf(fid,'INISTATE, set, csys, 1\n');
% inistate=[-0.0, -2.8649, 37.4564, 167.5479, 0.4877, -0.0, -2.4386, 31.1964, 162.6096, 0.5695, -0.0, 1.8316, 21.2292, 152.0197, 0.7125, -0.0, -1.557, 11.7552, 125.6447, 0.9656, -0.0, -1.7234, 3.1326, 97.8095, 1.6143, -0.0, -1.3706, -77.7407, 80, 1.0735, -0.0, 0.0286, 59.5370, 10.7766, 6.3511, -0.0, 2.6063, 103.0705, 47.4177, 0.1889]; %xz yz xy z
inistate=[0,0,-2.86490000000000,37.45640000000000,135.0,0.487700000000000;0,0,-2.43860000000000,31.19640000000000,124,0.569500000000000;0,0,-1.83160000000000,21.22920000000000,109,0.712500000000000;0,0,-1.55700000000000,11.75520000000000,93,0.965600000000000;0,0,-1.72340000000000,-77.74070000000000,80,1.61430000000000;0,0,-1.37060000000000,59.53700000000000,75,1.07350000000000;0,0,0.0286000000000000,103.07050000000000,75,6.35110000000000;]
%>Loading import
%////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
backdispfile='totaldef/totdef109.txt';
pressurefile='pressure/pressure001.txt';
backdisp=load(backdispfile);

fprintf(fid,'csys,0\n');
cc200=cc200+1;

% loading application form and fitting

for cc1=1:154
    for cc2=1:13
        fprintf(fid,'d,%5.0f,ux,%5.6f,\n',2002*(llin+lint+lback)+cc2+(cc1-1)*13,backdisp(cc1,cc2)*cosd(angle(cc1)+272));
    end
end
fprintf(fid,'time,%4.0f\n',cc200);
fprintf(fid,'allsel, all\n');
fprintf(fid,'csys,12\n');
fprintf(fid,'solve\n');

for cc101=1:1
    if cc101==1
        mg=5;
        mh=176;
    else
        mg=5;
        mh=176;
    end
end
for cc100=1:mg:mh
    cc200=cc200+1
    cc300=cc100+90
    if cc300>=181
        cc300=cc300-180;
    end
    fprintf(fid,'time,%4.0f\n',cc200);
    pressurefile(18:20)=num2str(cc300,'%03.0f');
    backdispfile(16:18)=num2str(cc300,'%03.0f');
    fprintf(fid,'allsel, all\n');

% loading application service conditions

for cc1=1:153
    if cc1==1
        mg=5;
        mh=176;
    else
        mg=5;
        mh=176;
    end
end
for cc100=1:mg:mh
    cc200=cc200+1
    cc300=cc100+90
    if cc300>=181
        cc300=cc300-180;
    end
    fprintf(fid,'time,%4.0f\n',cc200);
    pressurefile(18:20)=num2str(cc300,'%03.0f');
    backdispfile(16:18)=num2str(cc300,'%03.0f');
    fprintf(fid,'allsel, all\n');

% node order for sfe correspond to face node numbering jilk
for cc2=1:12
    fprintf(fid,'SFE,%5.0f,1,PRES, ,%6.4f, , ,
            pressure(153,cc2)+(pressure(154,cc2+1)+pressure(153,cc2+1)+pressure(154,cc2))/4);
    end
    fprintf(fid,'SFE,%5.0f,1,PRES, ,%6.4f ,%6.4f ,%6.4f ,%6.4f
        ,cc2+(153)*12, pressure(153,cc2+1), pressure(153,cc2+2), pressure(154,cc2));
end
    fprintf(fid,'csys,0
        ,cc1=1:154
    for cc1=1:13
        fprintf(fid,'d,%5.0f,ux,%5.6f,
                2002*(llin+lint+lback)+cc2+(cc1-1)*13,backdisp(cc1,cc2)*cosd(angle(cc1)+272));
        fprintf(fid,'d,%5.0f,uy,%5.6f,
                2002*(llin+lint+lback)+cc2+(cc1-1)*13,backdisp(cc1,cc2)*sind(angle(cc1)+272));
        fprintf(fid,'d,%5.0f,uz,%5.6f,
                2002*(llin+lint+lback)+cc2+(cc1-1)*13,0);
    end
    fprintf(fid,'allsel, all

% solution controls
if cc101==1
    fprintf(fid,'outres, nsol, last
        ,cc101==1
    else
        fprintf(fid,'outres, nsol, last
    end
    fprintf(fid,'lswrite,
    %     fprintf(fid,'NSUBST,20,40,1
    %    fprintf(fid,'esel, s, mat,,1
    fprintf(fid,'NSUBST,1,1,1
    fprintf(fid,'nropt,init
    else
        fprintf(fid,'NSUBST,30,40,1
    end
    fprintf(fid,'sbctran
    fprintf(fid,'nsel, s, loc, z,%5.7f
                bearingwidth/2);
    fprintf(fid,'d,all, uz,0
    fprintf(fid,'allsel, all
    fprintf(fid,'solve
    end
end
    fprintf(fid,'allsel, all
    fprintf(fid,'antype,stat
    fprintf(fid,'OUTRES,BASI,LAST

fprintf(fid,'NLGEOM, OFF\n');

maxtime=1.5;
normaltime=1;
% % %
% % %
% % %
fprintf(fid,'/post1\n');
% print results
% % %
% % %
fprintf(fid,'SET, 1\n');
fprintf(fid,'/format, 20, 18, 10\n');
fprintf(fid,'allsel, all\n');
fprintf(fid,'nsel, s, node,,1, 2002\n');
% fprintf(fid,'rsys, 1\n');
fprintf(fid,'rsys, 11\n');
for cc1=1:37
fprintf(fid,'allsel, all\n');
fprintf(fid,'/output, bearing_stress%03.0f, rstt, \n',cc1);
fprintf(fid,'PRNSOL, S, COMP\n');
fprintf(fid,'/output, bearing_strain%03.0f, rstt, \n',cc1);
fprintf(fid,'PRNSOL, epto, COMP\n');
fprintf(fid,'/output, bearing_disps%03.0f, rstt, \n',cc1);
fprintf(fid,'PRNSOL, U, COMP\n');
% fprintf(fid,'/dscale, all, off\n');
% fprintf(fid,'rsys, 1\n');
fprintf(fid,'rsys, 11\n');
fprintf(fid,'/efacet, 1\n');
% %
% fprintf(fid,'/efacet, 1\n');
% fprintf(fid,'/dscale, all, off\n');
% fprintf(fid,'rsys, 1\n');
fprintf(fid,'rsys, 11\n');
fprintf(fid,'/rgb, index, 100, 100, 100, 0 \n');
fprintf(fid,'/rgb, index, 80, 80, 80, 13 \n');
fprintf(fid,'/rgb, index, 60, 60, 60, 14 \n');
fprintf(fid,'/rgb, index, 0, 0, 0, 15 \n');
fprintf(fid,'/replot \n');
fprintf(fid,'/auto, 1 \n');
fprintf(fid,'/rep, fast \n');
% fprintf(fid,'/auto, 1 \n');
% fprintf(fid,'/rep, fast \n');
% fprintf(fid,'/AUTO,1 \n');
% fprintf(fid,'/REP,FAST \n');
% fprintf(fid,'ESEL,R,TYPE,,1 \n');
% fprintf(fid,'FLST,5,20,2,ORDE,2 \n');
% fprintf(fid,'FITEM,5,2084 \n');
% fprintf(fid,'FITEM,5,-2103 \n');
% fprintf(fid,'ESEL,U, , ,P51X \n');

% fprintf(fid,'/EXPAND,2,RECT,HALF,0.00001 \n');
% fprintf(fid,'/REPLACE \n');
% fprintf(fid,'/AUTO,1 \n');
% fprintf(fid,'/REP,FAST \n');
fprintf(fid,'/dscale,,120 \n');
% fprintf(fid,'/AUTO,1 \n');
% fprintf(fid,'/REP,FAST \n');
% fprintf(fid,'/Zoom,1,RECT,0.286817,0.162336 ,0.379928764425 ,0.0758968303231 \n');
% fprintf(fid,'/Zoom,1,RECT,-0.268527,0.594532 ,0.981828991704 , -0.682108329453 \n');
fprintf(fid,'/EXPAND,2,RECT,HALF,,29.49/2 \n');
fprintf(fid,'/ANG,1 \n');
fprintf(fid,'/AUTO,1 \n');
fprintf(fid,'/REP,FAST \n');
fprintf(fid,'/ANG,1 \n');
fprintf(fid,'/REP,FAST \n');
fprintf(fid,'/view,1,1,2,3 \n');
fprintf(fid,'/ANG,1 \n');
fprintf(fid,'/ANG,1,-30,ZS,1 \n');
fprintf(fid,'/ANG,1,-30,ZS,1 \n');
fprintf(fid,'/ANG,1,-30,ZS,1 \n');
fprintf(fid,'/REP,FAST \n');

% fprintf(fid,'esel, s, mat,,1 \n');
% fprintf(fid,'esel, s, mat,,4 \n');

fprintf(fid,'/show,JPEG \n');
fprintf(fid,'/REP,FAST \n');
fprintf(fid,'/show, close \n');
fprintf(fid,'SET,next \n');
end
fclose('all')
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